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The aims of the CHRONICLE, as stated in the first of
the present series, March, 1875 :
(1) To bind together all sections within the School.
(2) To strengthen the connection between our old
and present members.
(3) To Chronicle all events of interest to the
School.
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EDITORIAL
The " satirical trend " has died, at last. But not before it had reared
its ugly head in the cosy world of school magazines. A t one school
some enterprising pupils decided to run their own underground newspaper, independent of official surveillance, which was free to say exactly
what it thought. The venture flourished with the tacit approval and backing
of the senior English Master and copies were in great demand. The
authorities, however, got wind of this—it was cut off in the flower of
its youth and the unfortunate English master left under a cloud.
M y object in relating this sad history is not to undermine authority
nor yet to incite the School to rebellion—I would not dream of such a
thing—but rather to consider the aims of a school magazine and whether
or not these aims are compatible with this sort of activity.
In this assessment we must not be carried away by an iconoclast's
zeal and lose sight of the basic " raison d'etre " of the CHRONICLE which
is to set down and record the day to day life of the School. Yet even
given this limitation it seems that many contributions are of interest only
to the contributor and to those whose names are mentioned while to the
large mass of the school they present little attraction. This is the difficult
problem which confronts many article-writers, how to satisfy the inner
circle of " those who know " and yet to make the report interesting to
outsiders as well.
I am not advocating what has been called " the poor man's Rea ler's
Digest approach " of glamourizing the presentation at the expense of the
content. I f this sort of thing is carried too far the magazine will lose its
character and unless the whole concept of the CHRONICLE is altered the
needs of the inner circle must of necessity take the prior place. But I
am simply appealing for unforced spontaneity of expression and at
least some effort to make the result palatable to the majority. The thought
of nearly a thousand readers critically eyeing their efforts proves too much
for many people and produces the unique atmosphere of school-magazine
prose compounded of apprehension and an obsessive desire for selfeffacing respectability—though God forbid I should set up this choice
morsel as an ideal of style.
Such a magazine is basically a chronicle of events, but this need not
make it dull, nor does it preclude imagination and originallity. We must
have our reports but let us remember that they have to be read. Miscellany
is not the only place for inspiration and in my view the CHRONICLE
presents an even greater challenge.
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NOTES AND NEWS
SCHOOL DIARY
The Michaelmas Term began on Thursday, 12th September. On the
following Monday, 16th September the General Committee of the School
Club and the Cartland Club held their first meetings of the School Year.
The first Communion service was celebrated on 23rd September.
The weekend from 28th September to 30th was taken as Expeditions
Week-end.
Founder's Day was commemorated on Saturday, 12th October,
when Professor Dudley. Bailiff of the Governors, presented the prizes.
On the two days immediately preceding Half-Term, 30th and 31st
October, a Conference for the V I form was held in the Rarcliff Theatre.
The subject was Africa, and three visiting speakers talked on different
aspects of that continent.
Half-Term started on the 1st November and continued until 4th.
The Bromsgrove match was played on 9th November at Eastern
Road. The result was a draw, 6—6.
On Friday, 29th November, the Birmingham Philharmonic Orchestra
gave a concert in aid of Oxfam. M . J. Woodward, O.E., was the soloist in
Cesar Franck's Symphonic Variations.
The school carol services were held on 16th and 17th December.
The first part of the House Music Competition took place on 17th.
The term ended on Wednesday. 18th December.
The Prefects' Ball was on 8th January, 1964.
On 11th January the X V went to Ireland to play Methodist College,
Belfast.
The Lent term began on Thursday, 16th January and the Cartland
Club met on 20th January.
The first Communion service of the Lent term was celebrated on
28th January.
The School Play. " Richard I I " by Shakespeare, which was well
received, was performed on the evenings of 30th. 31st January and 1st
February.
The yearly service at St. Martin's Church in thanksgiving for the
King Edward's Foundation in Birmingham was held on 13th February.
Half-Term was taken from Friday, 21 st to Wednesday, 26th February,
following the Gym competition on Friday morning.
Lent addresses were given in chapel by Rev. F. C. Carpenter of
St. Mary's, Moseley, on three Wednesday evenings of 26th February,
4th and 11th March.
The Individual Music Competition was held at 6-30 p.m. on Tuesday,
17th March and on the following morning the second part of the House
Music Competition.
Field Day was taken on Friday. 26th March.
Two performances of Handel's Messiah were given by the School
orchestra and choir on Monday and Tuesday, 23rd and 24th March.
The term ended on Tuesday. 24th March.
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GOVERNORS' NEWS
Councillor R. I . Scorer, M.C., J.P., has been elected Bailiff of the
Governors for the year 1964/65. He is an Old Boy of King Edward
V I Five Ways School, and has a very great name in the world of Rugby
Football, being a member of the Rugby Football Union Committee and a
past President of the North Midlands Rugby Football Union. In the
cricket season he is the President of Moseley. He won his Military Cross
for gallantry in the first World War in the Gallipoli Expedition.
As Deputy Bailiff, Alderman J. Wood has taken office. He is a
past Chairman of the Birmingham Education Committee, and is a
particularly active Governor of the College of Advanced Technology.
He is this year President of the Association of Education Committees,
and has a personal connection with the Foundation in that he has a
son at Camp H i l l .
It was with regret that the Governors received the resignation of
Mr. A. P. Morley, O.B.E., J.P. He is an Old Edwardian. He was previously an Alderman of the City Council and had long service as a Governor,
including a term as Bailiff.
His vacancy on the Governing Body has
been taken by Alderman L . G. H . Alldridge, C.B.E., J.P. He is an Old
Edwardian. He was Lord Mayor in 1943-44. He is a Fellow of the Royal
Institution of Chartered Surveyors and of the Chartered Auctioneers and
Estate Agents Institute.
The Governors received with very deep regret news of the death on
the 9th March of M r . B. A. Thomas. Mr. Thomas was an Old Edwardian
and became a Governor in 1950. He was Bailiff in 1956/57. In particular
he rendered most valuable service to the Foundation as Chairman of
the Estate Committee since his election to this office in 1951. At School
he was a member of the Rugger X V and of the Swimming Team.
It was he who gave to the School the R. S. M . Moore Cup. He was a
most keen and active member of the Committee of Old Boys who collected
the funds for the Old Edwardian Memorial Swimming Bath. We are very
grateful to him for his many loyal and valuable services to the Foundation,
and extend to his widow and two sons our very deepest sympathy on
his death at a young age.

PREFECTS' R O O M
The following have been appointed Prefects :
J. P. CROXALL : Secretary of Rugby Football ; Secretary of the
Natural History Society ; C.S.M. in the C.C.F. ; House Captain
(Prince Lee).
A. J. HERRING : Captain of Tennis (Vardy).
A. J. G. HEY : Sergeant in the C.C.F. ; House Captain (Vardy).
A. R. LONG : A.S.M. in the Scouts (Prince Lee).
D . E. L O N G : Secretary of the Music Circle ; Secretary of the
Historical Society ; L/Seaman in the C.C.F. (Evans).
A. S. LOWENSTEIN : Secretary of the Railway and Model Engineering
Society (Heath).
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D . J. M A Y : Sergeant in the C.C.F. (Cary Gilson).
J. D . REES : Sub-Treasurer of the School Club ; House Captain
(Cary Gilson).
N . J. SANDERS : School Recorder ; A.S.M. in the Scouts (Jeune).
M . R. SHENSTONE : Captain of Cricket ; Captain of Squash ;
House Captain (Evans).
C. J. TIPPING : Secretary of the Musical Society (Prince Lee).
The following have left during the year :
J. C. ANDREWS ( 1 9 5 7 - 6 4 ) : *" Prefect

1963-4 ;

Captain of Fives

1962- 4 ; Fives Colours 1961-4 ; Secretary of the Debating Society ;
Secretary of the Film Society ; House Captain ; Pembroke College,
Cambridge (Levett).
J. C . BURGESS ( 1 9 5 9 - 6 4 ) : Prefect 1963-4 ; Editor of the CHRONICLE ;

Captain of Fencing 1963-4 ; Fencing Colours 1961-4 ; X X X Colours
1963- 4 ; Sergeant in the C.C.F. ; Exhibition in Classics at St. John's
College, Cambridge (Prince Lee).
N . J. COLLINS (1956-64) : Prefect 1964 ; C.S.M. in the C.C.F. ;
King's College London (Cary Gilson).
J. G. KENSIT ( 1 9 5 7 - 6 4 ) : Chess Colours 1963-4 ;

House Captain :

King's College London (Gifford).
D. W. KNOWLES (1956-63) : Prefect 1963 ; School Recorder ;
Scholarship in Mathematics at Keble College, Oxford (Jeune).
D. S. M I T C H E L L ( 1 9 5 9 - 6 4 ) : Prefect 1963-4 ; Captain of the Third

XV ; Secretary of the Christian Guild ; Secretary of the Anagnostics ;
House Captain ; Nottingham University (Heath).

COMMON

We congratulate
January 14th.

ROOM

M r . and Mrs. H u m on the birth of a son on

SCHOLARSHIPS

The following elections have been made :
A T OXFORD :

S. A . Cockle to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Queen's College.
J. P. Croxall to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Queen's College.
M . J. Fell to a Scholarship in Classics at Corpus Christi College.
A . J. G. Hey to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Worcester
College.
D. W. Knowles to a Scholarship in Mathematics at Keble College.
S. R. C. Mayewski to a Scholarship in Mathematics at Christchurch.
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R. E. Pickvance to a Scholarship in Classics at Pembroke College.
R. G. Woolley to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at St. John's
College.
A. J. Fawke to an Exhibition in Engineering at St. Edmund Hall.
R. Thornhill to an Exhibition in Engineering at Keble College.
A . I . Wallace to an Exhibition in Geography at Jesus College.
W. D . Lane to an Exhibition in Modern Languages at Lincoln
College.
A T CAMBRIDGE :

R. A . Barker to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Churchill
College.
P. D . Killworth to a Scholarship in Mathematics at Trinity College.
A . R. Long to a Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Corpus Christi
College.
J. C. Burgess to an Exhibition in Classics at St. John's College.
C. J. Falconer to an Exhibition in History at King's College
R. Morton to an Exhibition in Mathematics at Corpus Christi
College.
N . J. Sanders to an Exhibition in Natural Sciences at Magdalene
College.

COLOURS
We congratulate :
S. C. Tew, J. P. Croxall, J. A . Barnfield, R. G. J. Jones, R. O. Jenkins,
A . S. Lowenstein, A . J. G. Hey, H . D . Barlow on the award of School
Rugby Football Colours.
R. C. Booth, R. J. Norrington, A . A . Frazer, J. C. Burgess, G. H .
Frazer, R. B. Huddleston, O. C. Finnegan, S. A . Hunt, I . N . L . Gallett,
M . C. Gardiner, H . Cullen-Jones, G. J. Metcalf, P. R. M . Mathews,
J. H . C. Rowan on the award of School X X X Colours.
J. A . Barnfield, P. A . Bowes, D . B. Taylor on the award of their
School Fives Colours.
C. J. Stanton on the re-award and D . J. Brelsforth, J. G. Kensit,
J. H . Cliffe and M . B. Hands on the award of School Chess Colours.
J. B. Grimmett on the re-award and A . W. Parker on the award of
School Fencing Colours.
R. Hardingham and J. A . Ledbury on the award of School CrossCountry Colours.
G. S. Bunting on the re-award of School Shooting Colours.
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T H E C A R T L A N D CLUB
The officials of the Club in the Lent Term, 1964, were
President
Secretary
Treasurer
Librarian
Victualler

R.
S.
R.
A.
R.
R. C. Booth

O. Jenkins
A . Cockle
A . Barker
I . Wallace
G. Woolley

The following were members of the Club :
P. D . Killworth
P. J. Knowles
A. R. Long
D . E. Long
A. S. Lowenstein
D . J. May
S. R. C. Mayewski
R. Morton
D . G. Murphy
D . S. Mitchell
D . R. Prior
N . G. Rabouhans
J. D . Rees
J. M . Rudge
P. S. Rudland
N . J. Sanders
M . R. Shenstone
I . C. Stirk
S. C. Tew
T. Thornhill
C. J. Tipping
A. B. Turrall
B. S. Wilkins.

J. C. Andrews
M . D . Austin
H . D . Barlow
R. W. Batchelor
J. C. Burgess
N . J. Collins
J. P. Croxall
R. B. Davies
A. R. Davis
A. M . Downing
I . S. Duncan
C. J. Falconer
A. J. Fawke
M . J. Fell
J. M . Freeman
M . J. Hamar
S. Hanes
A. J. Herring
A. J. G. Hey
P. R. H . Johnstone
R. T. Jones
J. G. Kensit
J. R. Key-Pugh
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THE

LIBRARY

In 1962-63 the Library had a successful year. The Library's efficiency
was highly praised by the Inspectors, and the number of books reported
missing at the Annual Summer Book Check was 178, the lowest number
recorded since annual checks were started nine years ago. This year,
the Library has continued in the same vein. The issue of books during
the Michaelmas Term was higher than in the corresponding term last
year ; unfortunately the number of Library ticket holders is lower,
remaining irritatingly short of the 300 mark. Surely it is to the advantage
of every boy in the School to possess tickets, and it is a mystery why
fewer than half take the opportunity of doing so. Also, a drop in ticket
issues may foreshadow an increase in books borrowed illegally.
A major innovation this year is the Junior Library, a Library principally for the use of the Removes and Shells, at the suggestion of the Inspectors.
New shelving has been put up in the East Bay and under the counter of
the Librarians' Reserve. Now books for the Junior Library are being
added, notably a set of the twenty-volume " New World Encyclopedia."
It may assist members of the School in returning books to their proper
place to know that Junior Library books are distinguished by a large
J on the spine. Another innovation which members of the School have
noticed with satisfaction is the purchase of a new Library trolley which
moves along without squeaking.
Unfortunately noise in general has not decreased to the same extent.
Some seem to ignore on purpose the existence of a rule which demands
complete silence in the Library. Untidiness is also a problem, which
has unfortunately resulted in having to close the Library before the end
of the lunch hour in order to tidy it up. It would be a help if members of
the School could assist Librarians in their duties by replacing the books
they use in their correct positions on the shelves, instead of leaving them
on the tables.
New books continue to flow into the Library, many books having
been generously presented by Old Edwardians and others. In particular
one must mention a fine collection of Science Books presented by G.
Garside (O.E.) which will enrich the Science section. One notable acquisition is a copy of " The Atlas of Britain," which now has a reading-desk
to itself.
The Library Staff has been very helpful and efficient, and has helped
the Librarian greatly. The hardest part of the year, ' A ' and ' O ' levels
and the Book Check, lies ahead, but I am sure they will be equal to the
task. We owe M r . Blount a debt of gratitude for his help and guidance,
without which the Library would not be functioning nearly so well.
P . R . HANDFORD.
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CHAPEL

NOTES

Chapel life continues along much the same pattern as in previous
years. The Holy Communion is celebrated fortnightly on Tuesdays and
weekly in Lent, Evensong alternates with Evening prayers on Wednesdays
after school, and Mattins is said—though the school appears to have
forgotten this fact—on Friday mornings.
Collections taken at the Holy Communion have been given to the
Cambridge Mission to Delhi, to the Cathedral of the Holy Cross, Lusaka,
and to the Chapel Fund of St. Joseph's College, Chidya.
We have been pleased to welcome the Bishop of Aston who comes
each term to celebrate the Holy Communion. The Lent addresses are
being given this year by the Reverend F. C. Carpenter, Vicar of St.
Mary's, Moseley. The theme of the addresses is " Freedom and how it
affects the Christian."

THE

SCHOOL

WEATHER

STATION

The weather station resumed daily observations at 0900 hrs. on
November 1st after a break of 9 months whilst the new tennis courts were
being built. Energetic and keen observers have taken readings on all
days since then, including Sundays, Christmas Day and Boxing Day.
During the three months November to January, the weather was
generally mild and dry. December was, however, cooler than usual,
with the lowest December temperature ever recorded at K.E.S. (16°F.),
but on the whole we have had little frost or snow. November was extremely wet (4'72-in. as against a monthly average of 2'74-in.), but the
other two months were very dry, both having less than 1-in. of rain.
Apart from certain days in January, there has been little fog, but about
those days with fog, the less said the better.
Our thanks go to M r . Whalley for his help and advice and to the
small band of boys who are desperately trying to disprove the Met.
Office's Long Range Weather Forecasts.
L. J. A R T H U R .

OBITUARY
G. A .

SHELDON

The death occurred suddenly on 22nd December, 1963 of G. A .
Sheldon, M . A . , for twenty-five years senior English master at K.E.S.
until his retirement in 1948. He had just reached his seventy-first birthday.
He was twice married, but a widower when he died—at Prestatyn.
Sheldon was an Old Edwardian, being a scholar of K.E.S. from
1907-12. After some experience in private schools and as a tutor, he
9

returned to King Edward's in 1915 as master of the lower forms, being
unfit for military service. His health was never robust.
In 1919 he gained an exhibition in English at Christ's College.
Cambridge, later taking a First in the English Tripos. As an undergraduate he was editor of the ' Cambridge Review.' In 1923 he returned to
King Edward's as secretary to Cary Gilson, and senior English master.
His fondness for journalism did not leave him, and he was a regular
contributor of reviews to the ' Birmingham Post,' a paper which he
always brought to school, neatly folded, in his grey attache-case. I n
his written work he was a master of the happy phrase, and paid meticulous
attention to detail ; in conversation he was leisurely, yet witty and
precise in his use of words ; in handwriting almost indecipherable.
' Urbane' is perhaps the adjective which first comes to mind when
one thinks of ' Shelley.' I f King Edward's had blown up while he was
speaking, he would surely have finished his sentence. He was highly
critical of change, but love of his old school was deep-rooted and persisted
to the end. He bequeathed a large part of his estate to the K.E.S. Common
Room.
As a teacher he was scholarly and caustic, but no disciplinarian ;
as a member of the Common Room, a most delightful colleague and
friend. His peculiar drawl lingers in the memory. He will be mourned
by many generations of Old Edwardians.
N.J.F.C.

COMMANDER LANGLEY
Commander A. S. Langley, who taught at this School for more
than forty years, has died, aged eighty-two. He was appointed Second
Master a few years before World War I I , and in 1942 became acting
Headmaster, while the newly-appointed M r . Morris was still engaged on
Ministry of Supply duties. Commander Langley was head of science,
and was engaged during World War I on chemical research.

G I F T S T O AND

FROM

THE SCHOOL

We have been delighted to see appearing in Big School the first set
of oak chairs presented by leavers. This set of chairs, supplementing the
generous four-hundredth birthday present from the City, has added both
dignity and comfort in the back of Big School where masters and senior
boys sit.
A t the same time the custom has been instituted by which boys in
their first year are accommodated in Big School on oak benches.
Since the last CHRONICLE went to Press a further step forward has
been taken in the policy of planting trees round both the South field and
the field at Eastern Road. To the parents' fund largely supplied by seven10

year Covenants, we continue to be tremendously indebted for a large
number of gifts and opportunities which cannot figure in the normal
school budget.
Richly we have received and we try hard not to forget that greatly
we owe. Oxfam endeavours, especially during Lent, both by means of
famine lunches and by means of a Conjuring show for the Lower School
have resulted in a total of £103. Cot Fund Collections this term were
divided between the Church of England Children's Society, and the
Royal Commonwealth Society for the Blind, and amounted to a gift
to each of these most needy causes of £84 15s. Od. The offertories in
Chapel at the Holy Communion it was decided should go once again to
the Chapel Fund of St. Joseph's College, Chidya, South West Tanganyika,
at which Timothy Brooke, O.E. is serving on the staff, and where a
new Chapel, as the centre of the College's work, is in building.

FOUNDER'S D A Y , 1963
Founder's Day was celebrated in Big School on Saturday, October
12th, 1963.
Speaking in reply to the Chief Master's welcome the Lord Mayor,
Alderman Dr. Louis Glass, thanked the School for the contribution it had
made and was making to the life of Birmingham.
The Chief Master then reviewed the School's activities. He discounted
the idea that a lot of well-qualified boys were battering at the doors of
unwelcoming universities. Eighty-nine boys out of the hundred and
seventeen leavers had applied to a university and of these eighty-five were
going to British universities and one to an Australian. Two of the remaining three had returned to school and would go on the following year
with renewed strength, while the other one who had never been sure in
his own mind was now happily settled. He went on to say however that
crude statistics alone were no measure of a school, the true yardstick was
whether or not a thirst for higher education had been aroused in its
pupils.
After presenting the prizes the Bailiff, Professor D . R. Dudley,
spoke of the concept of education as a Filling Station from which the
nation drew off the requisite amount of cultural and scientific ability.
This, he said, was wrong ; the true purpose of schools was to develop
the intellectual and physical powers of the individual, and the universities'
task was to continue this and to provide advanced knowledge and learning.
Finally he congratulated the School on the success of the recent inspection.
The inspectors, like university professors, never gave an unqualified
alpha-plus but this was as near as they could get.
li

MUSIC
Music is still nourishing, despite the departure of many distinguished
musicians at the end of last year, including the composer-secretary of the
Music Circle. After last year's emphasis on modern music, the Music
Circle directed its attention more to classical music with one notable
meeting, a recital of violin sonatas by Beethoven and Ireland, played by
Mr. Cyril Perfect and M r . Norman Morris.
The Musical Society depends mostly on a few capable instrumentalists
for its lunchtime concerts, which have been of a high standard although
fewer in number than usual and regrettably ill-attended. Outstanding
among these was the recital of flute, oboe and piano music given by
R. M . Edwards, R. M . Whalley and P. G. Wimpory. This term the
society has had an interesting joint meeting with the Scientific Society
to hear about electronic music from M r . K . A . Macfadyen with a demonstration of his all-purpose musical instrument. Towards the end of term
Mr. Tunnard gave a very interesting recital of keyboard music by " Bach
and Sons."
The House orchestral competition last term was judged by M r .
Leonard Blake, director of music at Malvern College. Prince Lee, playing
two movements from an early Mozart symphony, came first, with Evans
a close second.
The highlight of this year's music was the two performances of
Handel's " Messiah " on March 23rd and 24th for which the choral
society and combined orchestra had been practising all year. The other
important event was the Birmingham Philharmonic Orchestra's concert
in aid of Oxfam, and next term we look forward to another concert for
the same cause by the School Chamber Ensemble.
D . E.

LONG.

" O X F A M " CONCERT
On the 29th November 1963, the Birmingham Philharmonic
Orchestra directed by M r . Kenneth Page, presented the second " Oxfam "
Concert.
It opened with a successful performance of the overture to " William
Tell " by Rossini. The cellos coped admirably with the problems of
intonation posed by their tricky solo passage at the beginning of the
work while the brass played with precision and bite. One hopes that
full-blooded performances like this will make people who dismiss
Rossini's music as inferior because it is popular reconsider their verdict ;
this overture, in particular, is too often set on a cultural level with the
television programme with which it is associated.
In the Cesar Franck " Symphonic Variations " we welcomed back
an O.E., Martin Woodward, as the solo pianist. Unfortunately his neat
and accomplished performance of one of the most difficult pieces of the
12

pianist's repertoire was occasionally masked by the orchestra. Had the
piano been placed between the audience and the conductor, the contrast
of tone would have been sharpened and the piano-lid could have been
used as intended, as a sound reflector. The rapport between conductor
and orchestra would also have been strengthened.
The Suite l'Arlesienne by Bizet was the most enjoyable work of the
evening. The beautiful and popular tune of the Prelude was played with
vigour and the " Carillon " brought the first half to a climactic close.
The main work in the concert was Dvorak's " New World " Symphony. Here the brass came into their own. The trombone chords of
the last movement shook the beams of Big School as never before, and
the second movement, with the cor anglais solo beautifully played,
provided one of the most moving contrasts of all music.
The one criticism I have concerns the choice of music, and this,
with one exception, extends to the concert of the previous year. Though
the forces of the orchestra are ideal for great quantities of music from a
Bach Brandenburg Concerto to a Stravinsky woodwind miniature, all
the works presented were written in the nineteenth century.
Nevertheless this concert provided an evening of pleasure for a large
number of people and a fairly large sum of money for " Oxfam." We
announce the third " Oxfam " Concert in May and look forward to
another programme by the Birmingham Philharmonic next year.
C. J.

TIPPING.

MESSIAH
On the evenings of March 23rd and 24th the school choral society and
the King Edward's Schools Combined Orchestra performed Handel's
Messiah. I enjoyed the performance that I heard on the Monday evening
because it was lively and free from institutionalised awe. The British
instinctively inoculate themselves against works of art by turning them
(or their creators) into Institutions or Occasions. This enables us to
substitute the comfortingly familiar emotions of clubbery for the real
and disturbing pleasure which exposure to a work of art involves. * We
can reassure ourselves by thinking Handel a divinely ordained manifestation of the British Way of Life rather than what he, like all artists, really
was—a revealer of profound and beautiful truth. A l l too often to go to
a performance of Messiah is to assist at a kind of ritual, rather like seeing
Gilbert and Sullivan at the Savoy. Happily there was none of this kind
of feeling about M r . Tunnard's performance and, for me at any rate, this
got it off to a good start.
Messiah is a big work, and not the least impressive feature of the
performance was the degree to which life and vitality were sustained
throughout. In fact, the singing seemed to me to improve as the evening
progressed and as the singers settled into the work. This was quite an
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achievement for the junior boys in the treble and alto sections of the
choir, for the music which they have to sing is not only musically but
physically taxing and one might have expected them to show signs of
weariness towards the end. In fact, they did not. They sang with elan
and although they did not produce enough sheer weight of sound one
felt that this was the result of lack of numbers rather than lack of zip.
It had, of course, the unfortunate effect of unbalancing the choir as a
whole by giving too much prominence to the tenor and bass parts. This
meant that the design and texture of Handel's choral writing were sometimes not quite fully realised, but the singing was always spirited and
energetic. This was partly achieved by the admirably brisk tempo at
which M r . Tunnard took the whole work. This helped the singers,
created a general air of confidence and helped to divest the work of a layer
or two of awe. For me, the chorus was most convincing in ' Behold the
Lamb of God,' which really achieved a sense of organic growth, and
in ' He trusted in God that he would deliver H i m . '
The orchestral playing was, on the whole, confident and firm. The
string band was, here and there, rather dominated by the wind with the
result that one was almost more aware of Mozart's presence than of
Handel's, but the instrumental playing was always safe and assured. I t
was good to hear, for instance, the attack with which the orchestra
moved into the ritornello of the chorus,' Surely he hath borne our griefs ' ;
it was this kind of playing that was characteristic of the whole rather than
the rhythmically indecisive opening of the aria ' But Thou didst not leave
his soul in h e l l ' or some lack of rapport between strings and wind in
' Thou shalt break them with a rod of iron." As in Alceste two years ago,
the orchestral playing was good enough for one to take it for granted and
in amateur groups this is quite an achievement.
Of the soloists, the bass, M r . Edward Talbot, was by far the most
mature. Like the choir he gathered assurance as he went on and he sang
his arias in the second and third parts excellently, with force, control and
polish. Miss Carol Hart sang the soprano arias with engaging straightforwardness but without much richness of tone or conviction of phrasing
and M r . Carlos Gilson the tenor arias with pleasant phrasing but rather
disagreeable tone. C. J. Tipping did well with the alto numbers as far as
intonation was concerned. He sang accurately and pleasantly but breathing
problems resulted in many of his phrases trailing off into inaudibility,
particularly in low registers.
To perform as big a work as this with such a uniform level of achievement was quite a feat and M r . Tunnard and all concerned should be
warmly congratulated on having done it.
A.J.T.
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RICHARD I I

On the nights of January 30th and 31st and February 1st the Dramatic
Society staged Shakespeare's Richard If in Big School. It was a good
choice of play—one notices with incredulity that it has never been produced at King Edward's before and wonders how it can have been missed—
and it brought Shakespeare back very satisfactorily to the list of the
society's productions. I daresay his reputation will survive a five year's
absence from our stage and in that time the society has been able to
present a wide range of other important drama. There are, after all,
other dramatists.
The fundamental strength of this production was in the verse speaking,
and I say this deliberately in spite of the fact that I found some of it
tonally monotonous in Acts I V and V. For the most part, however, the
verse was spoken without fussiness or mannerism, with understanding
and confidence, and hence with eloquence. This really is the key to
any production of Shakespearean drama. In his plays, feelings, situations,
relationships, themes, all are defined by the words that the characters
speak and i f these are botched the production can contain all the stars
in the theatrical firmament and will still be a bad one. simply because
first things have not been put first. So M r Bolton's cast achieved eloquence,
often by the admirable way of a self-effacing fidelitiy to the words that
allowed Shakespeare's eloquence to make its own impact. The second
source of strength was the fact that the production made it clear that the
play is neither just the personal tragedy of Richard nor just a clash of
different ideologies. It is, in fact, concerned with the interaction o f
politics and personality, and shows that for Shakespeare politics was the
clash of powerful personalities who embody different views of the sources
of power. Half the tension of the action evaporates if this characteristically
Shakespearean awareness of the nature of politics is lost. I felt that it
was preserved and that hence the main lines of the play were faithfully
communicated. The third great asset of this production was the set.
It made a striking impact and it underlined the feeling of the play with
considerable economy. Practically, it offered a wide variety of levels
and made good groupings possible with a minimum of palaver. I t took
light well, particularly when the latter was used to create chiaroscuro
effects. I t was not just a background to the action but an integral part
of it.
The king himself is, of course, a virtuoso part. It is not, therefore,
reasonable to expect any amateur actor to bring it all off. The important
fact is that he should bring some of it off, and this Smith did triumphantly.
He is one of the most intelligent and sensitive actors that the school has
seen in my time here. He has an exceptional sense of timing and a very
expressive control of movement. These qualities add up to that most
important factor, stage presence. He was at his best in Act I I I in the
scenes after Richard's return from his Irish wars. Here, he registered the
hysteria of Richard's reaction to a hammering succession of disasters
with finely convincing passion. A n d if he just failed to register the growth
of Richard's experience in the succeeding acts he never lost its intensity.
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lt is no trade secret to say that without Smith this play would not have
been chosen and he abundantly justified its choice.
Hicks' Bolingbroke was another excellent performance. He too has
presence, and incisive and powerful delivery and a controlled ease of
movement. Particularly, he carries himself well and can stand and smoulder
as well as anyone in the business, both essential abilities when playing any
of Shakespeare's ' high-stomach'd ' peers. His antagonist at the start of
the play, Mowbray, Duke of Norfolk, played by Reader, was a match for
him verbally but not physically. He sounded but did not look ' wrathkindled.' Hicks, however, always looked commanding, in spite of his
slight build, and if he missed the political sophistication of Bolingbroke
he communicated the iron in him with great conviction. This quality was
also magnificently caught in Burgess' Northumberland. In a way, he had
an easier task than Hicks because there is no sophistication in Northumberland's politics. He is the prototypical muscle-man, and in this part Burgess
both looked and sounded superb. Together, they made one appreciate
the advantages of parliamentary government.
I was relieved to see that Fell, as old John of Gaunt, and Johnstone,
as the almost equally old Duke of York, avoided the temptation to express
their years by the palsied twitchings that one has all too often seen in
such parts. Fell had the difficult job of speaking one of Shakespeare's
most hackneyed speeches, which he did without sounding hackneyed.
In fact, he spoke it as i f it meant something (which was what Shakespeare
intended) and Johnstone—some villainous tricks o' the face excepted—
was convincingly and appropriately distraught, torn between a sense of
justice and a sense of lawful sovereignty. Davies, Gretton and Hill looked
good and did very nicely as Bushy, Bagot'n' Green, Richard's team of
layabout henchmen. Key-Pugh dealt robustly with the Bishop of Carlisle,
who, it may be noticed, speaks what is probably the most important
single speech in the whole play, a denunciation of Richard's deposition and
a prophecy of the terrible fruits of rebellion. He gave it the weight it
needs but 1 would have preferred him less mobile as he delivered it.
Many small parts were well done and I particularly liked Mitchell's
Lord Fitzwalter and Gompertz in his Welsh manifestation. There was
room, perhaps, for more gesture and more decisive movement in the
small parts—people did look a bit furtive from time to time—but the
whole play cohered well and the forward drive of the production did
not flag.
That the production did not flag was due not only to the actors but
to its technical smoothness. It is one of the injustices of the world that the
more efficient a stage gang becomes the more unobtrusive it is. Actors and
producers at King Edward's are immensely fortunate in having the help
of a very keen and very efficient backstage department. The fact that as
we watched " Richard II" we completely forgot its existence proclaims
its high degree of skill. Together with the art department—which in this
production made many admirable stage accessories in addition to designing and painting the splendid set—it makes fairly ambitious productions
like this one possible.
A.J.T.
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If you aim to start out on a career (not just to
take a job); if you like meeting people (all
sorts of people); if you are interested in what
goes on around you (and in the larger world
outside) then there is much that will satisfy
you in our service.
F o r we provide an amazing variety of banking facilities through an organization of over
2,440 branches—large and small—in the cities, towns and villages of England and
Wales and ihe Channel Islands. W e have, too, offices at the leading airports, at the
Ocean T e r m i n a l , Southampton, and in several of the C u n a r d liners. T h e M i d l a n d is
everywhere —in everything. Y o u will rind no lack of variety if you join us.
SALARIES

ARE

GOOD

T h e basic salary scale compares favourably with any in similar fields. E x a m p l e s a r e : —
Age
Provinces
Central

London

17

18

21

24

31

£320

390

460

S85

965

£420

490

560

685

1.065

B u t do remember that these are only the basic figures. E v e r y young man of promise is
given practical help and encouragement and those, for example, who move into a
Special G r a d e will receive at least £ 1 8 5 above the figure quoted.
PROSPECTS

ARE

EXCELLENT

Promotion is based solely on merit (and, moreover, on merit regularly, impartially,
and widely assessed). T r a i n i n g is provided at every stage to prepare all who respond to
it for early responsibility and the Bank's special scheme for Study Leave will be available to assist you in your studies for the Institute of Bankers Examinations. A very
high proportion indeed of present-day entrants will achieve managerial rank, many of
them in their 30's. F o r them, the minimum salary will be £ 1 . 7 9 5 a year with the
certainty of rising to higher —often very much higher —figures.
T h e highest positions in the bank are open to all and at the top are rewards that
would satisfy even the most ambitious.
PENSIONS

ARE

FREE

A non-contributory Pension Scheme brings a pension equal to two-thirds of final
salary after full service.
YOU

SHOULD

HAVE

a good school record ( G . C . E . passes at ' A ' level are an advantage and earn exemptions
in certain subjects of the Institute of Bankers E x a m i n a t i o n s ) ; sound health, absolute
integrity and the will to succeed.
WE

SHALL

HAVE

pleasure in arranging for you to have an interview with a District Staff Superintendent
at one of a number of convenient centres in L o n d o n and the Provinces, but please
write first to:—
THE STAFF MANAGER

MIDLAND BANK
HEAD OFFICE, POULTRY, LONDON, E.C2
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SCHOOL TEAMS
RUGBY F O O T B A L L
With none of last year's full-colours, and only seven X X X colours at
the beginning of the season prospects were not very encouraging, to say
the least, especially after last year's dismal record. The general outlook
was " we can't do worse than last year."
Prospects brightened a little as some previously undiscovered talent
was revealed.
Then came the test, the match against P.G.D.R.'s X V , and all our
fears seemed justified when we found ourselves 11—0 down after only
ten minutes. The team spirit (which has been very high throughout the
season) was still there, however, and, after a hard-fought battle, saw
us through to win 14—11.
After a convincing 17—0 victory over Warwick we had already
two more wins than last year's team. Then came one of our two most
exciting victories. Denstone, a team we had not beaten for nine years, were
completely bewildered by the speed of S. C. Tew. who scored all the
points in our 9—0 victory.
The team then suffered its first defeat—at the hands of Monmouth.
Perhaps a little over confident we were leading 3—0 at half-time when
A . S. Lowenstein was taken off with a broken arm, which was to keep
him out of the team for eight matches, and finally we lost 24—3.
So the season continued with a won-lost-won-lost sequence until
the Bromsgrove match. Our last win before the " big match " was against
Worksop. The 14—9 victory was the work of a fourteen-man team.
The Bromsgrove match was as always the hardest of the season.
After a closely contested struggle during which both lines remained
uncrossed (ours was only saved by some desperate defensive work on the
part of the whole team during the last few minutes) the result was a 6—6
draw, each side scoring two penalties.
The season continued with the X V scoring as many victories as
defeats until our 5—0 win over Ratcliffe. This proved to be our final
success of the season ; we lost the remaining five. Our last match was
played with five reserves—such was the toll taken by the house Knockout
Competition.
So the season ended on a fairly low note and, as most of our defeats
were heavy and most of our victories the opposite, our points for and
against were unequally balanced.
The Second XV have again had—after last year's successful experiment—a permanent captain, this year R. C. Booth. They have had a moderately successful season and throughout the year have put in very strong
claims for a few of their number to be included in the X V . They have
also provided very useful reserves when the need has arisen.
The Third X V have recorded only three wins but seem to have had
an enjoyable season under their captain D. S. Mitchell.
The Under-Sixteen X V seemed at one point to be going to equal the
record of the Under-Sixteens of two years ago by not losing a match.
is

They were eventually defeated by Bromsgrove, but proved to be by far
the school's most successful team, winning eight of their nine matches,
Here is indeed good material for next year.
The Under Fifteen XV have had a mixed season with a few up and
coming young players in their number.
The Under Fourteen X V have an uneven record, with big scores
both for and against.
The Under Thirteen X V recovered after four big losses to draw
their last match.
All in all a much more successful season than had been anticipated
for the XV, with a good smattering of wins from the other teams, notably
the Under-Sixteens, who make next year's prospects even brighter.
Our thanks go to M r . Robbins for his unfailing enthusiasm and
drive which has 1 hope been rewarded, at least to a greater extent than
in the recent past, and to all the other members of the Common Room
who have given many afternoons to enable boys of all ages to enjoy the
game.
J.

M.

FREEMAN.

The X V has been chosen from the following :
R. G. J. Jones, H . D . Barlow, J. P. Croxall, S. A. Hunt, I . N . L .
Gallett, J. H . C. Rowan. J. A . Barnfield, O. C. Finnegan, G. H . Frazer,
J. C. Burgess, A. S. Lowenstein, R. B. Huddleston, A. A. Frazer, J. M .
Freeman, R. O. Jenkins, S. C. Tew, A. J. G. Hey, P. R. M . Matthews.
The following have also played :
R. C. Booth. R. J. Norrington, A. C. Butler, H. Cullen-Jones,
J. S. Lee. M . C. Gardiner, W. S. A . Riddick.

RESULTS O F FOOTBALL
Date
Sept. 26
Oct.
5
12
Oct.
15
Oct.
Oct.
19
Oct.
22
Oct.
26
Nov.
2
Nov.
9
Nov. 12
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 26
Nov. 30
Dec.
7
Jan.
1.3
Jan.
18
Jan.
25
Feb.
1
Feb.
8
Feb.
15

Opponents
P.G.D.R's X V
Warwick School
Denstone College
Monmouth School
Tettenhall
Solihull School
Worksop College
Methodist College, Belfast . .
Bromsgrove School
St. Edmund Hall, Oxford . .
King's School, Worcester . .
Wrekin College
Nottingham
Ratcliffe College
Cotton College
Methodist College, Belfast . .
A Moseley Club X V
Rugby School
Old Edwardians Extra X V . .
Mount St. Mary's
Ellesmere College
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MATCHES
Venue
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away
Home
Away

Result
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Drawn
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost

Score
14 11
17
0
0
9
3 24
11
3
0 22
14
9
0 29
6
6
8 15
17
0
3 30
0 22
5
0
9
5
0 27

CANCELLED
CANCELLED

Away

Lost

11

14

Lost

0

24

CANCELLED

Home

SECOND XV
Date
Oct.
5
Oct.
12
Oct.
15
Oct.
19
Oct.
22
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Dec.
7
Dec.
14
Jan.
25
Feb.
1
Feb.
8

Venue
Home
Away
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home

Opponents
Warwick School
Denstone College
Monmouth School
Tettenhall
Solihull School
King's School, Worcester
Wrekin College
Ratcliffe College
Bromsgrove School
Tudor Grange
St. Phillips 1st X V
Old Edwardians 2nd X V
Bournville Tech. 1st X V

Result
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Won
Lost
Lost

Score
3
8
0 25
6 13
6
5
3 21
0
3
0
3
11
3
0 15
6
0
8
5
5
8
0
X

THIRD XV
Date
Oct.
5
Oct.
12
Oct.
22
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Dec.
14
Feb.
8

Venue
Away
Home
Away
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away

Opponents
Warwick School
King Henry V I I I , Coventry
Solihull School
St. Phillip's 2nd X V
Marsh Hill 2nd X V
Sebright 2nd X V
Tudor Grange
Bournville Tech. 2nd X V . .

UNDER
Date
Oct.
5
Oct.
12
Oct.
26
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 26
Nov. 30
Dec.
7
Feb.
15

Opponents
Warwick School
Denstone College
Worksop College
King's School, Worcester
Wrekin College
Nottingham
Ratcliffe College
Bromsgrove School
Ellesmere College

Date
Oct.
5
Oct.
12
Oct.
19
Nov. 16
Nov. 23
Nov. 30
Dec.
7
Dec.
14
Feb.
1
Feb.
8
Feb.
15

Opponents
Warwick School
Denstone College
Tettenhall
King's School, Worcester
Marsh Hill
Sebright
Cotton College
Tudor Grange
Ratcliffe College
Bournville Tech.
Wrekin College

UNDER

Result
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drawn
Won
Won
Lost

Score
3
0
3 12
0 15
0
9
3
3
3
0
18 11
6 16

Result
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Lost
Won

Score
23
0
11
5
10
3
19
6
6
5
5
3
30
5
0 11
3
0

SIXTEEN
Venue
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home

FIFTEEN
Venue
Away
Away
Away
Away
Away
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
Home
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Result
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Lost
Drawn
Won
Won
Won

Score
6
0
3 22
0 10
3 1 1
0
3
32
0
6 13
3
3
9
8
14
6
5
6

UNDER FOURTEEN XV
Date
Oct.
5
Oct.
19
Nov. 23
Dec.
7
Dec.
14
Feb.
1
Feb.
8

Opponents
Warwick School
Tettenhall
Marsh Hill
Sir Wilfred Martineau
Tudor Grange
Ratcliffe College
Bournville Tech.

Date
Oct.
12

Opponents
King Henry V I I I , Coventry
Moseley Grammar School .
Marsh Hill
Sir Wilfred Martineau
Tudor Grange
Bournville Tech.

UNDER

Nov.
Dec.
Dec.
Feb.

23
7
9
8

Team
The X V
Second X V
Third X V
Under Sixteen X V
Under Fifteen X V
Under Fourteen X V
Under Thirteen X V

...
...
...

.
.

Venue
Home
Home
Home
Away
Away
Home
Away

Result
Lost
Won
Lost
Won
Lost
Lost
Won

Score
3 17
28 10
9
3
19
3
5 19
17 14
s
6

THIRTEEN XV
Venue
Home
Home
Away
Home
Home
Home
Played
18
13
8
9
11
S
6

Won
7
4
3
8
5
4
0

Result
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Lost
Drawn
Drawn
1
0
1
0
1
0
1

Score
0 13
3 15
6 17
5
0
0 11
0
0
Los
10
9
4
1
5
4
5

T H E BROMSGROVE M A T C H
Played at Eastern Road on the 9th November, 1963.
Although neither side scored any tries this was a most exciting game
characterised by continually vigorous play on the part of both packs
and fine kicking by Barnfield and Smith, the Bromsgrove place-kicker.
With their heavier, better-drilled pack Bromsgrove dominated the
tight scrums and made the most of their advantage in the line-outs.
This was compensated for by the general superiority of the School backs
over those of Bromsgrove.
Early attacks by Bromsgrove were repulsed by Jones who gathered and
found touch confidently. The X V came nearest to scoring a try when
Croxall made a fine run to be stopped just a few yards from the line.
Success did come after fifteen minutes when Barnfield kicked a
penalty to make the score three points to nil. Bromsgrove recovered after
bad mistakes by their full back and were attacking when they were
awarded a penalty. This left the score at three points all at half time.
Bromsgrove took the lead early in the second half with another
successfully kicked penalty. The award of a further penalty enabled the
XV to level the score to six points all. From now until the final whistle
the game was tense and exciting. Pressure on the X V gradually
increased in this half, but their defence was excellent, and they
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successfully fought off several Bromsgrove attacks on their line.
Under Freeman's leadership the whole team played with tremendous
spirit in this critical period. In the last minutes the Bromsgrove wingthreequarter, Priest, found a way past the School wing forwards and
was only stopped just before our line. Nevertheless a draw was a fair
result to a fine game which must have been enjoyed by both teams.
J. M . R U D G E .

THE

BELFAST TOUR

On the evening of Saturday, January 11th, M r . Robbinsand eighteen
of us left Birmingham by train for Liverpool where we caught the boat
to Belfast. Arriving early next morning after an uncomfortable night we
went straight to the homes of our opposite numbers in the Methodist
College X V for a much needed breakfast. The rest of the day was spent
in a desperate search for something to do in Bangor, a sea-side resort
near Belfast full of people watching everyone else trying to find something to do on a Sunday. The next day we played our only match of the
tour against Methodist College. I t was a cold windy day and their fine
pitch was in perfect condition. The game was fairly even in the first
half with our forwards playing hard and our backs using the ball sensibly
However in the second half the Irish held all the initiative and ran with
the ball beautifully to win 27—0. I t was a most enjoyable game and
showed us that their victory at Eastern Road in November was welldeserved. That evening we went somewhat apprehensively to a Victorian
Music Hall at the Arts Theatre, which was however " lush " as the Irish
would say. We even had the captain and another member of the team on
the stage assisting an attractive girl escape from a chained box.
On Tuesday morning we visited Stormont, the Ulster Houses of
Parliament, and spent the rest of the day in a typically Irish manner.
In the evening after a stimulating and highly musical farewell on the
dockside we set sail for England, arriving in Birmingham on Wednesday
morning. The tour was thoroughly enjoyed by all of us who will find
it hard to forget the kindness and hospitality of our Irish hosts.
The party :
Freeman, Barlow, Croxall, Jones, Gallett, Butler.
Barnfield. Finnegan, Metcalf, Jenkins, Cullen-Jones. Hey, Burgess,
Thomas, Huddleston, Lowenstien, A. A . Frazer, G. H Frazer
G.

H . FRAZER.

ATHLETICS
During the second half of the Easter Term most of the House
Athletics Competition was held. This consisted of standards and heats
for the Sports which will be held early in the Summer Term.
During the Easter Term there have also been two matches. The
first was intended to be a triangular match against R.G.S. Worcester
and Warwick but unfortunately Warwick were forced to scratch. Although
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this is an annual fixture this was the first match for the Holden Trophy, a
cup won by M r . Holden the head groundsman in 1948. He had won an
Olympic Gold Medal for the marathon but missed the Empire Games
through injury. The " News of the World," however, organised a race
over a distance of thirty miles in which he could compete with those who
had taken part in the Empire Games and donated this trophy for the
winner. M r . Holden carried it off and has now very generously presented
it to the School to be competed for in this triangular match.
Unfortunately the School did not measure up to this challenge
and lost, albeit narrowly. The second match of the term was against
Ratcliffe College and this was lost as well.
Three members of last year's Athletics Team competed for their
University in the Annual Freshman's Match : M . H . Powell for Oxford
and R. M . Abrahams and T. C. Rollason for Cambridge.
1. N . L . GALLETT.

CROSS COUNTRY
This year the Cross-Country teams have again had a somewhat
disappointing season. Neither team has lived up to expectations as we
were rarely at full strength. The recurring problem is to find a regular
time for training which is suitable for everyone and a more interesting
course than the one we have at present.
The promising Under Fifteen team was based on P. D . Wilding,
Dunford, Kilvert and Pickvance with the welcome Lent Term addition
of Preece. The eight runners, however, never really settled down to run
as a coherent team and consequently they had only average success.
The Senior Team was not particularly successful either, at least
in the ordinary two-and three-sided matches. In the larger meets, however,
we did much better. The position of fifteenth out of forty-three schools at
Rugeley for instance was higher than anyone dared hope. Individually.
Brelsforth distinguished himself at the beginning of the season and R.
Hardingham has run consistently well, being the first School runner to
finish in most matches. J. A . Ledbury, a notable addition to this year's
team, improved steadily throughout the season, recording the fastest
K.E.S. time at the Woverhampton Road Relay and finishing first in the
team at a big Wolverhampton Meet in the Lent Term. Owen, Hanes and
Richter have also improved out of all recognition.
A t School, Cross-Country was squeezed in between Rugger and
Athletics. Once again there were four races for standards but because
of the rival attractions of the Rugby Knockout and the Sevens they were
poorly attended. The Championship was won by Prince Lee.
Prospects for next season seem, for the Senior Team at least, to be
fairly rosy. Our best three runners are staying on and only one member
of the team is leaving.
I should like to conclude by thanking M r . Morris for his help and
for bearing our all too frequent defeats with patience and Dr. Nicholas
for often accompanying the team. I would also like to welcome M r .
Sulston and thank him for his help in training and during the races.
F. H . ARMITAGE.
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The teams have been picked from the following :
Senior : Hardingham, Brelsforth, Ledbury, Owen. Hanes, Richter,
Macartney, Dyke and Armitage.
Under Fifteen : P. D . Wilding, A. D. Wilding. Preece, Pickvance,
Dunford, Blandford, Warr and Kilvert.
The following have also run : Cliffe. M . W. Davis. Paget, Goulding,
Meakin, Arthur and Johnstone.
RESULTS
Senior Won :
Under Fifteen
Senior Lost :
Under Fifteen
Senior Second
Under Fifteen
18th ex 27.

v. K . E . S . Aston
v. Handsworth G . S .
v. Central G . S . and Wolverhampton G . S .
Wolverhampton Road Relay
v. Newcastle H.S., K i n g Henry V I I I
and N . Staffordshire Harriers
v. K i n g Henry V I I I Second Team
v. Ratcliffe College
v. Moseley G . S

34—44
Drew : 39—39.
38—41.
W o n : 27—56
: 39, 59, 76.
Second : 35, 53, 85

Coventry
Senior Fourth : 53, 58, 82, 131.
Seniors Lost : 57—59.
Seniors W o n : 25—55
Seniors Lost : 35—41
Under Fifteen Lost : 30—52.

v. K i n g Henry V I I I Coventry and Bishop Vesey's
G.S
v. K i n g Henry V I I I Coventry
Wolverhampton Meet
Warwickshire Schools Championship
Rugeley Inter-Schools Race
Lichfield Road Relay

Seniors Third : 21, 44, 56.
Under Fifteen Lost : 25—63.
Seniors 5th ex 7.
Under Fifteen 3rd ex 4.
5th ex 15.
15th ex 43.
13th ex 37.

ETON FIVES
This season the Fives team has attained the pinnacle of success,
being undefeated by other schools, and having gained notable victories
over Shrewsbury and Repton. I n the Midland Tournament all three
pairs achieved good results, particularly the first pair, J. C. Andrews and
J. A . Barnfield. who improved on their performance in the previous
Tournament by this time winning instead of losing the final of the Plate
Competition. The London Tour at Christmas was a great success in
all respects, only one of the five matches being lost, despite the absence
of J. A . Barnfield. who has maintained his consistent brilliance, although
often called away by the claims of the 1st XV. and increased his appreciation of court strategy.
At last the School has a strong second pair again, for this season
D. B. Taylor and P. A. Bowes have improved almost incredibly, possibly
because of the introduction of the E.F.A. ball, which seems to suit their
athletic style. The School was fortunate to have as reserve for the second
pair G. R. Dicks, a player of considerable talent, and increasing experience,
who. but for the combination of Taylor and Bowes would certainly be
a member of the IV. The Junior pair, N . J. Chapman and S. G. High,
have had a typically erratic but always enjoyable season, playing both
well and badly and enduring the rigours of away matches with traditional
enthusiasm.
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Prospects for the Public Schools Competition are extremely good
for both first and second pairs, although the draw is at the moment not
known.
The House Fives Competition was a three-cornered contest between
Levett, Cary Gilson and Vardy. The eventual victor was Levett, whose
junior team adequately supported a senior team that won the senior
competition with surprising ease.
It only remains to thank Mr. Smith for his help, guidance and
understanding.
The team has been selected from : J. A . Barnfield. D. B. Taylor,
P. A. Bowes, J. C. Andrews, and G. R. Dicks.
The Junior Pair has been : N . J. Chapman, and S. G. High.
The following have also played : M . R. Shenstone, J. D . Rees,
Pickering, Riley, Field, Wells and Dewe.
The under thirteen team has been : Williams, S. C. Wilkes, Seabrook
and Bromage.
J . C . ANDREWS.

SHOOTING
In the Autumn Term the V I I I , firing N.S.R.A. targets, did commendably well, maintaining a high average score throughout the team.
This was reflected in the result of the Inter-Schools N.S.R.A. competition
fired in November, when the V I I I fired a record score for that competition
of 774 ex 800 and were placed nineteenth, the second highest position
we have yet attained. During the term we also received the glad tidings
that the V I I I had won back the R.E. Warwickshire Trophy from Solihull,
the previous holders. We fired this competition early last year and after
waiting so long for the result it was good to know we had won it. We
hope to repeat our success this year.
This term we have been firing " Country Life " targets, and although
practices were not so well attended as last term, the V I I I has again kept
up a reasonable average score. After half-term we concentrated on
landscape targets in practice for this year's " Country Life " Competition
which we fired off on Friday, 13th March. Unfortunately this day proved
rather unlucky for us and our unofficial score was ten less than last year's
total, being 875 ex 992. The landscape target though was exceptionally
difficult and the team performed creditably.
The house N.S.R.A. competition last term was won by Vardy with
the highest score for many years, 369 ex 400. The full table of results is
shown below.
Our thanks must go to W.O. Cockle for his constant help and
supervision and to Col. Cooke for his continued interest.
A. P. D A W K I N S .
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H O U S E N.S.R.A. C O M P E T I T I O N
1. V A R D Y
369 ex 400
2. J E U N E
348
3. H E A T H . .
..
346
4. C A R Y G I L S O N
..
342
5. I P R I N C E L E E
337
] EVANS
337
7. G I F F O R D
. 3 3 3
8. L E V E T T
283

Name
A. P. Dawkins
G . S. Bunting
Edmonds
Tallett
Barnfield
G . A . E . Davis
Cove
Rowan
Roper-Ha 11

N.S.R.A. AVERAGES
Matches
Highest
Fired
Score
9
100 8
9
99
9
100-8
9
99
8
98
..
97
9
9
97
9
98
91
1

Match
Average
98-9
98-2
97-8
97-4
95-9
95-3
95-2
94-4

—

CHESS
Activities this year are divided as usual between the Birmingham
Junior League and the Sunday Times National Schools' Competition.
In the Junior League, we entered four teams, one fewer than last year,
and all have been very successful. Our 3rd and 4th teams are enabling
younger players to obtain valuable match experience, and some of them
are already showing considerable talent. Chess coaching is now available
to removes and shells not in the scouts, on Friday afternoons. We hope
that many of them will take advantage of the junior events at the Birmingham Easter Congress, which afford an opportunity for young players
to meet strong opposition.
Our results so far in the Junior league are :
1st Team
2nd Team
3rd Team
4th Team

Played
9
9
10
8

Won
6
9
9
8

Drawn
1
0
1
0

Lost
2
0
0
0

We entered two teams in the Sunday Times Competition, a first
team and a junior side. The juniors were unlucky in meeting Bishop
Vesey's G.S. 1st team, a very strong side, in the first round. After a
valiant fight, they eventually lost by 1—5 ; half a point more would have
secured them the match on age handicap ! The 1st team, consisting of
C. J. Stanton, D . J. Brelsforth, J. G. Kensit, J. H . Cliffe, M . B. Hands
and R. B. Davies has played very well indeed to win its zone for the
fourth successive year. In the zone final, we decisively reversed our
league defeat by K..E.G.S. Camp Hill, by beating them 4^—1^. We now
move forward to the inter-zonal Championship.
House chess is proceeding smoothly. Captains are showing a very
pleasing tendency to settle their disputes according to the spirit of the
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game rather than the letter of the law. Neither of the individual competitions has finished yet.
Our sincere thanks go to M r . H u m for his support and encouragement, and to Miss Chaffer for supplying our teas during these very
crowded seasons.
R . B . DAVIES.

GYMNASTICS
The gym has been well patronised this year and during the last
few days before the House Competition the right to occupy either side
was hotly disputed. The result of all this activity was a very creditable
performance by eight teams on February 21st., the competition being
won by Jeune.
Following closely, on February 26th and March 2nd, came the
Individual Competitions. The standard was high, especially among the
younger performers. The Senior, Intermediate, and Junior were won
respectively by A . C. Butler, R. E. Milward and A . R. Peterkin.
There is a big future for gymnastics in the school. The result of the
Juniors combining adolescent strength with the skill they already possess
will be very rewarding.
Mr. Symes. M r . Cotter and M r . Edmonds have clocked in many
hours of overtime in guiding and supporting us for which we proffer
them thanks.
A. C.

BUTLER.

FENCING
It seems that every year our most experienced fencers are lured
away by the claims of other activities such as rugby or examination work.
This year was no exception and up to Christmas a rather motley team
lost three of its matches and scored only one success. After Christmas
however, we were able to field a regular team ; events took a turn for
the better and we finished the term with an unbeaten record. This is
not only gratifying in itself but doubly so since in achieving it we managed
to defeat both of our most formidable rivals, the University and Lucas
Engineering School, whom we had come to consider well-nigh invincible.
As always there is a large beginners' class, though for once they are
outnumbered by our advanced group and the large reservoir of senior
fencers bodes well for future years. This year these have been supplemented by the formation of a beginners' class in Vyse Company of
which we have high hopes.
This year's team has been chosen from J. B. Grimmett, S. J. Watt,
A. W. Parker, R. E. Z. Habermass, P. T. Harries, R. M . Sibly, G. R.
Grimmett and J. C. Burgess. Colours have been awarded to A . W. Parker
and re-awarded to J. B. Grimmett.
Finally we must thank M r . Cotter for his support and interest and
not least for the tact and skill with which he has handled the kitchen-staff.
J. C. BURGESS.
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v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.
v.

Opponents
K . E . G . S . Five Ways
Lucas Engineering School
Stourbridge
Bishop Vesey's
University
K . E . G . S . Five Ways
Bishop Vesey's
Stourbridge
Halesowen
Lucas Engineering School

Venue
Away
Home
Home
Home
Away
Home
Away
Away
Away
Away

Result
Won
Lost
Lost
Lost
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won
Won

Score
12
4
4 12
5 11
7
9
9
6
13
3
11
5
11
5
12
4
9
7

SQUASH
Two kinds of squash players seem to have emerged : School players
and good players. Consequently the results of matches have not been
encouraging. I f an improvement is to be made it is imperative that
from now on seniority in the School will not guarantee membership o f
the squash team. Although in the present situation squash can only be
a minority sport, there is nothing to prevent the existence of a small
group of players who would be a credit to the school.
This year M r . Guy has given up the supervision of school squash.
We thank him for all the invaluable work and assistance that he has
given both to us and to past players. We also wish his successor, M r .
Bolton the best of luck in the future.
M.

R.

SHENSTONE.

©
a good

company

to work

for

. .

.

Calling all future mechanical
engineers, metallurgists, physicists
and chemists.
IMI (Kynoch), one of the largest nonferrous metal industries in Britain,
offer you the right kind of
opportunities in your chosen career.
We are a progressive, swiftly
developing organisation.
We are able to provide first-class
working conditions and salaries.
But above all we are—we think—a
really good Company to work for.
For these reasons we invite you to write to :

M r . G. H . Brown, Personnel Officer (Staff), at

IMPERIAL METAL INDUSTRIES (Kynoch) LIMITED
P.O. Box 216, Kynoch W o r k s , W i t t o n , Birmingham 6

2S

THE BROMSGROVE

MATCH,

1963

WUSEF WE P

If you're good you'll get on i n the National Provincial Bank. How fast you move depends on how
good you are and i f running shoes fit, you will bo encouraged to wear thorn. Outstanding men
are achieving administrative positions before the ago of IJO, in which salaries progress from
£1,150 to £1,600 per annum and beyond, and which lead to managerial appointments where
salaries range from £1,800 to over £5,000 a year. An additional allowance is paid at Branches in
the London area. The opportunities of achieving the position of Branch Manager are excellent.
Training is both practical and theoretical. Wide experience is given in day-to-day Banking,
commerce and foreign trade and there are special courses at the Bank's Residential Staff Colleges.
If you have a good (J.C.K., preferably with " A " level passes and are interested in a rewarding
career, write to the Staff Controller, National Provincial Bank Ltd.. P.O. Box 34, 15 Bishopsgate,
London, E.C.2.

NATIONAL PROVINCIAL BANK LIMITED
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THE HOUSES
CARY GILSON
Mediocrity has been the keynote of the performance of the House
so far this year. After a promising start i n the Christmas term, the enthusiasm of much of the House has waned perceptibly, and though we
can quite justifiably attribute our low positions in some sports to a
lack of any real talent, in many cases a little extra drive would have made
up for this deficiency.
We began well however. After gaining a position of 6th in waterpolo, the 1st X V clicked into form immediately and won its first two
matches and gained a creditable draw in the third. Unfortunately the
next success did not come until the seven's tournament, due partly to
the fact that we were playing stronger teams and partly to bad luck,
which dogged us especially in the Knockout, where we lost all our three
matches by a sum total of only eight points. Meanwhile, however, the
2nd team were enjoying their best season for a number of years, winning
five league matches, a knockout match and reaching the final of the
Seven's, and it is thanks mainly to them that we achieved the position of
fourth in the Rugby League : but they could not prevent us from
coming eighth in the Knockout, giving us an overall position of seventh in
Rugby.
In the other activities it was very much a mixture as in previous
years. We were sixth overall in cross-country, eighth in the house orchestral competition. We traditionally do well in Fives, and this year proved
no exception, the senior team coming third, and although the juniors
could come no higher than sixth, we came fourth overall, a position similar
to that obtained in the N.S.R.A. competition. We have now gone two
years without a win at Chess. The one bright spot has been the performance of the gym team who, with only one afternoon's practice behind
them, executed a most workmanlike performance and came third.
Not, then, by any means an outstanding year so far. A t the time of
writing we are lying quite well up in Athletics standards, which may
augur a change in our fortunes. Our prospects for the Summer Term
are, however, not good, but there is no reason why, with a little more
effort and support, the House should not improve in the coming Term
and provide M r . Sacret and the house tutors with a measure of the
success their support and encouragement so richly deserves.
J . D . REES.

EVANS
The House is in a period of transition. Individual talent remains
constant, but house spirit is decreasing. The temporary decline in our
fortunes should be borne with patience, and used as an incentive for
better things.
In the Rugby League our talented 1st X V , despite injuries, won as
often as the weak 2nd X V lost—our final position being third. In the
Knockout injuries again took their toll, but the one match won by the
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1st X V out of three is not a fair reflection on the fight, sometimes too
literally, shown. Our overall position in Rugby was third equal.
In Cross-country standards the House gave one of itsworst displays
in years. Only 23 standards were amassed—-two years ago the total was
81. The figures speak for themselves. We finally finished seventh in crosscountry. It is hoped there will be an improvement in Athletic Standards.
In Fives prospects are good owing to the very successful Junior
team which was undefeated. The Senior team won enough matches to
ensure a position of third overall, a very satisfactory result. The young
chess team have done very well, a good omen for the future. The Gym
team came fourth in the Gym Competition. Shooting remained in the
fourth position for the second year running. A l l these activities were
eclipsed by the musicians under the baton of R. M . Edwards who finished
second in the instrumental part of the Music Competition.
To M r . Buttle and Messrs. Holyoak and Robinson go once again
our thanks for their guidance and attention. May their patience be
rewarded.
M . R. SHENSTONE.

GIFFORD
This year Gifford remain in the transition period between holding
the wooden spoon and collecting silver. No longer do our results plumb
the depths, neither have they scaled the heights, as yet.
In League Rugby a considerable improvement by the 1st X V on
last year's performance enabled us to finish the reason fifth equal. In
the Knockout competition a dearth of really outstanding players forced
the 1st X V to rely on teamwork for results which were not consistent with
the effort applied. The strong 2nd X V fully deserved its wins. Our final
position in Rugger was fourth equal.
A t the start of the year the Water-Polo team won one of its matches
for a position of sixth equal.
In Fives, only the Junior teams were able to record victories and
we finished eighth. Here there is promise for the future, but how long
do we have to wait ? Our position of sixth in Gymnastics was likewise
disappointing, the inexperience of our young team defeating its keenness.
Cross country standards were well supported and only injuries in
our intermediate team prevented us from improving our final position of
fifth.
Chess provided us with our best results this year. We finished second,
having narrowly missed winning two cups.
The Shooting team has acquitted itself with credit in the N.S.R.A.
competition, while reports of spectacular advances, over last year's
position in the Country Life competition, have been filtering through to us.
The House musicians, despite limited resources in the instrumentalist
section, performed creditably, finishing sixth overall.
With enthusiasm and support from the House we should do well
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in the summer sports, and improve our position in the Cock House
championship.
Finally, we welcome a new House Tutor, M r . Sulston and we thank
him, M r . Gregory and our House Master M r . Hodges for their help,
support and guidance during the past year.
J. G.

KENSIT.

HEATH
It is a long-established tradition in Heath when fortunes are hardly
rosy to make predictions for success after a period of about three years ;
it is also traditional to look back, after that period has passed, and with
a pitying smile to murmur " Poor Fools." Such a favourable prediction
was made for 1963 and there is no need to recall the result of that. " Our
position can only improve," and indeed, it seems to have done so. While
the House has not exactly covered itself with glory—'eighth in CrossCountry—some activities have shown a distinct and often unprecedented
improvement ; the position of fourth in Rugger is the highest that has
been achieved for some years ; the success of the chess team in coming
seventh is also remarkable. The shooting team continue to do well and
are third overall. Although we only reached seventh position in Part I
of the Music Competition, some excellent work by the House Choir
gained a second in Part I I giving an overall position of fifth.
I t remains for the members of the House to make every effort to
continue this improvement during the Summer since the position is such
that the House could still either achieve a high position or record a
resounding eighth place in the Cock House Championship.
It is a pity that in M r . Barlow's last term as Housemaster of Heath
we could have no better result than this in appreciation of the effort
he has made over the years. However, let our tributes be expressed in
other ways—in verbal and written expressions of thanks and in supporting M r . Guy as we have tried to support M r . Barlow.
Our thanks must also go to the House Tutors, M r . Trott, M r . Stamp
and M r . Wilson.
D . S.

MITCHELL.

JEUNE
For several years Jeune has been lying becalmed in the doldrums
of apathy. The wind of change seems at last to have reached us. For the
first time almost within living memory we have done really well at Rugger.
The League 1st X V won more matches than it lost, and the 2nd X V only
suffered one defeat. I n the Knockout the 1st X V won twice by sheer
determination not to lose to theoretically tougher opposition, and the
2nd X V reached the final. Our overall position was a convincing second.
The most unexpected event of the year so far was the victory of the
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P.T. team in the Gym Competition. A sound, workmanlike display,
combined with excellent leadership, brought a surprising but well earned
result.
In both Fives and Chess there has been a revival of interest and
enthusiasm, which has resulted in our actually winning several matches.
The House instrumentalists, by cunningly omitting all that they
could not play of their chosen piece managed to come fifth in the first
part of the Musical Competition.
Jeune has been a traditionally strong House at Cross-Country.
This year we have maintained our reputation, by coming second i n both
Standards and in the Open race, and by winning the Intermediate race.
Overall we again came second, but only three more standards would have
given us first place.
Those who shoot for the House, we have been told, continue to do
so with the accuracy and success expected of them.
The biggest annual test of a House is its performance in Athletics
Standards, for here every member of the house must pull his weight hard
if the House is to do well. So far, however, in Athletics Standards our
performance has not been particularly impressive. We have the ability
and potential to do very well, if we can show the same keenness in Athletics
as we did in rugger.
The general level of enthusiasm and spirit in Jeune is higher than it
has been for several years. For this we must thank, as always, M r . Leeds,
together with M r . Leeson and Dr. Nicholas for their untiring support
and encouragement.
B. S.

WILKINS.

LEVETT
This year there has been no deception by Levett : we have excelled
in those sports for which we have talent, and have not been able to get by
with enthusiasm and energy in those for which we have little or no ability.
Consequently despite the valiant efforts of our School 1st X V players,
the mediocrity of the majority gave us an overall position of sixth in
Rugby. The 1st X V came second in the Knockout and in the Sevens, but
its skill in the league was made void by the disastrous performances of
the 2nd X V .
However, talent triumphed on the Fives court : the senior team
won all its matches, deflating the powerful Vardy with surprising ease ; the
junior team effectively employed its great potential to ensure us the
position of first in Fives overall.
Waterpolo is another sport in which we always seem to realize our
potential. N o obstacle, not even Vardy, was allowed to interfere with
the victorious aquatics of the team under its forcible and efficient captain.
Energetic and inspiring leadership was not enough to bring us
higher than fourth in Cross-Country. But this was an achievement for
which the House can well be grateful, so lacking is our ability for such
competitive masochism.
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The gymnasts practised long and assiduously, but were rewarded
with only fifth position, an indication rather of the excellence of others
than of any lack of industry and potential on their part.
Levett has always been a house of the intelligentsia, and at the time
of writing the chess captain confidently awaits confirmation of the total
humiliation of his sedentary opponents.
Our efforts in the field of culture so far this year have been disappointingly received. The orchestra produced an excellent performance to
gain a position of fourth which made many lament the adjudication.
However, there still remains the choir to recover lost prestige.
Athletics has started with amazing success at standards, and it is
to be hoped that the departure of famous muscle-men of the past does
not invalidate our initial acquisitions.
In the military field, although a lack of outstanding shots once more
proved disastrous in the N.S.R.A. competition, hopes are brighter for
the Country Life competition.
Finally, our thanks must go to the House Master, M r . Freeman, and
to the House Tutors, M r . Nicholls and M r . Chapman, for their continual
encouragement, loyalty, and guidance.
J . C.

ANDREWS.

PRINCE L E E
On Mr. Williams' retirement after fourteen years of incomparable
service, we could have wished that as a welcome to our new Housemaster
the House had rather more to show than its present record. We have a
high proportion of fairly talented individuals—-the number of Prefects,
Oxbridge award winners and officials of school sports bears witness to
this—-but the bulk of the House is at present not contributing nearly
enough. We have no laurels to rest on and i f the present attitude o f
much of the middle part of the House persists it does not look as if we
ever shall.
In Rugby our first and second XV's were obviously very weak and
they confirmed this by only winning one match between them. In the
Knockout, after scraping through the first round, we were unfortunate
to lose by a single point in the second. With a little more luck we might
well have contested a close final. As it was our nucleus of School first
X V players did not bring us a victory until our triumph in the Seven-a-Sides.
Fives has been disappointing—-we were hard hit by injuries. There
does, however, appear to be some promise in the Juniors. We seem to be
heading for a respectable position in Chess, and Shooting has improved
considerably on last year's performances.
Gymnastics, in which we
were rather unlucky to come seventh, was another disappointment but
this was offset by our first place in the House Instrumental Competition—•
a truly well-deserved result reflecting much credit on the Director o f
Music. As expected we came first in Cross-Country, providing the first
four runners home in the Senior race. Surprisingly we also won the
Standards and i f this improvement in the general keenness of the House
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can be sustained in Athletics Standards—always a yardstick of a House's
spirits—we may even better last year's position.
A big effort from the middle House is called for before we can say
we are competing as a body, and this trend of mid-year slackness which
so often assails us must be eliminated before we can think about increasing
the amount of silverware in the cupboard.
M r . Cotter is as faithful as ever to us : we have lost M r . Axford
only to welcome M r . Alldridge in his place. We must thank them both,
but most especially M r . Mathews who through everything has striven
to inspire us with his own tremendous enthusiasm. We are indeed fortunate
to have such an excellent successor to M r . Williams.
J . P.

CROXALL.

VARDY
On the whole, the year so far has been quite successful, but some
weaknesses in the lower House have been hidden by the strength of our
Sixth Form.
For the first time in several years, we were beaten in the Water-Polo
competition. In the final, the team lost to Levett, who. despite several
periods of extra time, thoroughly deserved their victory.
In Rugger, the House managed to repeat last year's feat of not
losing a 1st or 2nd X V match. The League teams were both unbeaten,
and, with the inclusion of our school players, both teams went on to win
their respective Knockouts. The 3rd X V , reputedly rather weak, were
not called upon to test their skill, as their Knockout was cancelled. We
won the Rugby championship with maximum points. In the ' Sevens,'
the U16 side were victorious, but the 1st team lost to a very strong Prince
Lee side in the second round.
We were forced to concede the Fives competition to Levett this year :
both the Senior and Junior teams finishing second. In Gymnastics a
very inexperienced team did surprisingly well to finish second to Jeune.
In Cross-Country, too, we lost the Championship, finishing a close third
in both races and in standards. Our final position was also third. We
maintained a very high standard in shooting, with four members of the
School V I I I . We won the N.S.R.A. and should do well in the Country
Life. In the Music competition, we finished third in Part I , and hope to
do as well in Part I I . Our position in Chess is not likely to be very encouraging. The future prospect is indeed gloomy, for we have no outstanding young players in the Lower School.
This term we should do better than in past years in Athletics. With
a little luck, we should improve on last year's position of seventh. A t
least this year there is considerably more enthusiasm and co-operation
from the whole House.
We are not so strong in Tennis and Swimming this year, but we
have a number of promising cricketers in the House. With a concerted
effort, we could do well in these Summer Sports.
Finally, we must thank M r . Parry and the House Tutors for their
help and support throughout the year.
A. J. G. H E Y .
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THE

C.C.F.

A New Look
The new Establishment for the School Contingent of the C.C.F.
is to hand, so that we now know how many grant-earning cadets will
be permitted in each of the three Sections : R.N.—35 ; Army—150 ;
R.A.F.—30. This gives a permitted total of 215, which is perfectly
adequate for present needs, bearing in mind that there is no longer a
Basic Section.
Our new pre-cadet organisation, Connolly Company, to which
boys in the Upper Middles are admitted, has already become a familiar
sight in the Friday afternoon scene with their " uniform " of anorak,
jeans and moulded boots. They are doing some of the old Basic Test
fieldcraft and weapon training, including shooting, but have had a more
liberal diet of canoeing and first aid than the old recruit company could
have found time for. Except for the drawback that Connolly cannot
go to Annual Camp with the Contingent nobody therefore need mourn
the passing of C Company.
Taking the opportunity of the re-organisation we re-named also
the two Companies of the Army Section. The choice of Slim for A
Company needs no amplification ; B Company is now called Vyse
after Sir Richard Vyse, the Old Edwardian Dragoon Officer, who rose
to generalship in Napoleonic times. Connolly, incidentally, was an
Old Edwardian Colonel who won one of the earliest V.C's—at the
Battle of the Alma in the Crimean War. He is still unique among Edwardians in this distinction.
Expeditions Weekend 27-30 September
This was " Leek Re-visited " as far as the Army and R.A.F. Sections
were concerned. The re-equipment since 1962 of Anzio Cookhouse
meant that this time there was no need to ditch the 3-tonner to distract
attention from the fact that the potatoes would not boil, and the Officers'
shaving water was not needed for the Unit tea ! I n fact the prowess of
R.S.M. Allard and elements of H.Q. Company in the Kitchen was fully
up to the new Calor Gas Age of the modern Army.
Slim Coy. carried out a two-day training scheme, bivouacking in
M i l l Dale on the Saturday night. Vyse and Connolly did training circuits
on the Saturday ; on the Sunday Vyse did map-reading and Connolly
an initiative scheme. Thus Blackshaw Moor again provided us with some
very useful training not normally available to us.
Army Proficiency Certificate
Slim took this in December, a month earlier than hitherto. There
were 33 passes, a very satisfactory result, but only two credits. Credits
are hard to get in the time given to Proficiency training, but we ought
to aim at getting more in future. The projected Advanced Infantry
Certificate may offer some the opportunity to take this type of training
further, roughly to platoon commander standard ; but the new
Certificate will have to be judged on its merits. I f more detailed military
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knowledge is at the expense of training in self-reliance and leadership
in testing conditions, which is what our older cadets really ought to be
facing up to, it would not be wise to give it too much importance.
Specialist Training
Cadets continue to take full opportunity to attend the various (but
all-too-few) Courses offered by Command and War Office in the holidays.
It is worth recording that in the last Inspection Report we were able to
state that over 30 course places were taken up in 1962-3 by this Contingent.
The Signals Platoon also continues to flourish and do well in all
the Competitions it enters, and can claim most of our 14 Certificates T.
We have at present in the Contingent thirty-seven Classified Signallers
and fifteen Assistant Instructors.
The Obstacle Course is in process of being rebuilt and will incorporate
some new features to help combat " physical illiteracy." We are greatly
indebted to Col. Williams, O.E., and 48 Div. R. E. (T.A.) for their
assistance in this respect.
Fencing is one of the alternatives offered to Vyse Cadets for the
periods when they are not doing Proficiency training. Others have
opted for Advanced Weapon Training—and even for Advanced Drill.

R.N.

SECTION

The Section spent the Expeditions Weekend in the Berwyn Mountains,
North Wales, undergoing arduous training and staying over-night in
Youth Hostels.
Proficiency training has occupied Friday afternoons and parties visit
Edgbaston Reservoir to use the Whaler. By the beginning of the Summer
Term the Seamanship Room will have been cleaned and painted.
At the end of the Christmas Term the Section bade farewell to
Lieut. Benett, who had given fifteen years of devoted service to the
C.C.F. We give him our thanks, and our best wishes goto Lieut. Gregory
in his new Command.
R.A.F. S E C T I O N
During the Autumn Term, in addition to the usual training, work
progressed on the building of model gliders, and trial nights, with spectacular i f not always very successful results, took place before the end of term.
Expeditions weekend, as before, began with an initiative exercise in
Dovedale and the surrounding countryside. The following Monday was
spent at R.A.F. Gaydon where the day's activities included a look over
V. Bombers and the control tower. Field day in the Lent Term was spent
in exercises near Birmingham.
R.A.F. camps are to take on a new look this year. Several cadets are
going to a gliding camp during the Easter Holidays. Others hope to
go on advanced gliding courses and on flying Scholarships.
Recruitment to the Section was disappointing this year, but it is
J8

to be hoped that the opportunities for courses and camps may encourage
a larger intake in the future.
During the year two cadets have left to enter Henlow and Cranwell.
This term Flight Lieutenant Whalley announced his retirement from the
Section. His help, especially in coaching cadets through their Advanced
Training will be very much missed by the whole Section.
Cdt. C/Sgt. D . A . Whitehouse, O.E., won the Anson Memorial
Prize at R . M . A . Sandhurst.
T H E SCOUT GROUP
Bare knees and winter just do not go together—-at least not with
any great degree of comfort. Hence after summer camp Scouting ' goes
underground ' during the winter months. Mitre and New Troop were
clearly exhausted by their marathon journey to Arran. Vikings and
Park Vale had a shorter journey to Dolwreiddiog, but spent ten exciiing
days constantly imperilled by a short-tempered bull which evidently
thought that anyone who used the mountain road to Harlech was either
a butcher or a cattle-thief.
No sooner were we back at School than we were faced with expeditions week-end. This gave rise to a major break with tradition, with
troops using Youth Hostels rather than tents. Some say this shows
enterprise and initiative, other lethargy. Be this as it may everyone
enjoyed himself and relations with the Y . H . A . are still surprisingly good,
in spite of the fact that immediately after the visit of two troops to Wilderhope Manor, the warden retired and the hostel closed.
The Senior Troops continue to thrive, though as usual their exploits
remain secret. Each troop has invested in a motor vehicle. Windsor has
a van which goes, Oakhurst has a car which has been laid to rest. The
new furnishings in the Senior Hut are hardly calculated to dispel the
illusion that life with the ' red-hats ' is restful and luxurious, yet members
of the elite, the Cartland Club in shorts, vow great industry. Their main
effort has been the development of the county headquarters at Alvechurch.
They have also helped on several occasions with the running of the junior
troops, since the rover crew has lapsed into oblivion unnoticed and
unlamented.
However, if activity among Scouts has not been particularly evident,
it has nevertheless been assiduous. We congratulate J. R. Key-Pugh and
B. S. Wilkins on the award of Scouter's warrants ; also L . J. Arthur,
F. V. M . Booth, L. R. Cooke, R. M . Edwards, R. Hardingham, P. F .
Mangan and A. W. Parker on the award of Queen's Scout Badges, thus
bringing the total in the group to nine. L . J. Arthur has gained the Airman
badge, and F. V. M . Booth, P. A . Griffiths and A . W. Parker have gained
the Bushman's Thong. Among the juniors, the Scout Cord has been
gained by R. J. Arculus, R. R. Hine, P. J. Kilvert and S. J. Watt, and
25 first Class badges have been earned. This pleasantly large array of
awards shows that we are maintaining our usual high standards and that
Scouting at K.E.S. is in as healthy a position as ever.
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We welcome M r . Sulston to the group and wish him a long and
successful association with Mitre. For the first time in many years, every
Troop, junior and senior, now has its own Scoutmaster. We do most
heartily thank Dr. Mayor and his colleagues for all that they do for us :
those who throughout the year give up their leisure for our benefit, and
those who give up their holidays to help us enjoy our camps. We are
truly grateful.
J. R. KEY-PUGH.

T H E PERSONAL SERVICE GROUP
The group functions on Friday afternoons, not for the purpose of
giving a few the pious glow of having done a " g o o d deed" but for
undertaking varied and sometimes trying work for the benefit of those
who by age or illness are not able to do everything for themselves.
Membership remains fairly steady at about twenty. During the winter
such outdoor activities as gardening are necessarily curtailed but there
remains great scope for indoor work such as decorating and home
repairs. Besides the large establishments of the Evans Trust in Selly
Oak and the Lenches Trust in Ladywood, where jobs consist mainly of
shopping or fetching coal, members of the group have accomplished
useful projects in private houses of the Stirchley and Weoley Castle area.
Thanks are due to Mr. Williams and M r . Bolton for their efficient organisation and to all those masters who have voluntarily provided transport.
M . J.

A New Bookshop

on your

FELL.

Doorstep!

The Directors of

HIJDSONS UNIVERSITY BOOKSHOP
invite the Staff and Students of
K I N G E D W A R D ' S SCHOOL
to browse in the restful atmosphere of their very
modern and well stocked bookshop, which is situated
in the New Refectory of the University
Phone : SELly Oak 3034
HOURS O F BUSINESS :
Monday to Friday . . 9.00 to 12.00—1.00 to 5.30
Saturday . . 9.00 to 12.30

The City Shop in New Street is now open six days
a week, MIDIand 7701
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THE

SOCIETIES

The most remarkable feature of the School Societies is their
variety, for they range from such immensely popular gatherings as the
Film Society to tiny groups shrouded in an esoteric mystique intended
for the benefit of a devoted few. Some secretaries are striving in
vain to make a specialized subject appeal to the masses while other are
intent on maintaining the exclusive nature of their sects. It seems that
the Literary, Historical and Art Societies will always be catering for the
needs of a small minority, albeit reluctantly.
The Film Society, bloated by recent success and profits, demands
attention before all others. Acapacity crowd isguaranteed foreachmeeting;
whether the film features Jack Warner or Marilyn Monroe seems to
make little difference. Yet the taste of the masses is not always suspect
and the Society still makes a profit on such fine films as ' Cleo de 5 a 7 '
and the superb ' L'Avventura.'
We are promised Bunuel's ' Los
Olvidados ' in the near future.
The Scientific Society has a specialized appeal but nevertheless
claims strong support, and it's greatest coup this year was probably its
joint meeting with the Music Society on ' Electronic Music' This is
a promising step towards bridging the two cultures, and one hopes that
more meetings between artists and scientists will be arranged. Music
is perhaps the most effective means of bridging that gap, and a Jazz Society
would certainly remove all academic distinctions between members of the
school.
The Dramatic Society retains its unique character, meeting, it might
be said, once a year, but that would be to ignore the industry and enthusiasm to which we owe the unfailingly high standard of the School Play.
Since the last ' Review of the Societies ' the Historical Society has
been revitalized and its first meeting drew an audience of well over one
hundred. Unfortunately the decline in attendance since then has been
out of proportion to the Society's merits. The Literary Society shows no
signs of either decline or huge popular success, but continues to function
for the benefit of a small group of regulars. Its most sucessful meeting
this year was devoted to a talk on ' The Commercial Theatre T o d a y '
given by the Publicity Manager from the Alexandra Theatre. In a similar
position is the Arts Society whose only claim to fame this year was a
highly successful trip to the Goya Exhibition at the Royal Academy in
February. The A r t Circle seems to be crumbling into decay despite the
frequency (on paper) of its meetings.
The Modern Language Society has been flourishing this year and
its attractions included a joint meeting with K.E.H.S. when M . Rambaud
gave an illustrated talk on ' Chefs d'oeuvre de l'Art fransaise.' The
Natural History Society also joined members of K.E.H.S. for a halfterm excursion to the Wild Fowl Trust at Slimbridge. This taste for
meetings with other schools was also evidenced by the Debating Society's
confrontation with Edgbaston Church of England College for Girls,
Ltd. on 'Atheism is an escape from responsibility.' Debates this year
have tended away from political squabbles towards the profundities of
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religion. The Christian Guild, however, was unimpressed and continued
to discuss ' God, Sex and W a r ' in the lunch-hours. Not content with
these labours, it still found time to hear Father Hamish Swanston on
' The Vatican Council.'
The Geographical and Aeronautical Societies continue to function
chiefly for the enjoyment of the lower school. The Photographic Society
is in a less happy position and this year its annual competition seems to
have foundered through lack of entries.
Finally there are the more aristocratic gatherings typified by the
Shakespearean Society (otherwise known as the Status-Seekers). Poetry
or food, or both, still draws a large attendance at the Society's reading
of Evergreens by the Bard. Another Saturday Nighter is The Anagnostics,
a society devoted to reading Greek and Latin plays in translation, whose
presentations this year have included ' Lysistrata' by Aristophanes.
The Elizabethan Society continues to be divorced from the Shakespearean
Society and from most of the school. Theories abound as to the nature
of the Closed Circle's activities, and rightly so, for its only useful function
is to provoke speculation in the lower school.
In conclusion the gratitude of all Societies goes to those who design
and paint the colourful posters in the Guild Hall. This attractive display
alone is enough to justify the continued existence of the School Societies.
J.

M.

RUDGE.

T H E A R C H A E O L O G I C A L SOCIETY
In the Chronicle published in March last year, the Archaeological
Society was described as a " rather minor society." Although not true
even of the preceding year, this impression has been proved to be quite
incorrect in the course of 1963-64. With an average attendance at
Archaeological Society meetings of more than thirty, the society has
become one of the most popular in the school.
The increase of enthusiasm for this society, when many of its fellows
are finding it difficult to attract audiences, can be attributed to a number
of causes. Archaeloogy, both practical and theoretical, is at the moment
experiencing a boom in this country. Support for " digs " and also
sales of books on the subject have been increasing rapidly in the last
few years. That this enthusiasm should have spread to King Edward's
is not unreasonable.
There are, however, those who somewhat cynically attribute this
new enthusiasm to the fact that the Archaeological Society has recently
become established officially as a " j o i n t " society, with a committee
drawn equally from K.E.S. and K.E.H.S. The idea that the society,
especially in its outings, may have more to offer than " a load of old
stones," seems to have caught on in both schools. This unfortunately
has resulted in far more people applying to go on the outings than can
be accommodated in one coach ; and also in the feeling of some present
that the actual inspection of sites and museums is a " duty " , which has
to be performed in exchange for the " day trip " side of the outing.
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The Society's year was begun by an illustrated lecture from the
Secretary on " Paestum—a Greek colony in Italy." A t half term there
was an outing to St. Albans. The weather improved as the day advanced,
and after a visit to Coventry Cathedral, the coach arrived in St. Albans
in sunshine. The Abbey and the remains of the Roman town of
Verulamium were inspected by most people, although two members of
the society disappeared into a cinema. The third meeting of the term was
for a lecture by M r . Douglas Miller, an ex-secretary of the society, on
the 1962 Dead Sea Scrolls expedition. Although the expedition, of which
he had been a member, had not found any scrolls, the talk, illustrated by
numerous colour slides, was most interesting.
In the first half of the Lent Term, an I.C.I, colour film on the mosaics
of the Roman villa of Piazza Armerina, in Sicily, was shown. Apart from
the film's determination to sell Perspex to the audience, this was a great
success, the half-term outing took the form of a circular tour to the
Iron-Age fort of Croft Ambrey, Ludlow, Shrewsbury and Wroxeter.
Once again the day turned out to be fine, and the outing was much
enjoyed by all present. During the Easter Holidays, and again after
A-Levels, the Society, in conjunction with the Junior Field Group of
Birmingham Archaeological Society, is going to carry out an emergency
dig on part of Metchley Roman Fort, before it is submerged beneath a
new University Car Park.
Finally we would like to express our thanks to Miss Metcalfe and M r .
Sacret for their continuous advice and support for the society.
M.

D.

AUSTIN.

M R . JUSTICE FINNEMORE'S V I S I T
On Thursday, March 17th a unique event in the history of the School,
and possibly in the history of any school, occurred when Her Majesty's
Judges visited the School Chapel for a Morning Service.
For this honour we were entirely indebted to Sir Donald Finnemore,
O.E., who, in his last appearance in Birmingham before his retirement
as a judge, had expressed a wish to begin his day by worshipping in the
Chapel.
Accordingly Sir Donald and his two colleagues braved the snow
to be the School's guests at a short service for which Prince Lee provided
the choir and congregation, the lesson being read from the Bible presented
by Sir Donald to mark the occasion of his previous visit.
This was a most notable event in the School year and a singular
honour of which the School has every reason to feel proud.
J. P.
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CROXALL.

S C H O O L PARTY T O SPAIN
During the Easter holidays, a Party of thirty-one boys, under the
leadership of M r . and Mrs. Biggs, and M r . Leeds, spent eight days at
San Sebastian, on the Bay of Biscay.
Having left Birmingham by coach at 5-30 on the morning of Thursday,
March 26th, at London we boarded a relief train to Folkestone, from
where we crossed to Calais, thence to Paris. After the evening meal,
we left from Austerlitz Station, travelling by night train to Irun, where
awaiting us was a coach to take us to the Hotel Internacional at San
Sebastian, and to breakfast. The afternoon we spent looking around the
Town and the surrounding district, while on the following day we toured
the Docks by boat, later making the trip across to Pasajes, where we
visited the Church of Santa Faustina.
Sunday brought continuous rain, cancelling the intended walk,
but Mr. Leeds retrieved the situation by organising a Whist Drive.
Monday was devoted to the main excursion of the visit, a day-trip along
the Basque Coast, calling at Zarauz. Zumaya and Deva on the way.
During our time spent in Spain, the 25th Anniversary of the Spanish
Revolution was being celebrated, and the majority of the Party watched
an extremely impressive and spectacular fireworks display on Mount
Urgull ; visits to the Monastery at Loyola and to the Bull-ring at San
Sebastian were also made.
At 8-45 on the Friday evening we left San Sebastian, and at 8-0
on the following morning we arrived in Paris for breakfast, and a coach
tour of the City. After a further twelve hours' journey, including a very
rough Channel-crossing, we arrived back in Birmingham at 11-30 on the
Saturday evening. During our stay in San Sebastian we had rather a
large dose of rain, but spirits remained high, and those of us who could
speak Spanish made the most of the opportunities of putting it into
practice.
We are greatly indebted to Mr. and Mrs. Biggs and to M r . Leeds
for leading the Party, and to Mr. Hodges for organising such an interesting
and enjoyable Holiday.
R.

P.

M . THOMSON.

T H E G R E E K T R I P , 1964
Ever since Pausanias wrote his guide-book in 2nd century A . D .
travellers from the rest of the civilised world have travelled to visit the
sights of Greece, and following in this noble tradition a party set out
from K.E.S. on 2nd April for the land which its inhabitants call Hellas.
Contrary to the belief of most classics students, Greek history did
not end with the death of Alexander, nor with the fall of Rome. The
major break came with the fall of Constantinople, and 400 years of
Turkish domination.
This memory the Greeks are determined to
eradicate, and although the present kingdom only dates from 1821, they
look upon it as the modern continuation of the Byzantine Empire. There
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are therefore many remains of this period which are just as much a part
of Greece as those of the ' classical' period, and just as interesting.
A t all times the Greeks were felicitous in their siting. Scenery and
architecture combine together to strengthen their awesome beauty.
The shrine of Apollo at Delphi, for example, perched on the slopes o f
Mount Parnassus, and looking over mountains and valleys to the sea,
could have no more fitting site for the oracle that foretold the future
of gods and men, and saw to the ends of the world.
To one familiar with the map of Greece, the third dimension is
breathtaking. Instead of flat outlines, the mountains rise sheer from
the valleys and rear into the clouds. Islands heave from the sea, and lie
scattered into the distance, and the sea is as blue as Poseidon's beard,
thick as unmixed wine, holding the earth in its arms. A t Sunium all
elements of Greece join in one : a high rocky promontory, sea girt, and
crowned with a temple of the sea god. It was surrounded by spring
flowers, and poppies redder than the blood of sacrifices.
It is romantic to stand in the ruins of ancient temples, but only
for those who have ceased to believe. When the sacrifice is urgent
appeasement, when the processions are in earnest, when the prayers
spring from fear, then there is no time to stand and appreciate the beauty
of it all. It is not beautiful : it is a bitter struggle against the elements
for survival.
After several excursions in and around Athens we left on April
10th for a tour of the Peloponnese. Now we are steaming along the Gulf
of Corinth on our way home. As I write I can see the mountains o f
Achaea hazy in the sunlight. In three days time, it will be Birmingham.
Our thanks are due to the Chief Master, the School Chaplain and
members of the Classics staff.
M . J.

FELL.

PARIS, EASTER 1964
A train left Marie des Lilas station. As it left, it forced a gust of
hot air through the grille I was standing on. I turned, walked past the
shop with the red diamond T A B A C sign outside, and into the side-road
where the school was. The street was narrow, just wide enough to let
two cars pass, i f one went slightly onto the pavement. A l l the houses
were three storeys high, and with a roof sufficiently gabled to allow an
attic suitable for living in. Any paint had peeled off the houses, leaving
the walls a dirty blistered grey and the window frames and shutters a
flakey brown.
The boarding school at which we were staying, the Institution
Segaux, was a large converted private house. There was one flight o f
stairs, a large square spiral with a hole in the middle, in which, on the
ground floor, stood a Coca Cola machine. The top of this machine had
received numerous paper gliders and a slipper.
This was the base camp for excursions to things as different as
the Eiffel Tower, slim, tapering and unbelievably tall, the chateau at
Versailles, staid, boring and stodgy ; and the Simca car factory.
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The trip really started with the Folkestone-Calais channel crossing.
The train and coach journey had seemed ordinary enough. We went to
France on a British ship, to England on a French one. The latter was
far inferior to the former. The train journey from Calais (Maritime) to
Paris (Nord) brought home to us the high standard of treatment that
British Railways bestow on all their customers.
When we arrived at
our destination, we received the first of seven batches of vegetable and
noodle soup. Paris by coach, as provided the next day, is very much
like Paris by courtesy of Eurotravel Films Ltd., in fact startlingly so.
You really do stand a fifty-fifty chance of being able to cross the Place
de VEtoile on foot without being run over. VERSAILLES, as I said before,
was staid, stodgy and boring ; except for the PETIT T R I A N O N ,
which was a perfect setting for a Whitehall farce. The plot would be at
thai standard also.
The L O U V R E was like any other museum only more so. Whether
you liked it depended on whether you liked museums. I do. It was a
pity, however, that the main attraction was abroad. That afternoon we
went out in parties throughout the city.
F O N T A I N B L E A U was interesting because it had furniture in it,
which Versailles did not. This gave you something to look at if you lost
track of what the French guide was saying.
The trip to the Eiffel Tower went off very well. One person bought
the tickets, and we filed past the waiting queue into the lift much to the
dismay of a couple from East Yorkshire, whose protests followed us all
the way up. The SIMCA factory was impressive. The next day was a
free day. I took the opportunity to go to the Musee Grevin, a wax-works
and Hall of Illusions combined.
The return journey was tedious, the most trying part being the
disembarkation, which took me twenty minutes after we berthed.
The parties thanks must be extended to Mr. Leeson and M r . Holyoake
who did all the donkey-work, and Mrs. Holyoake for her sympathetic
attention to those overcome by a combination of French food and sightseeing.
A. F.

DRURY.

S W I T Z E R L A N D , 1964
On April 6th of this year a party of 28 boys, accompanied by M r .
and Mrs. Barlow set off from Digbeth Coach Station, via Victoria (where
copies of " Fanny H i l l " were surreptitously purchased), Dover and
Calais, to Interlaken, where the party was to spend a week's holiday.
The Hotel Alpina was reached in the early morning, and the party
retired to recover from a night in a French train. Interlaken was subsequently explored, and it was soon discovered that English was freely
spoken, so that no-one's linguistic ability was put to the test. During
the week half-day excursions were made to Thun by lake-steamer and
return was by rail ; by train to Lanterbrunnen, where a funicular and
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mountain railway trip was made to Miirren 15400 feet ; and to the
village of Grindelwald.
The highlights of the trip were, however, two whole-day excursions
by coach. The first of these was to the Blausee (Blue Lake) and on to
Kandersteg (3855 feet), whence a trip was made by chair-lift, which
afforded excellent views over the mountains. Each new arrival at the
end of the ride found himself quite defenceless against merciless snowballing. The coach was regained on foot through ice, snow and slush,
although one member of the party proved unable to keep his balance on
the ice, and deciding that discretion was the better part of valour, returned
by chair-lift.
The other major excursion was to Lucerne, where the party explored
a Transport Exhibition displaying a whole host of model railways, ancient
and modern vehicles of all kinds, and numerous press-button electrical
devices. Enough time was left over to take advantage of Lucerne's
excellent shopping centre.
The party was very fortunate in having both excellent food and
accommodation, and magnificent weather. A reluctant departure was
made on the 14th April to Berne, which was explored by coach and on
foot, before completing the long journey to Birmingham. Thanks are
due to M r . and Mrs. Barlow for their excellent management of a most
enjoyable holiday.
R . T . JONES.

SINGAPORE W I T H T H E R.A.F.
During the Summer Holidays 1 was invited to go on one of the
R.A.F.'s Overseas Flights, which are trips open to cadets in the R.A.F.
sections of school cadet corps, and taken in transport aircraft on their
routine flights to different parts of the world. M y particular flight was
going to Singapore, and the whole trip was supposed to cover about
six days. For this I was charged 48s.. and this was for messing at 8s. a
night ; the flight itself cost nothing.
The trip started at R.A.F. White Waltham, the Headquarters of
Air Cadets. I stayed there overnight and next morning I was briefed
and sent on my way to R.A.F. Lyneham. There 1 stayed for the night in
the Transit Mess, and next morning I boarded the Britannia of Transport
Command with the air crew, as my official position was as Assistant
Quartermaster. Only one cadet is assigned to each aircraft.
We took off at 11-30 bound for El Adem, a staging post 40 miles
south of Tobruk. This took 6 hours, and the route took us across the
Channel to Paris, then Southwards to Lyons and Montelimar, past
the Alps, with Mont Blanc to port, poking its gleaming peak out of the
clouds. Then on, over Nice and the French Riviera, to Elba, crossing
the rugged northern tip of Corsica. From Elba we flew on down the western
coast of Italy, across the toe, then we crossed the Mediterranean in a
south-easterly direction, until we crossed the sand dunes on the North
African coast to the west of Tobruk. Then on over the desert, our ears
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popping as the aircraft sank, to touch down at El Adam at 4-30 in the
afternoon (local time).
As I stepped out of the aircraft I was glad of the tropical kit into
which 1 had changed on the plane, for I was immediately conscious of the
heat, despite the fact that dusk was approaching and there was a cool
breeze blowing. However this wind also whipped up the dust and sand
making it uncomfortable to be outside. We had two hours here, while
the aircraft was being serviced and refuelled, in which we washed and had
a meal. Then we took the supplies from the stores to the aircraft and
prepared to receive the three passengers we were picking up here; the
first leg we had just carried freight.
The next leg was to Aden. By take off time the sun had set; but,
in the air, the horizon appeared a fantastic fiery red. This leg was six
and a half hours long and rather boring as the route lay completely
over desert and it was night. Our course first lay due south, as we could
not cross Egyptian air space, then east at a place called " Nasser's Corner "
and on to Aden.
We landed at Khormaksan, one of Aden's air bases, at 1 o'clock in
the morning (local time). Even at this hour in the morning, your first
step out of the aircraft was enough for you to be soaked in sweat and
have your clothes clinging to you.
Two hours later, spent in the air-conditioned lounge, the 'plane
was ready. Although it was the same aircraft, I was flying with a new
crew, as the previous crew's time would have run out before the end of
the next leg. This time we had thirteen passengers.
Six boring hours later, for our route had been over the sea, we had
crossed the Equator, and then, before us, was a tiny speck in the middle
of the ocean. This was Gan, an island in Adden Atoll, the southernmost
of the Maldive Group. The island is 12 miles by | mile, and is completely
taken up by the base. The runway runs from one end to the other, making
a glaring white scar across the greenery.
Unfortunately, the aircraft had broken down and had had to land on
three engines. I t was not repaired by nightfall, so we were put up for the
night in the Transit Mess. This was quite comfortable but, unfortunately,
there was a chorus of croaking frogs all night long. Next morning the
engine had still not been repaired and there was talk of waiting for the
next 'plane from England bringing a spare part with it ; and so we
went for a walk along the beaches which ran all the way around its
perimeter. We returned to the mess at dinner time to be met by a frantic
airman who had been looking for us to tell us that the aircraft was ready
and had been waiting for us. Quickly we snatched up our bags and dashed
out to the 'plane.
We took off, but within half an hour the plane developed an electrical
fault and was forced to turn back. We flew backwards and forwards
over the sea as the fuel poured out of the fuel-jettisoning nozzles in big
white clouds. The fault was quickly put right and we were soon airborne again, bound for Singapore on the last leg of the trip. Six hours
later we were touching down at R.A.F. Changi, one of Singapore's
many air bases. Changi is the R.A.F.'s chief transport base on the island,
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and it was there that I stayed in the Transit Mess, which was called the
" Changi Creek Hotel " after the creek which it overlooked.
You usually stay there for three days. The first with the cadet who
is going back on the aircraft you came out on. The next by yourself, and
the third with the cadet who came out on the plane you are going back
on.
But in my case, the aeroplane I was to go back on went on to Hong
Kong before coming back and so I had six days in Singapore. This time
was spent between sightseeing, shopping, and swimming from Changi
beach and in the airmen's swimming pool.
Shopping is an experience in itself. The shop-keepers, mainly
Indians, sit outside their shops and drag the unwary, identifiable by
their lack of sunburn, into them. Here they practically lay their whole
stock out before the buyer. Then, when the purchase has been picked
out, comes the long and complex business of bargaining. After an
opening preamble, the shop-keeper names his opening price. This the
buyer duly considers, and rejects, naming his own price, about half
that which the shop-keeper asked for. This, of course, angers the shopkeeper ; and, after some raving by him, the buyer fractionally raises
his price. Then the bargaining continues for a considerable time, most
of this being taken up by each party considering the other's previous
proposal ; with the shop-keeper providing refreshment.
Singapore itself is reached by a fascinating, and at times, nervecracking bus journey and in the town there is the famous Changi Alley.
This is a narrow gap between two blocks of buildings where it is possible
to buy practically anything. Behind the stalls which obtrude into the
narrow confines of the Alley are quite large, modern, cool shops which
are in marked contrast with the heat,crush and bustle of the Alley outside.
Another of the interesting sights of Singapore is the water-front.
Out in the harbour are moored the large oceanic ships, but the mouth
of the river which runs into the bay is cluttered up with Sanpans and
other local trading boats.
One of the most noticeable things about the island is the smell.
There is an incredible confusion of fragrant and exotic odours, and it
has been said that even a blind man would find sight-seeing in Singapore
fascinating.
But, all too soon, it was time to return. The route back was exactly
the same as it had been going, and I arrived at Lyneham on a typical
wet English summer day.
[.

N.

L.

GALLETT.

GEOGRAPHICAL SOCIETY FIELDWORK
At half-term last November M r . Benett took a party of a dozen
geographers and geologists to the Craven district of Yorkshire. Travelling
via Manchester, Skipton and Settle, the party spent the first night at
Stainforth Youth Hostel. The following day, in glorious weather, it
set off westwards to study the limestone scenery. After studying the
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A Career in the Bank
Never before have opportunities for young people been as promising
as they are today in Barclays Bank. Here is a brief outline of the
career that awaits you there.
T h e Bank wants young men of character and integrity, with a good
standard of general education. Given these qualifications and an
aptitude for the job, there is no reason why you should not find
yourself a Branch Manager in your thirties, with a salary upwards
of £1,750, and the chance of doubling your pay by the time you
are 50. Looking ahead you could be one of those Managers
whose salary exceeds £5,000 a year —a man with a big job,
full of interest and responsibility. A goal worth striving for; and
those who reach it will have a pension at 65 (without any
contributions on their part) of £3,000 a year or more. Moreover,
the biggest jobs in the Bank are open to all. For the early
years

there's

a

minimum

salary

scale

for

satisfactory

work: £315 at 16 to £960 at 31 with a year's seniority
for a good Advanced Level certificate
and three years' for a degree, plus certain
allowances if you work in large towns
( £100 a year for employment in Central
London). From 22 onwards merit can
take the salary well above these figures;
if the early promise is maintained, the
salary at 28 can be £1,035, instead of
the scale figure of £845.

Write for further particulars
to the Local Directors,
P.O. Box 34,
63 Colmore Row, Birmingham, 3,
or to the Staff Managers,
54 Lombard Street, London, E.C.3

BARCLAYS BANK
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classic features at Norber, the group moved on to Ingleborough Cave for
lunch, and in the afternoon walked up Trow Gill to Gaping Gill, a
spectacular pot hole. A hasty retreat down Clapham Beck enabled the
party to get a bus back to Settle for refreshment before returning to
Stainforth.
The next day, in steady rain, the party turned S.E. to explore the
Victoria Cave before crossing Kirkby Fell to Malham Cove. It then
spent a much brighter afternoon studying the geomorphology of the
valley between Malham Tarn and the village of Malham. Sunday morning
was also spent in the Malham area looking at Gordale Scar and at the
differences between the scenery developed on Carboniferous Limestone
and that on the Yoredale Series. In the afternoon the party walked over
to see the rejuvenation evident in Cote Gill. Sunday night was spent at
Kettlewell Youth Hostel. The party returned via Grassington to Skipton
and thence back to Birmingham.
Thanks are due to M r . Benett not only for organising and leading
the party, but also for his illuminating comments on the landscape.
A.

I.

WALLACE.

C A M P I N G W I T H OUR T . A . ASSISTANCE U N I T
Towards the end of August 1963, a group of eight cadets spent a
week at the annual camp of the 48 Division Royal Engineers (T.A.)
at Wyke Regis, near Weymouth. The tented encampment, set on a gentle
slope, overlooked the sea and an extensive training area, which resembled
a ' concrete beach.'
In spite of variable weather, training progressed steadily. Two days
were allotted to each of these three subjects—Watermanship, the Light
Assault Floating Bridge (the modern version of the old Bailey Bridge)
and the Heavy Ferry, a craft capable of transporting several tanks across
water-hazards.
A t the end of the first week of training came the highlight—the
Regatta, which our Squadron (225) won. On the following day the entire
Division toured the famous tank museum at Bovington, and attended
a display of bridge-laying tank manoeuvres. After the first week most
of the cadets returned to Birmingham, but with the kind permission of
Lt. Col. A . C. Williams two cadets remained for a second week.
This week saw more training, and hectic preparations for a three
day scheme. In full battle order the Squadron advanced on Poole Harbour
to lay a bridge under simulated battle conditions. After bivouacking for
a brief rest, we moved to the assembly area. In drenching rain the pontoons
were prepared for launching and a bridge was successfully thrown over
the obstacle. Many weary hours later it was dismantled. We finally
returned to camp early in the morning to wash down the equipment,
having had little sleep during the past two days. After the completion
of the training programme our Squadron held a party to celebrate its
victory in the Regatta. The final day was spent in tidying the site, and
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loading the trucks for the return journey to Squadron Headquarters
at Erdington.
We are most grateful to Lt. Col. Williams for the privilege of attending this camp and for the insight into the organisation of the Territorial
Army and the responsibilities and duties of the Engineers. In our record
of thanks we wish to include Lt. J. Cotter and L t . D . H . Benson for
their interest in and concern for our welfare : and we thank all the
officers and men of the 48 Division for their friendly welcome and readily
given comradeship.
HENDERSON.
D

R.

MEAKIN.

REFLECTIONS O N O U T W A R D BOUND
" The course is very tough," said the Warden in his introductory
speech. This information was discarded ; a virile " rugger chap " need
not be perturbed, or so I thought. Thinking of the sunny Adriatic
beaches I gazed woefully at a bespectacled " weed "—obviously a nonsmoker, non-alcoholic, non-everything that mattered in life ! Yet this
lethargy was shattered by subsequent experiences.
I cursed the delicacies of the Tuck Shop, the orgies and laxities of
my past life. Sweating and swearing became a daily ritual. A n earlymorning dip into the ice-cold Ullswater changed from a rude
awakening into immunity ; one returned ossified from the neck downwards and totally oblivious of one's surroundings. Gruelling inhuman expeditions were commonplace. Invariably a considerable distance behind
the patrol, 1 would frequently feign heart failure and epilepsy if but to
obtain a short " kip." Bold, middle-aged eggheads obviously stimulated
by " pep-pills " or nagging wives would frequently bound blithely past
to the accompaniment of my violent imprecations. Ill-fortune accompanied me everywhere ; a sudden leak in my canoe resulted in a short
but fascinating examination of plant life in the middle of Ullswater. Groans of cynical dismay greeted a rather belated return to the
surface and a practical joker saw fit to continue the undignified spectacle
by promptly assisting another descent by means of his paddle.
Hysteria, agony and nostalgia pierced my moral fibre and induced
passionate renderings of obscene Irish ballads.
The diet was fatal to a stomach of my capacity.
A daily rasher of
bacon served but to grease the gut; concoctions of tea, grass, soil and tinned
beans were not exactly conducive to smooth digestion nor did abstention
from tobacco and alcohol make life any easier. I seemed to be dying a
slow death and returned home thin and poker-faced, a mere shadow of
my former self.
1 shall never forget my experiences at Ullswater. I acquired
new acquaintances, new values and new physical proportions. The
satisfaction of having defeated the yearnings of one's body is inestimable.
Outward Bound perpetually strengthens the character ; this is
tribute enough to its worth.
I would finally extend my sincere thanks to the Governors for their
most aenerous grant towards the expenses incurred on the Course.
S. C. T E W .
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HOWARD-VYSE BURSARY EXPEDITION
We were granted this bursary to enable one member of the pair,
A. J. G. Hey, to survey the industries and agriculture of the French
Pyrenees, and J. P. Croxall to make a similar survey of the botany.
To accomplish this with any thoroughness it was necessary to cross the
Pyrenees from the Atlantic to Mediterranean coasts.
Accordingly we left the dull English weather behind us and arrived
the next morning at Hendaye on the Franco-Spanish border in brilliant
sunshine. Unfortunately as we were carrying everything we possessed
on our backs we could not fully appreciate temperatures in the 90's.
As soon as we moved into the Pyrenean foothills the weather changed and
we had a succession of cloudy days. So far the flora quite closely resembled
its English counterpart although it was noticeable that most species were
found over a far greater altitude range than in this country. The abundance
of maize was the most striking feature of the agriculture and the main
industries were forestry and wine and cider making. In the Basses
Pyrenees there was no heavy industry but there were wool and shoe
factories to utilise farm produce.
A t the beginning of our second week we were encamped in one of
the best regions, both botanically and scenically, of the whole trip.
It is hardly surprising that this area round the Cirque de Gavarnie and
Cauterets attracts so many tourists with the magnificent grandeur of
its scenery and the density and colour of the semi-alpine and alpine
flower. Regrettably we were forced to move down to lower ground to
see more of the partly industrialised valleys.
Here also there were
large mechanised farms in contrast to the tiny " crofts " we had seen
previously.
In passing we had looked in at a Lourdes packed with tourists and
at the incomparable architecture of the hill-top citadel of St. Bernard de
Comminges with its Roman remains and immense cathedral.
On arriving in the mountains to the S.W. of Andorra (a country
we would much have liked to visit, but it is completely inaccessible without
transport) we were struck by the difference in scenery. The two mountain
ranges, one in France, one in Spain, were far more barren and exposed
than any we had seen previously but the valley they sandwiched between
them was relatively fertile, and corn (as opposed to maize) was widely
grown. We spent several days in this area before taking a train right through
the fruit growing areas of the Tet to Perpignan. I t is an unforgettable
sight to see mile upon mile of peach and pear orchard stretching along
the railway and so far into the distance as you can see. Two days spent
in the Perpignan area, a day in Carcassonne—that unique medieval walled
town—(the Youth Hostel is right in the middle of the Cite) a day sightseeing in Paris and then back to a rainy reception at London.
We had covered a great deal of ground (aided by occasional lifts—
always from French people) 250 miles of it on foot, and seen a wide
variety of things from pelots courts to the Lourdes Basilisque and from
alpine flowers to hydro-electric plants. We had in addition been interrogated as supposed members of the O.A.S. and learnt how to live
really economically on the continent.
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We would end by thanking the school, and of course the Bursary,
for making this possible and would strongly recommend application
for these most worthwhile awards.
J.

A.

P.
J .

CROXALL.

G. H E Y .

FIRST IMPRESSIONS OF NIGERIA
Last year on leaving school J . G. Rhodes went to join the staff of
the Citizen and Leadership Training Centre at Man O' War Bay in
Northern Nigeria.
" T h e Centre is situated at the moment on a temporary site where it has
been for the past three years since moving up from the Cameroons.
This is beside a large, and unfortunately rather brown and muddy lake
that is part of an elaborate hydro-electric scheme ; the countryside
around is for the most part rolling grassland (at the moment rapidly
turning brown) with large rocky outcrops here and there. The climate
is simply perfect for Europeans, because of the height of the plateau ;
it is never too hot though there is always sunshine, and in fact at night
it can become very cold.
" I find the people living around here most interesting ; less than
half a mile away there are women who still use the branches of a certain
bush for their clothing, renewing it once a week. Then there are the
very attractive Fulani. or " Cattle-people." who still live in the way 1
have always imagined Abraham and his sons did. In fact they must
be very well off and their womenfolk are always very well dressed in
wraps of colourful material. A l l the people out here seem to be capable
of walking miles carrying enormous loads on their heads—either firewood
or, in the case of the Fulani. calabashes full of fresh milk which they
sell at the local markets.
A full course at the Centre has about ninety students and these are
split into eight groups ; 1 am put in charge of one of these groups and
supervise the majority of their activities. Each course has its own age
limit but a senior course may bring students of up to forty years old.
" To a great extent the activities here are similar to those of an
Outward Bound School in England—rock-climbing, abseiling, canoeing
and expedition-work. There is also in the four-week course a week of
" Community Development." This is not always done according to the
rules written in books but is nonetheless a most valuable and interesting
time. Last week we built an extension onto the local school whilst some
of the students prepared foundations for buildings on the New Site,
which is about two miles away and which the Centre has at last decided
to develop itself instead of waiting for the Government to give a large
enough sum for an architect and contractor.
" I find the first week of each course the most dull—most of the time
I am listening to my own voice prattling about First-Aid, compasswork or map-reading. The second week is spent more on rock-climbing.
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abseiling and also upon the three-day expedition, when I go off into the
bush with a group for the purpose of testing their map work and general
comradeship. The third is spent on " Community Development" and
the fourth is mainly taken up by the " Plateau Scheme." For this the
students go out by themselves in groups of three to five, trying to find
points where we have previously painted clue-letters. We go out in
lorries to the " check-points " where we stay peacefully for the whole
three days whilst the students find their points and us, where they spend
the night. It is during this time that I do my letter-writing."
J. G. RHODES,

O.E.

O L D EDWARDIAN L E T T E R
Dear Sir,
By far the most important event in the life of the O.E.A. this year
has been the transfer of its headquarters from the premises in Paradise
Street to the Memorial Ground in Streetsbrook Road, Solihull. There
are now no Association Rooms in a central position in Birmingham.
Many O.E. will inevitably regret this new situation ; to be no longer able
to meet for lunch and other social activities, without making the longish
journey to Solihull, seems, to some members, to deprive the Association
of its main function and to reduce it to little more than a sports club.
Whatever feelings there may be at this point, the situation exists,
and there are many who think that, so far from being a mortal blow to
the Association, the change will be a blood-transfusion. The majority of
those actively engaged in O.E. affairs are those connected with the sports
sections in one way or another. That the centre of their sporting activities
should be in the same building as the Association headquarters seems
entirely appropriate. For many of those who have their own transport
the journey to Solihull is far from intolerable, compared with the journey
into the city. The facilities at Streetsbrook Road are excellent, and we
look forward to a steady stream of new members from among your
readers to enjoy them. This is certainly a momentous year in our history,
but we would be a poor Association if we were not fully determined to
bring about a change for the better.
Yours faithfully.
O.E.

LETTER TO T H E EDITOR
Dear Sir,
At this stage in our careers at K.E.S. we would like to make some
serious comments on the poor state of the toilet facilities here. We fail
to understand why one must search over the school to find a toilet
equipped with paper and why there are no locks on any of the doors.
Surely these are two prime requisites of any toilet ? After using the
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toilet hygienic reason tells us to wash our hands. However, this is practically impossible, for the soap-dispensers have vanished and bars of soap do
not exist. We wonder how many generations of Edwardians have tried
to wash their hands in either boiling hot water or in freezing cold water ;
because of the lack of plugs, there is no happy medium as far as water
temperature is concerned. We are not concerned about who should
be blamed but rather that this odious situation should be remedied
before the summer months.
Yours faithfully,
N . J. COLLINS.
A . J . HERRING.
J. D . REES.

CONTEMPORARIES

The Editors acknowledge the receipt of :
The Arch, The Axe, The Blundellian, Bristol Grammar School Chronicle,
The Bromsgrovian, The Coventrian, The Denstonian, The Edwardian (Bath),
The Edwardian (Nuneaton), The Ellesmerian, The Epsomian. The Five Ways
Magazine, Griffin, The Hammer, The Leamingtonian, The Leys Fortnightly,
Liverpool College Magazine, The Log, The Ousel, The Phoenix, The Portcullis, Saltley Grammar School Magazine, The Shenstonian, The Staffordian,
Sotoniensis, The Veseyan, The Wolstantonian, The Wolvernian. The
Wrekinian, The Wulfrunian, The Wykehamist.
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tEfje ®lb Cbtoarbtansr' &£&ociation
The object of the Old Edwardians' Association is to maintain
touch between the School and Old Boys, and between Old Boys
themselves. The welfare and traditions of the School depend to a
great extent upon a strong Old Edwardians' Association, and the
ideal is that every boy leaving School should give the Association
his active support.
A t the moment, the annual subscription in 12s. 6d. This
entitles you to wear the O.E. tie, and to receive the O.E. Gazette
twice a year (the December issue contains an address list of all
members).
It is likely that this subscription will in the near future be
increased to cover membership of the new Sports Club at Streetsbrook Road.
N . J. F. C R A I G ,
R. J. G A R R A T T ,
Joint Hon. Secretaries.

KING

EDWARD'S SCHOOL

CLUB

H O N O R A R Y M E M B E R S H I P O F T H E S C H O O L C L U B (which includes a
subscription to the S C H O O L C H R O N I C L E ) is open to all Old Edwardians
and to parents of boys in the School, and friends of the School
at a subscription of not less than ten shillings per annum. I t affords
to Old Boys a means of keeping in touch with the School and at
the same time of giving support to the School Club. Subscriptions
should be made payable to " King Edward's School Club " and
sent to the Hon. Treasurer at the School.

KING EDWARD'S SCHOOL
CHRONICLE

SEPTEMBER 1964

The aims of the C H R O N I C L E , as slated in the first of
the present series, March, 1875 :
(1) To bind together all sections within the School.
(2) To strengthen the connection between our old
and present members.
(3) To Chronicle all events of interest to the
School.
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EDITORIAL
One of the most interesting events likely to take place in the near
future is the election of a Labour Government. The margin between the
parties in October will probably be very small but the possibility of a
change of government undoubtedly exists. There has been a good deal
of speculation, not only about what nationalization a Labour administration would carry out, but also about its attitude to Public Schools.
King Edward's, of course, is not a Public School but a Direct Grant
School and the difference may be important when M r Wilson is considering
which schools to axe. He is committed, however vaguely, to some kind
of reform of Public Schools and one must agree that this is long overdue.
They were intended to provide colonial administrators at a time when the
British Empire was still going strong. The situation has changed rapidly
in recent years and there is now no real excuse for boarding or segregation
by sexes in schools. Despite the obvious case for reform M r Wilson and
his Ministers, assuming they are elected, are likely to tread warily in this
direction. Too many radical changes too quickly would soon irritate the
essentially conservative British electorate. Nevertheless, the prospect of
interesting changes in the future does remain.
To return to King Edward's, there is a faint chance, however distant,
of the school becoming co-ed., and possibly even King Edward's Comprehensive. The continuation of Labour Government for ten or fifteen
years would certainly involve drastic alterations. You may view this
prospect with horror or with joyous anticipation, but i f interested in the
school you can hardly be indifferent. Of course, major reform is not
simply a matter of passing legislation, for it has to be enforced, and the
opposition to any Labour plans will no doubt be strenuous. The strength
of King Edward's is impressive in many fields, particularly that of finance.
Yet in the long run the opinion of the pupils on what kind of school they
prefer ought to be the final arbiter. I t is almost impossible to judge
whether in, say, ten years the Upper School would opt to be co-educated
and comprehensified, or prefer to remain in their present exclusive
domain.
In October these considerations may all prove to be superfluous, yet
the thought of radical changes in the School's structure is certainly
intriguing and valuable in itself. A t least it prompts us to wonder whether
the present arrangement is quite so perfect as we cosily deem it.
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NOTES AND NEWS
S C H O O L DIARY
The Summer term began on Thursday, 23rd April. The Cartland
Club held its first meeting of the term on April 27th.
The Junior Play, " Monsieur Perrichon Goes Abroad," by Eugene
Labiche and Edouard Martin, was performed on the 7th, 8th and 9th May,
To judge by audience reaction M r Nicholls' production was very successful.
On May 29th the General Inspection of the C.C.F. was held. The
Inspecting Officer was Rear Admiral H . C. Martell, Admiral commanding
reserves.
The K.E.S. Chamber Ensemble, under the direction of C. J. Tipping,
gave a concert in aid of O X F A M on May 21st.
The G.C.E. ' A ' Level began on June 8th and the 'O' Level on June
15th.
Speech Day was held on July 18th when the Bailiff of the Governors,
Mr R. I . Scorer, presented the prizes. The School X I did justice to the
beautiful weather that afternoon in the annual cricket match against the
Old Edwardians, and was victorious after a close and exciting finish.
On July 21st the Sixth Form Music and Drama Syndicates presented
a Programme of Restoration Period Music and the comedy, " The
Gamblers," by Nikolai Gogol.
The School Service was held in the Cathedral on July 22nd.
The Term ended on July 23rd.

GOVERNORS' NEWS
Into the two vacancies on the Governing Body, elections were made
in May. M r R. J. Garratt, D.F.C., and Mrs Hugh Kenrick, J.P., are
the new Governors. M r Garratt is an Old Edwardian with a distinguished
record in the R.A.F. in the war and a solicitor in practice in Birmingham.
With Mrs Kenrick's election, it is good again to have on the Governing
Body one bearing the name of her great father-in-law, Byng Kenrick, who
was for so very long a determinant influence in the affairs of the Foundation.
THE COMMON ROOM
We congratulate Col. Cooke on the award of the O.B.E. (Military
Division), and apologise for the omission in the previous C H R O N I C L E .
MARRIAGES

On April 14th, 1964; in Tadworth, Surrey; Alison Webb to John
Gregory: for love and for life.
On September 1st, 1964, The Rev. F. J. Williams to Mrs Burgess, widow
of the late M r T. C. Burgess, who was Headmaster of King Edward's.
Five Ways, School, and previously Classics master at K.E.S.
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The following masters left at the end of the Summer Term:
M r N . D . C. Harris to Ellesmere Port Grammar School.
Mr. R. L . Leeson to a lectureship at Lanchester College of Technology, Coventry.
Mr R. K . Wilson to Christ's Hospital School.
Mr A . Robinson to Manchester Grammar School.
M r S. J. Nicholls to Atlantic College.
M r R. B . Edmonds, to become a full-time cricketer with Warwickshire.
M r P. G. Sulston to the Methodist Ministry.

THE

PREFECTS'

ROOM

We were sorry to hear of the serious accident to B . S. Wilkins and are
glad to hear that he is recovering fast and was able to attend the O.E.A.
cricket match.
The following were appointed prefects at the beginning of the Summer
Term :
M . D . A U S T I N : Secretary of the Archaeological Society; Sergeant in
the C.C.F. (Levett).
S. A. C O C K L E : Secretary of the Cartland Club; Secretary of the
Scientific Society; Group Q . M . in the Scouts; House Captain (Gifford).
R. B . D A V I E S : Captain of Chess; House Captain (Levett).
A. I . W A L L A C E : Librarian of the Cartland Club; Secretary of the
Geographical Society; Petty Officer in the Naval Section (Vardy).

The following left at the end of the Lent Term:
R. O. J E N K I N S ( 1 9 5 6 - 6 4 ) : Vice-captain of the School and President of
the Cartland Club; Prefect 1963-4; Rugby Football Colours 1963-4;
X X X Colours 1962-3; C.S.M. in the C.C.F.; Tarmac Civil Engineering
Scholarship 1964; House Captain; King's College, London (Cary Gilson).
R. T H O R N H I L L ( 1 9 5 9 - 6 4 ) : Prefect 1 9 6 3 - 4 ; Keble College, Oxford
(Prince Lee).
The following left at the end of the Summer Term :
R. C. B O O T H ( 1 9 5 6 - 6 4 ) : Captain of the School and General Secretary
of the School Club 1963-4; Prefect 1962-4; School Swimming Colours
1962-4; X X X Colours 1963-4; Flight-Sergeant in the R.A.F. Section;
House Captain 1962-3; Dale Memorial Medal 1964; Rhodes Trust Tour
of Canada 1964; Queens' College, Cambridge (Gifford).
B . S. W I L K I N S ( 1 9 5 6 - 6 4 ) : Vice-Captain of the School and President
of the Cartland Club 1964; Secretary of the Closed Circle; Secretary
of the Christian G u i l d ; Chapel Keeper; Warranted A.S.M. in the
Scouts; House Captain; Oriel College, Oxford (Jeune).
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S. A . C O C K L E (1959-64): Prefect 1964; Secretary of the Cartland
Club; Secretary of the Scientific Society; Group Q . M . in the Scouts;
House Cantain; Scholarship in Natural Sciences at the Queen's College.
Oxford (Gifford).
J. P. C R O X A L L (1957-64): Prefect 1963-4; Secretary of Rugby Football;
Rugby Football Colours 1963-4; X X I I Colours 1962-4; Secretary of the
Natural History Society; Under Officer in the C.C.F.; Knight Memorial
Medal 1964; House Captain; Open Scholarship in Natural Sciences at the
Queen's College, Oxford (Prince Lee).
R. B. D A V I E S (1957-64): Prefect 1964; Captain of Chess 1963-4;
House Captain; Bristol University (Levett).
A. J. H E R R I N G (1957-64): Prefect 1964; Captain of Tennis 1964;
Tennis Colours 1963-4; Durham University (Vardy).
A. J. G. H E Y (1957-64): Prefect 1963-4; Rugby Football Colours
1964; X X I I Colours 1962-4; Sergeant in the C.C.F.; House Captain;
Open Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Worcester College, Oxford
(Vardy).
J. R. K E Y - P U G H (1956-64): Prefect 1963-4; Secretary of the Modern
Language Society; Warranted A.S.M. in the Scouts; House Captain
1962- 3; Oriel College, Oxford (Heath).
A. R. L O N G (1957-64): Prefect 1964; A.S.M. in the Scouts; Open
Scholarship in Natural Sciences at Corpus Christi College, Cambridge
(Prince Lee).
D. E. L O N G (1957-64): Prefect 1964; Secretary of the Historical
Society; Secretary of the Music Circle; Leading Seaman in the Naval
Section; Balliol College, Oxford (Evans).
D. J. M A Y (1957-64): Prefect 1964; X X I I Colours 1963-4; Sergeant
in the C.C.F.; Brasenose College, Oxford (Cary Gilson).
J. D . R E E S (1957-64): Prefect 1963-4; Sub-Treasurer of the School
Club; X X I I Colours 1962; School Cricket Blazer 1963; School Cricket
Colours 1963-4; House Captain; Worcester College, Oxford (Cary Gilson).
N . J. S A N D E R S (1957-64): Prefect 1964; School Recorder; A.S.M. in
the Scouts; Open Exhibition in Natural Sciences at Magdalene College,
Cambridge (Jeune).
M . R. S H E N S T O N E (1959-64): Prefect 1963-4; Captain of Cricket
1963- 4; Captain of Squash 1963-4; X X I I Colours 1962-4; School Cricket
Colours 1963-4; House Captain; Clare College, Cambridge (Evans).

A. I . W A L L A C E (1957-64): Prefect 1964; Librarian of the Cartland
Club; Secretary of the Geographical Society; Petty Officer in the Naval
Section; Exhibition in Geography at Jesus College, Oxford (Vardy).
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T H E CARTLAND CLUB
The officials of the Club in the Summer Term, 1964, were:
President
. . B. S. Wilkins
Secretary
. . S. A. Cockle
R. A. Barker
Treasurer
Librarian
. . A. I . Wallace
Victualler
..
. . R. G. Woolley
R. C Booth
following were members of the Club:
M . D . Austin
P. D . Killworth
P. J. Knowies
J. A. Barnfield
R. W. Batchelor
A. R. Long
D . E. Long
A. C. Butler
A. S. Lowenstein
L. R. Cooke
J. P. Croxall
D . J. May
R. B. Davies
R. Morton
D . G. Murphy
A. P. Dawkins
A. M . Downing
D . R. Prior
N . G. Rabouhans
I . S. Duncan
A. J. Fawke
J. D . Rees
J. M . Freeman
H . R. D . Richter
J. M . Froggatt
J. M . Rudge
M . J. Hamar
P. S. Rudland
S. Hanes
N . J. Sanders
P. J. H . Hemming
M . R. Shenstone
A. J. Herring
I . C. Stirk
A. J. G. Hey
C. J. Tipping
C. J. Jackson
R. A. Williams
A. N . Wright
P. R. H. Johnstone
R. T. Jones
J. R. Key-Pugh

COLOURS
We congratulate :
J. A. Barnfield and J. D . Rees on the re-award, P. A. Bowes. R. I .
Nuttall and W. R. Sykes on the award of School Cricket Colours.
D. R. Field, A. M . Paul, G. K . Rand and D . B. Taylor on the award
of School Cricket Blazers.
J. P. Croxall, A. M . Downing, A. J. G. Hey, D . J. May and R. G.
Woolley on the re-award, J. S. Lee, M . R. Tallett, J. Walker-Roberts and
L. J. Williams on the award of School X X I I Colours.
R. C. Booth, J. M . Freeman and R. J. Norrington and the re-award,
D. K . Earl, P. M . Holtham, P. F. Mangan and J. B. Young on the award
of School Swimming Colours.
6;

A. G. Thomas on the award of School Athletics Colours.
G. S. Bunting and G. A. E. Davis on the re-award, J. A . Barnfield
and D . J. Edmonds on the award of School Shooting Colours.
J. H . C. Rowan on the re-award, J. Paget and D . S. Parker on the
award of School Rowing Colours.
J. L . Parsons on the award of School Tennis Colours.

FOR

OTHER

PEOPLE'S

NEEDS

In this term our attempt has, as usual in a summer term, been chiefly
concentrated in two directions. First of all, the Cot Fund Committee
determined to divide the term's contributions from the forms between the
British Red C r o s s and the Birmingham Settlement. As a result of Cot Fund
collections a cheque for £50 was sent to the British Red Cross. To the
Birmingham Settlement, part of our gift was in kind, the presentation of
two teak seats for the new garden made partly by the work of the Personal
Service group out of a demolition area beside the settlement. These seats
will be a perpetual reminder of our obligation to the Birmingham Settlement and we hope, among those who use them, of our care and concern for
it. The remainder of the £50 goes in cash for the support of the work at
the settlement.
Then from the services in Chapel and from the end of term service
in the Cathedral the offerings have been devoted to the Cambridge
Mission to Delhi, to which we have sent £30.
The Oxfam Concert was both enjoyable as music and successful as an
endeavour for Oxfam and has enabled us to send £50 to this most demanding work.

GIFTS T O T H E S C H O O L

The gifts that we have been receiving have been generous, many and
varied. A further 12 inscribed leavers' chairs will take their place in
Big School in a few weeks. To two members of the successful swimming
team of this year we are very grateful for cups for new events, the House
Medley Relay and the individual Medley Race, given to us respectively
by J. M . Freeman and R. C. Booth.
The daughters of the late General Sir Ernest Bradfield have decided
to give to the School a goodly collection of cups and trophies which he
won frequently for polo during his service in India. They have given this
gift through his old friend and contemporary here, M r H . W. Hobbiss,
who has very imaginatively caused the silver to be melted down and has
out of it caused there to be made to his own design a new trophy for the
House Seven-a-Sides. We are most grateful for the Bradfield Seven-a-Sides
Trophy and for the imaginative pains that M r Hobbiss has taken to
honour his old friend.
Dr D . M . Bladon, who entered the school in 1912, writes to say that
he has now been a member of the School Club continuously for 52 years.
He has carefully kept every issue of the School C H R O N I C L E and has had
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them bound in 9 volumes. He has on his retirement from his practice in
Coventry made a present of this set of C H R O N I C L E S over 50 years. For
this gift and for the loyal affection which has brought it into being over
half a century, we would set on record our great gratitude.
To Mrs R. H . Armstrong, the mother of L . H . Armstrong, O.E.
1943-1950, we are very grateful for a very full and detailed collection of
British Molluscs.
To the specialist Science Library, to the Cartland Library and to the
School Library there have been most welcome additions, too many to be
listed individually in the C H R O N I C L E , but for all we express appreciative
thanks.
Perhaps the most helpful of all is the way in which, frequently by
means of covenanted subscriptions but often by means of single gifts, the
K.E.S. Fund is growing. From it we have been able to meet a number of
special and extra calls to enrich the provision at the School. In particular,
parents of Scouts are being most helpful in paying off the purchase price
on Andrew's Copse. The remoter project, which should include squash
courts on the school house site, is drawing slowly but gradually nearer to
realisation. The School is very greatly benefited by this generous and
loyal support.
T H E LIBRARY
Since the last number of the C H R O N I C L E , the Library has overcome the
two most important hurdles in the year, namely ' A ' Level Leave and the
Book Check. A depleted Library staff carried out its duties during ' A '
Level Leave with great efficiency, and the absence of the School Librarian
was hardly noticed owing to the efficiency of his deputy. The Book Check
was a Syndicate, and the Library was closed for two weeks while the
Library was thoroughly checked.
But 255 books were found to be missing. Previous figures show that
under the present Library system we can expect to lose 200 to 250 books a
year. Moreover it is the most used and most useful books which disappear. This is a disgraceful state of affairs, even though some books
do come back. I t shows that boys regard it as less trouble to take books
illegally than to go through the proper routine. The problem is to find a
way of stopping this appalling loss. No solution which curtails the opening
hours of the Library is acceptable. Perhaps the solution is to have someone
standing by the door continually—a man with an alsatian has been
suggested—but this is difficult to organise. For the present, all we can
do is to ensure that everybody who uses the Library in any way has at
least one Library ticket. A t the same time the quota of tickets per
person has been increased to three for Blocks C-F, four for Block B, and
six for Block A . But an entirely satisfactory and lasting solution will not
be reached until every member of the School makes up his mind to use
the Library honestly.
As always our thanks are due to M r Blount for his patient supervision
of Library affairs.
P.
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HANDFORD

THE SCHOOL METEOROLOGICAL STATION
February was about 2°F warmer than usual at K.E.S., and the total
rainfall of 0-98 in. was an inch less than the monthly mean. March was
decidedly colder and wetter than usual. A rainfall of 3-32 in. made it the
wettest March since 1955. The weather of the Summer Term has not
been remarkable. June was wetter than average, but last year's spell of
hot weather to coincide with the beginning of ' A ' Level was repeated.
Despite the difficulties imposed on operations by the examination
season, the morale and efficiency of the station is very high. The keenness
shown by junior members is especially pleasing. A t the end of term
L . J. Arthur and A . I . Wallace, Senior Observers for the past two years,
are leaving. They are to be succeeded by S. F. Drinkwater and I . D .
Lamb, who are almost certainly the youngest boys ever to hold the
position. But with the continued co-operation of their assistants, they
should be able to cope ably with their responsibilities.
A.

I . WALLACE.

SPEECH DAY, 1964
This year, Speech Day was held on Saturday, 18th July, when we
welcomed as our guest the Bailiff of the Governors, M r R. I . Scorer.
After the Quatercentenary song and the Prize declamations, the Chief
Master proceeded to say that, in University awards, this year was the
" best generation for a long time " ; the School had gained 19 awards at
Oxford and Cambridge, making a total of 36 places, and 36 boys had
gained places at other universities. The Chief Master congratulated the
Sixth Form on its " diverse and original" prize essays and syndicates.
This year, he said, had also been one of achievement on the games field:
the X V had won half its matches and Fives, Chess, Fencing, Tennis,
Swimming and Rowing had been especially successful. He paid a
tribute to M r Guy, who was retiring from School Cricket after 20 years.
The Chief Master said there was much to be pleased with i n the
affairs of the School this year, but we were in danger of losing our high
standards, and should not tolerate time-servers and cynics. He then
said farewell to the seven masters who were leaving, and went on to refer
to the developments that were taking place on the premises : the new
pavilion and a new Music School in Chantry Court. He expressed the
School's gratitude to leavers for their gifts and to parents for the provision
of Andrew's Copse. He then welcomed the Bailiff and invited him to
present the prizes.
Having carried out this duty, M r Scorer began his speech by announcing that it was to be "a chat". He said he knew that the boys are the
most important part of a school and expressed his sense of the foundation's
history. M r Scorer reminisced about the time when land in New Street,
at one and sixpence a yard, was thought too dear by the Governors who
wanted to expand the School. He said that " Speech Day is a time to
consider what life is all about". The School must " supply its quota of
leaders", the boys must acquire learning and experience, and absorb the
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principles of the School. He wished that there was an ' A ' level subject
entitled " Human Relationships " . The Bailiff went on to explain the
importance of games in forming character and reminded the School of
its debt to parents. He told the leavers that they had now, through
experience and training, gradually to assume the full responsibility of
adult life, and said that there is a need for " service and tradition, integrity
and sincerity". He was confident that Edwardians would not fail.
After the Chief Master had thanked the Bailiff and had presented the
trophies, the School Captain thanked our guests for attending and the
assembly sang the School Song to conclude the ceremony.

MUSIC
The Summer Term has been a flourishing one for School Music,
including four important public occasions: the concert by the Chamber
Ensemble at Lickey Church, and the ' Oxfam ' Concert at School; the
High School Summer Concert, and the so-called " jollification " of the
Music and Drama Syndicates. The two more relevant of these are
reviewed elsewhere.
The Musical Society has held two mid-day concerts this term. The
first was a selection from the winners of the Individual Competition, the
second a concert given by the four stalwarts of the Society, R. Clark,
R. M . Edwards, R. M . Whalley and P. G. Wimpory. Indeed, the losses
bewailed by the Music Circle Secretary seem to have been recuperated by
the emergence of accomplished executants to fill their place, including
one of the finest solo treble voices which the School has produced for
some years, in K . R. Lee.
The Music Circle has convened twice this term, once for a selection
of members' records and at least three times before the Secretary of the
Musical Society managed to " deliver his paper " on Mendelssohn. On
neither occasion did we rise to the " heights of operatic violence "
achieved by J. C. Burgess in his lecture on Richard Strauss's opera
" Electra " in the Lent Term. I t should also be remarked that on both
occasions the meeting would have had to take place round a pretty small
table to form a circle at all. One wonders whether a strengthening process
should act upon the rules governing the attendance of members, or, on the
other hand, whether the rules controlling admission should be relaxed to
allow entrance to keen musicians lower in the School. This would give
the more experienced musicians an opportunity of passing on ideas and
encouragement to those who are to be the nucleus of the Circle in later
years. Certainly, more ought to be done to foster interest in music in
forms below the Divisions.
As regards the future, the B.P.O. returns in the Michaelmas Term to
play the third in its series of annual concerts. The Choral Society and
Combined Orchestra are to perform Mendelssohn's Oratorio, " St.
Paul". In the more distant future lie the opportunities implied by the new
Music School to be built during the coming year.
C.
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J . TIPPING.

' OXFAM'

CONCERT

One of our endeavours for other people in the Summer Term was the
concert given by the Choral Society and a group of players known as the
Chamber Ensemble. Unfortunately the Choral Society was not at full
strength and the ensemble seemed at times rather weak. Lest this should
seem too unfair a comment, it should be added that the ensemble contained
many of the finest players in the School. But one or two players, however
competent, cannot do the work of a whole section. In addition the
ensemble lacked self-confidence. I t was as i f they were all the time
waiting to see where they would go wrong instead of playing with the
necessary amount of self-assurance. Especially in such lively pieces as
the Mozart symphony, the effect of the music suffered from a lack of
vigour and vitality. Another contributory factor to this feeling of
insecurity was the failure of most members of the orchestra to pay sufficient
attention to the conductor. No-one could say that he was in any way
inconspicuous, yet the players gave the impression that his presence was
more of a concession to orchestral tradition than an integral part of the
production of music.
But it is too easy, of course, to try to judge the performance by
professional standards, of which it naturally fell short. It cannot be
denied that the concert provided a most enjoyable evening's musical
entertainment. The proceedings started hesitantly with a chorus from
Brahms' ' German Requiem', but the grandeur of this fine music could
not be disguised. However the Albinoni concerto was spoilt because
music of that period demands vigour and confidence. Parts of two
symphonies brought the first half of the concert to a close.
As a prologue to the second half we heard two movements from the
' Dumky ' trio by Dvorak, played by P. G. Wimpory, R. Clark and
R. M . Sibly. This proved to be one of the highlights of the evening:
the standard of playing was high, but perhaps the choice of music was not
in accordance with everyone's taste. The second part of the concert
contained a wide variety of items. After the little-known but typically
Handelian ' Overture and Gavotte to Otho ' came a most enjoyable solo
by K. R. Lee who sang ' Say ye who b o r r o w ' by Mozart. He sang
clearly and sweetly but was occasionally obscured by the orchestra. The
Darke and the Mendelssohn showed the contrast between the 20th and
the 19th centuries, between the unknown and the familiar. Finally the
duet and the chorus from ' The Creation' by Haydn brought the programme to a splendid climax.
Altogether it was a most enjoyable concert. Excessive severity of
judgment must be avoided and allowance must be made. The players
were, after all, schoolboys with many and varied calls on their time.
Great praise is due to them for giving up so much time and effort to the
doubly worthy cause of providing entertainment for others and of supporting Oxfam.
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" MONSIEUR PERRICHON GOES ABROAD."
" Monsieur Perrichon Goes Abroad " was a good choice for the junior
play. It moves with bustle (in spite of the go-slow efforts of the railway
employees) from the moment Perrichon flusters his wife and daughter
Henriette onto the platform on the first frantic stage of their Swiss holiday.
It has a range of character, for three gallant young men had also caught the
train: the guileless Armand and the guileful Daniel both in pursuit of
Henriette, and the Zouave Mathieu fleeing from his love but defending his
honour. And it has suspense, for these three, much helped by the
impetuous and gullible Perrichon, are responsible for a number of incidents and accidents which keep one wondering until the end whether
Perrichon will be obliged into giving his daughter to Armand, or beguiled
of her by Daniel, or run through with a rapier by the incensed Mathieu.
In the process of finding out we get a good many laughs, at the situation,
the contrast of characters, and the dialogue. Moreover, it is a play with
a good variety of challenges to the set-makers. And the Frenchmen of a
hundred years ago, or as near as we could get to them, wore costumes that
were elegant and colourful and added a good deal to the confidence and
stature of Junior Players.
And in fact the play was what it should be, a thoroughly good evening's
entertainment. I t was never allowed to flag. It was thoroughly brisk,
with the text shortened, the movements vivacious and practised, and the
voices audible (except sometimes at the very back) and energetic. No,
' energetic' will not do for all; some there were whom even blustering
Perrichon could not stir, and their lethargy was a good foil to the verve
of the others: the ancient, eaves-dropping Jean ( M . B. Plested), that
slovenly group of railway employees (S. L . Rand, M . A . Hunt, J. R. Lane,
R. C. Reasbeck and M . A . Bridgewater) whose indolence would defy even
Dr Beeching; and there was the Landlord (A. F. Drury) who, like Swiss
chocolate, had his own flavour, which was more obsequious than zealous.
But all of them, zealots and slovens alike, had learnt how to come on and
go off and how to move about the stage without self-consciousness or
exaggerated manner.
T. M . T. Cooper brought outstanding skill to the part of Madame
Perrichon, and was in a quite different class from the other members of
the cast. He was a very sophisticated mother, and Henriette (J. F.
Stoker) could not hope to shine in her presence. Her 'ogling and all t h a t '
at the suitors, with lorgnette that seemed part of her personality, was a
delight, as was her range of response to Monsieur Perrichon's more
excessive moments, and the surprise inflections of her voice in words
such as ' Chamonix.'
Chief among the zealots was S. W. Mitchell as Monsieur Perrichon.
His part was the most important, for he is usually on stage, usually
talking, usually about himself. Mitchell thoroughly enjoyed himself,
and for this reason he was enjoyable. Perrichon had, I think, more
moods than Mitchell could muster, but his most important quality was
gusto, and this Mitchell had plenty of. Next for verve was Daniel ( L . M .
Biddle), a tactician, audience-conscious, with a very good sense of timing,
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gay and well-spoken. Armand (C. A . Graham), " a nice fellow . . .
generous and kind-hearted as they make 'em," was just that, but his
voice and gestures were not compelling enough. Majorin (B. V. Hayes),
the uncivil servant, held one's attention with the remarkable energy of his
expletive manner. Of Major Mathieu (P. G. Reasbeck) I should like to
have punned that he was suave in Zouave and muffed it in mufti, but that
would not be true, for he was competent in both. Henriette, eclipsed by
her parents and suffering from a recently broken voice, managed her small
part, consisting mainly of ' heartrending platitudes ' adequately.
J. G. Beaumont and the set-makers did a good job, first at the Gare
de Lyon (we were spared the whole station, but the bits we got were good
and they became related by much-rehearsed movement of people), next at
an Alpine Inn with distant Alps well lit and curiously uncentral but
aesthetically pleasing seating, and finally in Perrichon's Drawing Room
which was correct with aspidistra and escritoire and a wallpaper that I
should hate to live with but enjoyed seeing on the stage.
J. M . G.

SYNDICATES 1964
After the " A " level exams were over, members of the Sixth Form
regrouped themselves into some 16 syndicates, to pursue enquiries into
the world around us or to undertake practical and creative projects. The
diversity this year was wider than ever before, and a range of very worthwhile and stimulating work was done.
The Archaeology syndicate seized the last opportunity of excavating
the Metchley Roman fort site. This the university proposes soon to
cover with a car park. Unfortunately the syndicate found no Roman
remains but rather confirmed the conclusion of Graham Webster that this
was a staging post for the legions on the way to the frontier of the settled
part of England.
To another syndicate we are indebted for some interesting new
equipment made in the laboratory, including a new amplifier, a Wilson
cloud chamber and a good deal of more technical equipment. A third
group gave itself to the study of contemporary British film. The results
of this enquiry were chiefly in economic terms and showed up the losses
among film producers owing to rising costs and the closure of cinemas in
the face of television.
The fourth group was engaged on field work in connection with the
Borth Marine Biology course, preparing new apparatus and analysing
samples already collected. The fifth did forestry, including a visit to
forestry commission property and practical work on the site. The sixth
group was the transport syndicate, which was devoted mainly to reviewing
the railways of this country, especially with reference to the Midlands.
The geologists travelled to collect specimens, arranged into an admirable
geological exhibition for Speech Day. Members of the group studying
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Industry in the Midlands visited a number of factories and acquainted
themselves with the sort of environment in which many, when they have
graduated, will be likely to find their careers.
A syndicate on Law and the juvenile received visiting speakers and
made visits which throw light on how ' the other half' live, on how the
Welfare State works, and how emphasis is laid on the reclamation of
the offender: a Cricket match was played against the Tennal School X I .
Other syndicates studied post-war English literature and came to
grips with existentialism, or television in politics. A statistical survey was
undertaken and an attempt made to analyse the results, an attempt which
demonstrated how difficult it is to draw conclusions with any certainty
from statistical data.
Three other syndicates have results to show. To a group working in
the craft department we are greatly indebted for three refectory tables,
ultimately to be used on the dais in the dining hall, but one of which was
used in Big School for Speech Day. The music and drama syndicates
gave to us a most enjoyable double bill, an admirable entertainment at the
end of term, including from the music syndicate a delightful collection of
rare 17th century music and from the drama syndicate a performance of
Gogol's witty play " The Gamblers", of which notices appear elsewhere.

M U S I C AND DRAMA S Y N D I C A T E S
The entertainment that was presented in Big School on the evening of
Tuesday. July 21st was the offering of the Music and Drama Syndicates
to a gratifyingly large and appreciative audience. Any doubts one may have
had about the possibility of a polished public performance after such a
short period of preparation were more than allayed by the high standard
that was achieved by both groups.
The first part of the evening was devoted to a programme of Restoration Period Music; music which is neither easily accessible to the
musician nor familiar to the modern audience. In its unfamiliarity and
variety this was an intriguing glimpse at a period that produced epic poem
and amoral comedy, Christian Anthems at the Chapel Royal and pagan
masques at private parties. The opening piece, Purcell's Overture in
C Minor, caught very pleasantly a note of informality that pervades the
chamber music of this period. This was balanced by the sophistication of
John Blow's anthem, " The Lord is M y Shepherd". The sharp contrasts
of this work were not as happy as they might have been. The voices
seemed rather uncertain set against the assured attack of organ and
strings. Purcell's Sonata was the most polished work of the whole
evening. The transcription of the trumpet part, which was played by
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R. M . Whalley on the oboe, was very successful; and the final movement
was played with a verve that belied the relaxed confidence that had dealt
most effectively with the slow, very tricky movement that preceded it.
This half of the evening was concluded with a performance of an extract
from the Masque, " Cupid and Death", which was, according to its
author, James Shirley, " born without ambition of more than to make a
good private entertainment". Musically subtle but dramatically crude the
mock-heroic spirit of this masque was well caught by the quite rightly
half-hearted attempts at costume and mime. P. G. Wimpory as Mercury
made a valiant attempt to sing a part outside the normal range of his voice
while C. J. Tipping's Chamberlain made direct contact with at least part
of the audience:
Look what fair cherries on these lips do grow !
Black cherries such as none of you can show
That boast your beauty; . . .
As he sang this he turned from the grotesque apes in his hands to look at
his audience, perhaps little different in its enjoyment from that of the
seventeenth century.
Gogol's comedy " The Gamblers " was the last appearance at School
of G. R. C. Smith and R. F. T. Hicks. With the help of a partly inexperienced group they exceeded expectation. The setting, designed by
Hicks, was elaborate but authentic. I t could have been a greater help to
the actors had the main part of the play not been so static. Although
very competent in every way, P. R. H . Johnstone especially, and, T. R. A
Reader just failed to convince us as foolish fops; they were far happier as
avericious schemers. Only Hicks among the gamblers of title, succeeded
in bringing to life the prolix anecdotes with which he tried to out-talk the
others. A. S. Lowenstein, J. S. Macartney, and A . C. Butler all handled
smaller parts with some success. Lowenstein seemed particularly assured
while the other two became noticeably more confident as the play proceeded. This play is a neat, if slightly drawn-out, picture of a dedicated
gambler who is eventually duped by an efficient syndicate of frauds. A t
times it becomes almost farcical, yet some sympathy is always retained for
the fanatic, Iharev. Hicks played this part with the control and variety of
tone that we have come to expect of him. Smith showed great versatility in
the two parts he played. They were very different from the roles he has
played in the past, but assumed distinction out of proportion at their
importance because of the way he dominated them and the whole play.
His direction was, as I have suggested, a little wooden at times. I think it
is too easy, however, to attempt to judge this production by rather too
high standards. I t invited such an approach. By all relevant standards, it
was a successful conclusion to a very pleasant evening. I trust that we
made our gratitude sufficiently evident.
P. G. S.
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If you aim to start out on a career (not just to
take a job); if you like meeting people (all
sorts of people); if you are interested in what
goes on around you (and in the larger world
outside) then there is much that will satisfy
you in our service.
F o r we provide an amazing variety of banking facilities through an organisation of over
2,500 branches — large and small—in the cities, towns and villages of England and
Wales and the Channel Islands. W e have, too, offices at the leading airports, at the
Ocean T e r m i n a l , Southampton, and in several of the C u n a r d liners. T h e Midland is
everywhere—in everything. Y o u will find no lack of variety if you join us.
SALARIES

ARE

GOOD

T h e basic salary scale compares favourably with any in similar fields. Examples are:—•
Age

17

Provinces
Central

London

21

24

31

£348

420

18

495

630

1.035

£495

570

645

780

1.185

But do remember that these are only the basic figures. Every young man of promise is
given practical help and encouragement and those, for example, who move into a
Special G r a d e will receive at least £ 2 0 0 above the figure quoted.
PROSPECTS

ARE

EXCELLENT

Promotion is based solely on merit (and, moreover, on merit regularly, impartially
and widely assessed). Training is provided at every stage to prepare all who respond to
it for early responsibility and the Bank's special scheme for Study Leave will be available to assist you in your studies for the Institute of Bankers Examinations. A very
high proportion indeed of present-day entrants will achieve managerial rank, many of
them in their 30's. F o r these, the minimum salary will be £1,925 a year with the
certainty of rising to higher—often very much higher —figures.
T h e highest positions in the bank are open to all and at the top are rewards that
would satisfy even the most ambitious.
PENSIONS

ARE

FREE

A non-contributory Pension Scheme brings a pension equal to two-thirds of final
salary after full service.
YOU

SHOULD

HAVE

a good school recotd ( G . C . E . passes at ' A ' level are an advantage and earn exemptions
in certain subjects of the Institute of Bankers Examinations!: sound health, absolute
integrity and the will to succeed.
WE

SHALL

HAVE

pleasure in arranging for you to have an interview with a District Staff Superintendent
at one of a number of convenient centres in L o n d o n and the Provinces, but please
write first to:—

THE STAFF MANAGER

MIDLAND BANK
HEAD OFFICE. POULTRY. LONDON, EC.2
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SCHOOL TEAMS
CRICKET
On the surface this does not seem to have been a highly successful
season. Only six victories were recorded, but in three of the draws the
School was desperately near winning. Not until the last fortnight of term
did the team finally 'click', and this delay can be partly attributed to the
cancellation through rain of four early fixtures. Also established members
of the side failed to perform as well as was hoped, and it took some time
for the less experienced boys to find their feet.
After a defeat of Bromsgrove, the X I threw away the next two
matches against Wrekin and Denstone. These both epitomized the main
troubles of the season—bad catching and bad running. A high scoring
draw against King's, Worcester, was notable for a fine century by J. D .
Rees. Victories were then recorded against Wolverhampton and Trent
College. A run of four draws now followed, the side batting and fielding
extremely well to extricate itself from an unpromising position at Warwick.
Then came the purple patch of the season. A n unbelievable exciting
victory against the Common Room preceded Cricket Week.
Cricket Week this year was as enjoyable as ever. The X I came very
near indeed to convincingly defeating M.C.C.C. but met with some
rather stubborn resistance from R. C. J. Page, a well-known figure at
Eastern Road. Rain spoilt the Gentlemen of Worcester match. Next
day the Club and Ground side were defeated, the highlight of the season.
Unfortunately the next day the team lapsed into old errors and lost
rather easily to M.C.C.
The outstanding performances of the season have come from the
School's most consistent opening partnership for years—W. R. Sykes and
J. D . Rees. When ' run-outs ' did not intervene these two gave the side
a good start many times, especially notable being their stand of 129
against the Common Room. Sykes is a vastly improved player, and his
many runs are only a just reward for the hours of practice he has put in.
Rees was the side's leading batsman this year. His consistency was
remarkable and he played many superb shots. His innings of 48 against
Malvern was of outstanding excellence. He must learn to call and to
catch, though. J. A . Barnfield, despite one century has failed to score as
many runs as was expected. I n such a fine cricketer this lapse must be
temporary. He has been a very helpful vice-captain and his bowling
proved invaluable. P. A . Bowes has been an efficient secretary and an
even more efficient wicketkeeper. I f only his enthusiasm matched his
ability. R. I . Nuttall, mainly through lack of practice, has been a great
disappointment, rarely finding in his opening bowling the fire or penetration of the previous season. A . M . Paul is a player of infinite potential—
a batsman with a fine straight bat, a brilliant fielder and a bowler who really
came into his own in cricket week. His variation of flight, and command
of length and direction displayed great maturity and he fully deserved his
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figures of 6-25 against M.C.C.C. and his hat-trick against the Club and
Ground. G. K . Rand is a batsman who can hit the ball extremely hard,
but must learn to buckle down in adverse circumstances. His innings
against the O.E.A., though, will be long remembered by all who saw it.
D. B. Taylor continued to use the new ball intelligently, and take wickets
with bad balls. His fielding has improved, and he figured in a fine last
wicket stand of 49 at Warwick. D . R. Field has suffered from injury for
most of the season and consequently seldom could give of his best. J. S.
Lee and M . R. Tallett played in some matches, and both show ability that
cannot be ignored in the future.
The 2nd X I has had an enjoyable, i f not wildly successful, season.
A. J. G. Hey has proved a tactful captain. The U.16 X I led by P. J.
Knowles, the only member of the side to get into Oxford, have also
enjoyed their cricket. The U.15 X I have had an excellent season, and
there have emerged plenty of players full of promise. The U.14 X I also
contains some above-average cricketers, and the distant future seems very
bright indeed.
Finally, and for the last time, our thanks must go to M r Guy. He is
handing his cricket duties over to M r Benson, and we thank him for the
help, advice and encouragement so willingly given. We may not all
reach the heights of A . C. Smith, but through his guidance we have all
learnt to love the game of cricket. Thanks must also go to M r Cockle
and all the other masters who have given their time for umpiring and
coaching.
M . R. SHENSTONE.

This season the X I has been selected from :
J. A . Barnfield, P. A . Bowes, R. I . Nuttall, J. D . Rees, W. R. Sykes,
D . R. Field*, A . M . Paul*, G. K . Rand*, D . B. Taylor*, Croxallt, Heyt,
Leet, Tallettt, Walker-Robertst, Woolleyt, Davis, Smith and M . R.
Shenstone.
"Indicates School Cricket Blazer,
flndicates School X X I I Colours.

RESULTS O F MATCHES
(Played 16: Won 6, Drawn 6, Lost 3, Abandoned 1)
T H E X I v. B R O M S G R O V E (May 9, at Eastern Road)
Bromsgrove . .
XI
..

119
122-3

XI

T H E X I v W R E K I N (May 16, at Eastern Road)
186
(J. A . Barnfield 90, P. A . Bowes 26, G . K . Rand 22, B . J .
Hardy 3-20)
189-7 ( C . A . Gerard 56 not out, N . D . Little 52, R . I . Nuttall 4-29)

..

..

WREKIN

..

( W . J . E . Jay 22, D . B . Taylor 4-28, D . P. Smith 3-22)
( J . A . Barnfield 52, P. A . Bowes 50 not out)
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T H E X I v. D E N S T O N E (May 23, at Denstone)
Denstone

..

207

(R. L . Short 52, S. J . Shrouder 44, W . J . N . Atley 35 not out,
K . B . Turnbull 31, R . I . Nuttall 5-66, D . B . Taylor 4-49)

XI

..

123

( J . D . Rees 40, D . R . Field 28)

..

T H E X I v. K I N O ' S S C H O O L , Worcester (May 28, at Eastern Road)
Worcester
C.
V.
R.
N

C . Barlow not out
A . Nicholls c Paul b Field
M . West c Barnfield b Field
P. Wilson not out

..
..

XI
W. R . Sykes c Andrews b West . . . .
22
J . D . Rees c Randall b Barlow
. . 100
J . A . Barnfield st Pardoe b Page . . . .
20
G . K . R a n d run out
48
D . R . Field run out
..
12
R. I . Nuttall c West b Barlow . .
4
A. M . Paul out not
1
M. R . Shenstone not out
4
10

141
10
56
1

Extras

19

Total (2 wkts dec.)

227

Total (6 wkts)

A. J . Judd, A . P. H . Andrews, R . E .
Wetson, G . H . J . Page, R . F . Pardoe,
C . J . Tarrant, L . J . O. Randall did not bat
Field 2-29.

..

221

P. A . Bowes, J . Walker-Roberts, D . B .
Taylor did not bat.
Barlow 2-25, Page 1-53, West 1-41.

T H E X I v W O L V E R H A M P T O N (May 30, at Eastern Road)
Wolverhampton

135

(S. Ross 76, J . A . Barnfield 4-22, M . R . Tallett 3-20)

XI

140-5

( W . R . Sykes 36, J . D . Rees 31, G . K . Rand 28, C . Threlfall
4-43)

..

..

T H E X I v T R E N T C O L L E G E (June 20, at Trent)
Trent

XI

W. R . Sykes c Rowland b Freebairn
J . D . Rees
lbw b Asher
J . A . Barnfield b Freebairn
G . K . R a n d c Slack b Wilding
..
A. M . Paul c Tompkin (N) b Rowland
J . S. Lee st Tompkin (N) b Wilding
P. A . Bowes not out
Extras

48
0
101
31
13
4
8

J . Edwards b Nuttall
R. Slack b Nuttall
P. Adams c Barnfield b Paul
D . Wilding b Nuttall
K . Macdonald c Lee b Tallett
C . Tompkin b Nuttall
T. Freebairn c Field b Lee
G . Smalley c R a n d b Lee
K. Rowland c Paul b Nultall
D . Asher b Lee
N. Tompkin not out
Extras

2

Total (6 wkts dec.)
207
M. R . Shenstone, D . R . Field, R . I .
Nuttall, M . R . Tallett did not bat.

Total

0
14
19
0
13
57
9
2
0
0
0
0
114

Nutlall 5-18, Lee 3-6, Tallett 1-22, Paul
1-43.

Freebairn 2-51, Wilding 2-55, Rowland
1-33, Asher 1-34.

T H E 'A' X I v M A L V E R N (June 25, at Malvern)
Malvern

..

143-5 dec. (A. C . R . James 48,1. A . R . Murray 47 not out).

'A'XL.

..

136-7

(J. D . Rees 48, A . M . Paul 22, D . R . Field 21).
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T H E X I v M A N C H E S T E R (June 27, at Eastern Road)
Manchester
XI
..

..
..

155-6 dec. (I. A . Wilson 53, M . S. Jones 50, M . N . Sabine 22)
130-4
(J. D . Rees 38, W. R . Sykes 29, J . A . Barnfield 28, D . B.
Adams 3-34)

T H E 'A' X I v T U D O R G R A N G E (July 1, at Eastern Road)
Tudor Grange
'A' X I . .
..

153-4 dec. (J. R . Pearson 82 not out, A . J . Vickerstaff 31 not out)
119-7
(J. D . Rees 36, J . R . Pearson 3-42)

XI
..
Warwick

120
103-6

T H E X I v W A R W I C K (July 4, at Warwick)
..
..

(A. M . Paul 49 not out, J . D . Rees 23)
( R . G . Steane 26, G . W. B . Sellar 25, V . G . Evans 25 not out
J . A . Barnfield 4-31)

T H E X I v C O M M O N R O O M (July 11, at Eastern Road)

XI

Common Room
A. J . Trott b Nuttall
D . H . Benson b Barnfield
R. B . Edmonds st Hey b WalkerRoberts
W. Traynor c Paul b Nuttall
J . B . G u y c Bowes b Barnfield
W. R . Buttle not out
Extras

30
42

Total (5 wkts dec.) . .

161

W. R . Sykes run out
J . D . Rees b Benson
J. A . Barnfield not out
G . K . R a n d run out
R . I . Nuttall b Edmonds
A. M . Paul not out

29
1
48
7
4

70
60
10
c
10
8

Extras
Total(4wkls)

166

P. A . Bowes, A . J . G . Hey, M . R . Shenstone, J . Walker-Roberts, D . B . Taylor
did not bat.
Benson 1-24, Edmonds 1-53.

M. A . Stamp, P. G . D . Robbins, N . D . C .
Harris, D . F . Cockle, D . P. Nicholas did
not bat.
Nuttall 2-31, Barnfield 2-42, WalkerRoberts 1-27.

T H E X I v O . E . A . (July 18, at Eastern Road)
O.E.A.

.V/

W. R . Sykes c Rothwell b Benson..
J . D . Rees lbw b Wilkins
J . A . Barnfield c Wilson b Tindale
G . K . R a n d c Tindale b Freeman . .
A. M . Paul c Wilkins b Freeman
R. G . Woolley b Wilkins
J . S. Lee b Wilkins
M. R . Shenstone c Freeman b Wilkins
A. J . G . Hey not out
R . I . Nuttall b Wilkins
D. B. Taylor b Jones
Extras
..
Total

P. B . Rothwell c Woolley b Paul
R . H . C . Jones b Lee
R. K . Wilson b Taylor
D . R . Dudley st Hey b Paul
M . S. Jones b Barnfield
J . L . Wilkins c Hey b Taylor
N. R . Tindale c Sykes b Barnfield
M . J . Lamping b Paul
D . H . Benson not out
T. G . Freeman c Shenstone b Taylor
R. C . J . Page c Shenstone b Taylor
Extras

12
26
11
77
8
5
5
0
11
5
5
6

Total

171

Taylor 4-37, Paul 3-15, Barnfield
Lee 1-19.

Wilkins 5-27, Freeman 2-27, Jones ( R )
1-12, Benson 1-18, Tindale 1-40.
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34
48
9
6
6
15
5
7
10
16
8
5
169
2-41,

T H E X I v M . C . C . C . (July 20, at Eastern Road)
XI

M.C.C.C.

W. R . Sykes run out
J . D . Rees st Edwards b Pellow
J. A . Barnfield not out
G . K . Rand b Benson
A. M . Paul run out
R. G . Woolley b Benson
P. A. Bowes not out

47
59
77
1
12
0
11

Extras

F.
P.
M.
A.
C.
D.
F.
R.
R.
L.

15
Total (5 wkts dec)

..

G . Robinson lbw b Paul
7
Vernon c Shenstone b Taylor . .
1
S. White b Paul
16
J . P. Humphries lbw b Paul
..
8
M . Edwards c Sykes b Paul
9
H . Benson c Paul b Walker-Roberts 0
H . Landucci c Shenstone b Paul
10
Hall lbw b Paul
6
C . J . Page not out
13
Pellow not out
29
Extras
5
Total (8 wkts)

222

M. R . Shenslone, J. Walker-Roberts,
R . I . Nuttall, D . B. Taylor, did not bat.
Benson 2-49, Pellow 1-61.
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P. T . Richardson did not bat.
Paul 6-25, Taylor 1-21, Walker-Roberts
1-21.

T H E X I v G E N T L E M E N O F W O R C E S T E R (July 21, at Eastern Road)
XI

14-0

Match Abandoned.

T H E X I v W A R W I C K S H I R E C L U B AND G R O U N D (July 22, at Eastern Road)
W. C. and G.

XI

R. I . Gash b Taylor
11
D. Duffy b Walker-Roberts
....
13
G . L . Benson c Walker-Roberts b
Taylor
0
G . S. Warner b Paul
42
J . H . Gough b Walker-Roberts
..
20
T. J . Hawkes c Shenstone b Paul . .
34
C. Clayton c Bowes b Walker-Roberts 0
B. Packwood b Paul
5
D. L . Clugston c Shenstone b WalkerRoberts
5
T. A . Bird c Barnfield b Paul
....
0
G . Johnson not out
0
Extras
4

W. R . Sykes c G a s h b Hawkes . .
J . D . Rees c Packwood b Benson
J . A . Barnfield b Hawkes
G . K . Rand b Hawkes
Paul not out
A.
M.
Shenstone not out
Extras

Total

Total (4 wkts)

134

64
28
3
8
12
H
11

137

P.A. Bowes, A . J . G . Hey, J . WalkerRoberts, R . I . Nuttall, D . B . Tailor
did not bat.
Hawkes 3-37, Benson 1-45.

Paul 4-35 including hat-trick, WalkerRoberts 4-47, Taylor 2-25.
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T H E X I v M . C . C . (July 23. at Eastern Road)

XI

M.C.C.
E.
C.
H.
P.
P.
G.

Tinkler c. R a n d b Paul
G . Scholes b Walker-Roberts . .
W. Russell not out
A . Gough b Paul
Cranmer b Taylor
W. Hartley c Sykes b Paul . . . .

91
34
25
4
47
11

Extras

8

Total (5 wkls dec)

..

W. R . Sykes run out
J. D . Rees b. Packwood
P. A . Bowes lbw b Hossell
A . M . Paul b Hossell
G . K . Rand b Hossell
M. R . Shenstone lbw b Hossell
J . A . Barnfield not out
A . J . G . Hey b Acfield
J . Walker-Roberts c Tinkler b. Hossell
R . I . Nuttall c Lewis b Acfield
D . B. Taylor c Tinkler b Hossell
Extras

220

Total

3
28
26
11
0
0
13
6
1
4
5
7
104

J . J . Hossell, J . H . Leigh, E . B. Lewis,
B. Packwood, J . R . Acfield, did not bat.
Paul 3-71, Taylor 1-49, Walker-Roberts
1-59.
CRICKET

Hossell 6-42, Acfield 2-15, Packwood 1-14

AVERAGES

B A T T I N G (Qualification 5 innings)
J. A . Barnfield
P. A . Bowes
J. D . Rees
W. R . Sykes
A . M . Paul
D . R . Field
G . K . Rand
R . I . Nutlall
D . B. Taylor
J. S. Lee

Inns.

No.

14
7
16
15
13
6
15
9
9
5
7

3

3
1
1
6
2
1
2
3
1
1

Runs

H.S.

447
147
526
368
155
82
267
62
43
21
29

101
50*
100
70
49*
28
77
16*
13
11
6*

Averages
40-63
36-75
35 06
26-28
22 14
20-50
19-60
8-85
716
5-25
4-83

Also batted: R . G . Woolley 5, 5, 0; A . J . G . Hey 11*, 6; J . Walker-Roberts 0, 1;
J. P. Croxall 5, M . W . Davis 2*, M . R . Tallett 1, D . P. Smith 0.
The School scored 2,318 runs for the loss of 101 wickets, an average of 22-95 runs
per wicket, at a rate of 47-46 runs per 100 balls received.
B O W L I N G (Qualification 5 wkts in 5 innings).
Overs
J . A . Barnfield
A.M.Paul
D.B.Taylor
R . I . Nuttall
D . R . Field
J.Walker-Roberts

Maidens

80-5
134-3
Ill
208-2
66
81 -3

15
38
19
45
14
19

Runs

Wickets

Average

230
397
352
501
207
255

14
21
18
21
8
8

16-42
18-90
19-55
23-85
25-87
31-87

Also bowled:
J . S. Lee 24-4-7-61-6; M . R . Tallett 25-2-93-6; D . P. Smith
18-0-61-3; M . R . Shenstone 17-2-55-0; M . W. Davis 4-0-20-0.
Opponents scored 2,333 runs for the loss of 108 wickets, an average of 21 -60 runs
per wicket, at a rate of 57-75 runs per 100 balls bowled.
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FIELDING

P. A . Bowes 12 (ct 8 st 4), M . R . Shenstone 7, J . A . Barnfield, A. M . Paul, W. R .
Sykes 6, A . J . G . Hey (ct 1 st 2), G . K . Rand, R . G . Woolley 3, J. S. Lee, D . B . Tavlor, 2
D . R . Field, R . 1. Nuttall, M . R . Tallett, J . Walker-Roberts 1. 3 run-outs. Total 51.
WICKET

PARTNERSHIPS

1st wkt

2nd wkt
3rd wkt

4th wkt
5lh wkt
6th
7th
8th
9th
10th

wkt
wkt
wkt
wkt
wkt

127
103
83
60
58
55
53
119
54
50
109
90
84
61
78
51
21
21*
38*
15
28
17
45

W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v Common Room.
W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v Warwickshire Club and Ground.
W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v M . C . C . C .
W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v Manchester G . S .
J . D . Rees and A . M . Paul v Malvern.
W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v King's, Worcester.
W. R . Sykes and J . D . Rees v Wolverhampton.
W. R . Sykes and J . A . Barnfield v Trent.
J . D . Rees and J . A . Barnfield v M . C . C . C .
J . D . Rees and P. A . Bowes v M . C . C .
J . D . Rees and G . K . Rand v King's, Worcester.
J . A . Barnfield and P. A . Bowes v Wrekin.
J . A . Barnfield and P. A . Bowes v Bromsgrove.
J . A . Barnfield and G . K . Rand v Trent.
G . K . Rand and A . M . Paul v O . E . A .
J . A . Barnfield and J . D . Rees v Wrekin.
J . D . Rees and D . R . Field v Tudor Grange.
A. M. Paul and M . R . Shenstone v Warwickshire Club and Ground
J . A . Barnfield and P. A . Bowes v M . C . C . C .
R . I . Nuttall and J . S. Lee v Malvern.
M . R . Shenslone and R . I . Nuttall v Wrekin.
D . R . Field and R . I . Nuttall v Denstone.
A . M . Paul and D . B . Taylor v Warwick.
'Denotes a not-out innings or an unfinished partnership.

T H E O.E.A. M A T C H
On a hot, humid day the Old Edwardians' Association won the toss
and put the School in to bat. This decision seemed justified at first for
the School batsmen could make little headway against some steady
bowling. With two wickets down the situation was transformed by an
exhilarating innings of 77 by G. K . Rand, who punished all the bowling
with some bold attacking strokes, including 19 off one over from R. C. J.
Page. However, when Rand was out, the remaining batsmen put up
little resistance to some fine bowling by J. Wilkins, and the X I were all
out for 171.
P. B. Rothwell and R. H . C. Jones opened confidently for the
Association, scoring freely off the seam bowlers. The advent of the spin
bowlers led to the dismissal of these two batsmen and after this wickets
fell more quickly. Constant manipulation of the bowling gave the
batsmen no opportunity to settle, and the steady bowling was backed up
by keen fie'ding. The match was still in the balance, although slightly
favouring the Association, when T. G. Freeman, their captain, came to
the crease intent on scoring the necessary runs with as few strokes as
possible. When he was caught in the covers with only 16 runs required
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to win, the match entered its most exciting phase. Page and D . H .
Benson, by quick running between the wickets, came within two runs of
the total. Only seconds before seven o'clock the last over began. It was
a perfect ending for a cricket match: any one of three results was possible.
The field closed in to prevent the vital singles. Page mishit the first ball of
D. B. Taylor's over and was caught by M . R. Shenstone at cover. So the
School won. by two runs, one of the most exciting Association matches for
years.
SWIMMING
This season the Senior Team won eight matches and lost one. The
Juniors won five and lost four. The Seniors were unfortunate to lose their
first match in three years to Rugby, against whom we were not able to
put out our strongest team because of ' A ' level examinations.
During the year all the free-style records were broken, but no new
outstanding swimmers emerged to challenge members of last year's team.
R. J. Norrington and J. M . Freeman swam the sprint events with a
fair degree of success, and were valuable members of the relay teams, one
of which broke the School record.
J. B. Young spent his first full season with the team, swimming the
middle distance events. He had a satisfactory debut and with more
experience should prove a formidable adversary on this distance.
Once again our back-strokers hit top form—D. K . Earl and P. M .
Holtham swam well on all occasions and the School record seems within
their reach.
R. C. Booth, the vice-captain and elder statesman of the team,
finished his School swimming career with a splendid run of victories in
the breast-stroke events. He was always very helpful and far-sighted in
his official capacity.
P. F. Mangan, his second string, tried very hard but sometimes found
that success eluded his grasp.
Great credit is due to the divers for their performance this year.
Training in an outdoor pool for only a short period is not an ideal
preparation for this event, but M . J. Cooney and J. B. Young had a very
good season and gained much valuable experience.
Prospects for next year seem good, although only one member
staying has much experience of competitive swimming. Younger swimmers should fill the gaps caused by the departure of several senior
swimmers. The water-polo team will probably be hardest hit by their
departure.
The Junior team was depleted by the presence in the Senior team of
several boys who were eligible to swim as Juniors. The team can never
hope for more than moderate success as it acts as a training ground for the
senior swimmers of the future, who are snatched away for higher duties
as soon as they achieve any success.
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However, prominent among the Juniors was the all-rounder M . L .
Dunford who should do very well next year. He set a new record for
the Intermediate Individual Medley. P. G. and R. C. Reasbeck are
excellent prospects in free-style: next season should bring them increased
success. P. M . Spiers and J. D . Hamer have also put in some hard work
in this team.
The Water-Polo team beat all school teams with a fair display of
nonchalance, but lost to a powerful O.E. team at the Swimming Sports.
Life-Saving was again very popular this year and 55 people gained
R.L.S.S. awards. R. C. Booth organised this activity very competently.
During the year two ex-School captains gained honours in University
swimming—John Hambridge swam for Leeds University in the British
Universities Championships and Rex Tedd represented Oxford at swimming and water-polo in the Varsity Match against Cambridge.
Our sincere thanks go to all the masters who have helped to organise
swimming matches throughout the Summer term. M r Cotter has trained
and guided us with great diligence, and the team's continued success is
due in no small measure to him. We are grateful for his aid and good
humour during adversity.
C.

RESULTS O F SCHOOL
v Trent College (H)
v Ratcliffe (A)
v Solihull (A)
v Repton (H)
v Rugby (A)
v Wrekin (H)
v Shrewsbury (A)
v Bromsgrove (H)
v Malvern (H)

B.

TEDD.

MATCHES

Swimming
Won 38-17
Won 30-26
Won 45-32
Won 41-27
Lost
30-49
Won 55-34
Won 38-29
Won 59-30
Won 43-24

Water Polo
Won
6-0
Won 4-1
Won 4-2
Won
7-0
—
Won
5-0
Won
5-1
Won
8-0
Won 3-1

RECORDS B R O K E N D U R I N G T H E SEASON
OPEN

50 yards Freestyle :
C . B. Tedd
66 yards Freestyle :
C . B. Tedd
100 yards Freestyle :
C . B. Tedd
200 yards Freestyle :
C . B . Tedd
Half Mile Freestyle :
C . B . Tedd
50 yards Butterfly :
C . B. Tedd
4 by 33 yards Individual Medley: C . B . Tedd

25-3 sees.
36-5 sees.
57-7 sees.
2 mins. 14-6 sees.
11 mins. 42 0 sees.
30 1 sees.
1 min. 34-8 sees.

INTERMEDIATE :

66 yards Freestyle
66 yards Back-stroke :
UNDER

D . K . Earl
D . K . Earl

43-2 sees.
47-3 sees.

R . C . Reasbeck
A. B . Smedley

19-4 sees.
28-3 sees.

13$

33 yards Freestyle :
33 yards Breast-stroke :
RELAYS

4 by 33 yards Freestyle : 68 -2 sees.
C . B. Tedd.

R . J . Norrington, J . M . Freeman, J . B. Young
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T H E S W I M M I N G SPORTS
The Sports were held on Friday and Saturday, 17th and 18th July
at the School Baths. We were blessed with fine weather, and a large
crowd came to watch both the Senior and Junior Sports. Our thanks are
due to all members of the Common Room who acted as officials, and
especially to M r Cotter, whose guiding hand behind the scenes did much
to make them a success.
WINNERS AND TIMES O F EVENTS
OPEN

66 yards Freestyle :
100 yards Freestyle :
200 yards Freestyle :
66 yards Back-stroke :
66 yards Butterfly :
100 yards Breast-stroke
Individual Medley :
Dive :
Half-mile

C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
C.
P.
C.

B . Tedd
B. Tedd
B. Tedd
B. Tedd
B. Tedd
B. Tedd
B . Tedd
J . Brown and C .
B . Tedd

36-5 sees.
63 -5 sees.
2 mins. 14-7 sees.
45-9 sees.
53 0 sees.
78-3 sees.
I min. 34-8 sees.
B. Tedd.
I I mins. 42 0 sees.

INTERMEDIATE

66 yards Freestyle :
100 yards Freestyle :
66 yards Back-stroke
100 yards Breast-stroke
Individual Medley :
Dive :

D . K . Earl
J . B. Young
D . K . Earl
C . J . M . Wood
M . L . Dunford
J. B. Young.

43 1 sees.
68-3 sees.
47-7 sees.
86-3 sees.
1 min. 52 sees.

33 yards Freestyle :
100 yards Freestyle :
33 yards Breast-stroke :
33 yards Back-stroke :
Dive :
Half-mile

P. G . Reasbeck
P. G . Reasbeck
S. Gilbert
P. G . Reasbeck
M. Biddle.
P. G . Reasbeck

19-3
70-5
27-5
24-9

R.
A.
P.
R.

19-4 sees.
28-3 sees.
26-5 sees.

JUNIOR

UNDER

sees.
sees.
sees.
sees.

13 min. 39 sees.

134,

33 yards Freestyle :
33 yards Breast-stroke :
33 yards Back-stroke :
Dive :

C . Reasbeck
B. Smedley
C . Cox
C . Reasbeck.

TROPHIES
Carr Cup—Open Championship
..
InterChampionship
Governor's Cup—Junior Championship
U.13J Championship

C . B. Tedd.
J . B. Young.
P. G . Reasbeck.
R . C . Reasbeck.

House 1st Team Freestyle Relay—Levett.
House 1st Team Medley Relay—Levett.
House 2nd Team Freestyle Relay—Heath.
House 2nd Team Medley Relay—Heath.
House Junior Freestyle Relay—Cary Gilson.
Jacot Cup for the Swimming Sports—Levett.
Solomon Cup for the Swimming Championship—Levett.
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THE
Back

Row (left to right)

:

X I , 1964

P. R. H A N D F O R D (Scorer),
M. R. T A L L E T T , A . M. P A U L . G . K . R A N D , D. R. F I E L D , D. B. T A Y L O R ,
J . S . L E E , R. I . N U T T A L L .

Front Row {left to right): W . R. S Y K E S , J . A . B A R N F I E L D (Vice-Captain),

M. R. SHENSTONE (Captain),

P. A . BOWES (Secretary),

J . D. R i t s .

TENNIS

Back Row (left to right):
Front Row (left to right):

TEAM,

1964

D . E . LONG, R . E . W A L L E R , N . J . CHAPMAN.

J . K . M A C K E N Z I E , A . J . H E R R I N G (Captain),

J . L . PARSONS.

A Career in the Bank
Never before have opportunities for young people been as
promising as they are today in Barclays Bank.
Here is a brief outline of the career that awaits you there.
The Bank wants young men of character and integrity, with a good
standard of general education. Given these qualifications and an
aptitude for the job, there is no reason why you should not find
yourself a Branch Manager in your thirties, with a salary upwards of
£1,865, and the chance of doubling your pay by the time you are 50.
Looking ahead, you could be one of those Managers whose salary
exceeds £5,000 a year—a man with a big job, full of interest and
responsibility. A goal worth striving for; and those who reach it will
have a pension at 65 (without any contributions on their part) of
£3,000 a year or more. For the early years there's a minimum salary
scale for satisfactory work: £340 at 16 to £1,030 at 31 with a year's
seniority for a good Advanced Level certificate and three years' for
a degree, plus certain allowances if you work in large towns (£150 a
year for employment in Central London). From 21 onwards merit
can take the salary well above these figures; i f the early promise is
maintained, the salary at 28 can be £1,155, instead of the scale figure
of £905.
For further particulars write to the Staff Managers at 54 Lombard
Street, London EC3, or to the Local Directors P.O. Box 34,63 Colmore
Row, Birmingham, 3.

Bank
Money is our business
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WATER-POLO
The School team continued its victorious record against all other
schools, winning eight matches. The team was virtually unchanged from
last year. Our success is due mainly to the amount of practice that the
team puts in, and to the extreme determination of individual members
during the game. Water-polo has never been a gentle game, but there has
been a marked tendency for School players, like still waters, to operate
below the surface. One man in particular was noticeable for the amount
of encouragement he gave the team—from the side of the bath. The
traditional match against the Old Edwardians was played in a surprisingly
friendly spirit, and resulted in a win for the Old Boys by four goals to
three.
Our thanks again go to M r Cotter for all his help and to M r Symes
for refereeing matches.
C. B. T E D D .

The following have played for the team during the year : R. C. Booth.
M . J. Cooney, D . K . Earl, J. M . Freeman, P. M . Holtham, R. J. Norrington, J. B. Young, C. B. Tedd.

LAWN

TENNIS

Although only two members of last year's V I remained at School, the
team again did relatively well. As last year, only three matches were lost,
but two of these were by excessively large margins.
The best performances were undoubtedly at Worcester and Malvern.
The games resulted in a 9-0 victory. J. H . Cliffe, G. R . Dicks and D . H .
Cove, deputising for regular players, deserve special congratulation for
their performances against by no means weak opposition. A t Malvern
the V I won its last and most creditable victory. This was followed by
our three dismal defeats by Manchester G.S., Nottingham H.S., and
Rugby, two of which should have been avoided.
J. L . Parsons has played well throughout the season, often endeavouring to reach a more attractive engagement on time, and has been awarded
his colours. J. K . Mackenzie and N . J. Chapman, last year's junior pair,
fought well together at the beginning of the season, as second pair. After
being split up both directed their energies in the right direction, and
improved significantly. J. K . Mackenzie has been an efficient secretary,
and I wish him luck as next year's captain. R. E. Waller has improved
throughout the season, forming a successful partnership with Chapman
after returning from ' A ' level retirement. D . E. Long, like Waller, was
experiencing his first year in the V I at the end of his School career. He has
performed ably and steadily, in spite of his partners' fluctuations.
A. D . Jackson and A . J. Dewar, the U.16 pair, were unbeaten by
opposing juniors, and were a valuable force in the 2nd V I . Next year they
should both develop into strong players.
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The Alan Hess Trophy and Burges Cup were won by J . K. Mackenzie
and A. J. Herring respectively. The House League competition was
dominated by Jeune, and the Knockout won by Vardy, who also won the
overall tennis championship.
The team would like to thank M r Leeson for his friendly help and
encouragement, and wish him luck in his new post after his much appreciated service to School tennis. We should also like to thank the other
members of the common room who helped us during the season, and the
Governors for the provision of the two new tennis courts.
A. J. HERRING.
RESULTS O F MATCHES
May

9 — V I v. Solihull
12—VIII v Common Room

..

Won

7-2

..

Won

5-2

23—VI v Denstone

..

Won

7-2

28—VI v King's, Worcester
30—VI v Wrekin

..
..
..
. .

Won 9-0
Won 6-3
Won 6-3
Won 9-0

. .

Won

June 13—2nd V I v Moseley G . S .
20

V I v Trent

25—VI v Malvern
27—VI v Manchester G . S .
July 4 — V I >• Nottingham H . S .
4—2nd V I v Nottingham H . S .
11—VI v Rugby

Lost
..

Lost
Won
Lost

6-3
4-5
1-8
6-3
1-8

ATHLETICS

This year the Athletics team has not been successful; indeed the best
result obtained was merely a draw against the Old Edwardians in a very
enjoyable match. This unfortunate state of affairs can be attributed to
the mass exodus of last year's complete team, and also to the fact that
many athletes have joined other clubs, and their services have only been
procured spasmodically, when they were free from their club commitments.
Despite the singular lack of encouraging results in School matches,
the favourable weather conditions have stimulated many athletes to return
best performances and the general morale of the club has been high. It
has trained well and consistently until the imminence of examinations
with the associated nervous tensions and pressing need for revision. Few
records have been broken, but R. J. Arculus equalled the U.16 220 yards
record.
A new fixture this year was against Uppingham, who came, together
with Worksop, for a triangular match at School. Shortly afterwards the
School paid a visit to Uppingham for the Midland Public Schools Relay
Meeting which provided a very enjoyable afternoon's athletics without the
competition of School Matches.
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Another innovation this year was the Foundation Schools Relay
Meeting, which was run on the same lines as the Public Schools Meeting.
Expectations for the coming seasons are not too bright; however we
have a strong quartet of quarter-milers and sprinters, notably Arculus.
In the Senior Team A . G. Thomas was awarded his School Athletics
Colours. The Senior Team will have most of its present members in it
next year, and will also be reinforced from the Junior Team, and so
should be much stronger.
Finally our thanks go to M r Symes and M r Sulston for all their help
and encouragement throughout the season; and to M r Holden, M r Edmonds and all the other masters who have given up their time to help the
club.
I . N . L. GALLETT.

The following have represented the School during the season :
A. G. Thomas, Tipping, Duffield, Osborne, Dyke, Macartney, May, H i l l ,
Earl, Richter, Butler, Ledbury, Armitage, Brelsforth, Frazer, Arculus,
Herring, Price, Hey, Tallett, Nurcombe, I . N . L . Gallett.
LENT TERM :

v Ratcliffe

College.

Home

Senior
U.16

Lost
Lost

52
50

74
66

Lost
Lost

67
54

71
73

Lost
Lost

51
52

76
64

v Denstone v Ratcliffe.
Senior . .
U.15
..

Home.
3rd
3rd

44
604.

v Denstone v Ratcliffe.

At Denstone.

R.G.S.

Worcester.

Home.

Senior
U.16

.

SUMMER T E R M :

v Warwick.

Away.
Senior
U.16

U.16
U.14

..
..

2nd
2nd

v Worksop v Uppingham.
Senior
U.16
Birchfield

Harriers.
Senior

v. O.E.A.

..
..

100
1074

83+
45

834,
65

86
No team

62
54i

96
724.

96
No team

534.

794.

Home.
3rd
2nd

Away.
..

Lost

Home.
Senior

109
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Drawn

58

58
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SHOOTING
This term the shooting team had to contend with a very short season.
The important competitions were near the beginning of the season, so
only three practices could be taken. Moreover the Club System prevented
many good marksmen from practising and so there was rather a slump in
School Shooting. The Midland Ashburton meeting on May 22nd produced
some poor shooting mixed with some occasionally good shooting, noticeably in the Cadet Pair. Immediately after this meeting, on the following
Sunday, six of the team tried their hand in the Birmingham Bisley meeting
at Kingsbury. This again produced a mixture of below average and very
good scores, but last year's success was not repeated and only one prize
was won.
After these competitions the practices continued fairly steadily for
the rest of the season, with average scores being made for the Tunstall Cup
Competition. A t the last two practices of the season the attendance was
pleasingly high, as examinations had then finished, and some good
shooting was done. A new system of marking in the butts was used, and
grouping was done at 100 yards by all before firing at 200 yards, producing
(with a few exceptions) gratifying results.
The Tunstall Cup was won by Heath with a good score of 144 ex 175.
The results of last term's Country Life Competition fired by the V I I I were
better than expected, and turned out to be six more than last year, that is
891 ex 992 with a placing of 64th out of 161 teams. The tables of results
is shown below.
Many thanks are due to Lt Ramsay for continuing throughout the
term, come rain or sun, to sit patiently in his lightweight collapsible chair
supervising the shooting, and to Col. Cooke for his control and help behind
the scenes.
A. P. D A W K I N S .

HOUSE COUNTRY LIFE COMPETITION
1

Vardy

356 ex 400

2

Evans

333

3

Jeune

..

310

4

Cary Gilson

..

309

5

Heath

..

306

6

Gifford

. .

298

.7

Prince Lee

..

289

8

Levett

257
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TUNSTALL CUP COMPETITION
1

Heath

144 ex 175

2

Vardy

138

Jeune

137

Cary Gilson

121

GifTord

117

..

Prince Lee

114

Evans

106

Levett
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COUNTRY LIFE AVERAGES
Matches
Fired

Name

Possibles
Scored
4

Average

A. P. Dawkins

13

G . S. Bunting

11

95-7

Tallett

8

93-5

J . A . Barnfield

5

93-4

G . A . E . Davis

8

92-7

D . J . Edmonds

12

91 -5

Cove

11

90-5

6

87-7

Rowan

98-3

CHESS
A most successful year has drawn to a close. In the Birmingham
and District Junior League, the 2nd, 3rd and 4th VI's all won their
respective divisions, though the 1st team was less fortunate and could only
manage 3rd place after losing two matches. The final analysis of the four
teams in the league was :
Played

Won

Drawn

Lost

1 st Team

9

6

1

2nd Team

10

9

1

2
0

3 rd Team

10

9

1

0

4th Team

9

9

0

0

We were rather unfortunate in the draw for the first round of the
Zonal Finals of the Sunday Times competition, being paired with Liverpool
Institute High School, previous holders of the championship. We put up
a strong fight, but went down 2A-3J, so ending another year's attempt.
Liverpool have since advanced to the last four.
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A pleasing success for us was the recent Burton-on-Trent Grammar
School Team's Championship, for school teams of 10 boards (two rounds).
Despite a strong field containing four Sunday Times Zonal winners and
other powerful opposition, we scored \1\ points out of 20, finishing a
clear first of the 10 schools in the top section. This achievement was a
fine culmination to an outstanding year.
Our thanks again go to M r H u m and Miss Chaffer for all their help
and patience.
R. B. D A VIES.

ROWING
1964 has seen the Rowing Club's most successful season ever. After
an encouraging start at Evesham Regatta, where the I V won their first
race, a poor performance at Birmingham Regatta augured badly for the
season. However with the arrival of a smart new set of blades came a
change in fortune, and at Nottingham Regatta the IV beat Hull University,
Nottingham B.C. and High Pavement G.S. in successive heats, and then
beat Hereford R.C. in a most exciting final to win the Novice Fours event,
and the second trophy in the Club's history.
Now barred from Novice races, the I V always entered School Four
events, which are open and often of very high standard, except at Bewdley
Regatta where they rowed their way to the final of the Junior Fours,
losing it to an excellent Hereford crew. A t Monmouth, the I V gave
Belmont Abbey, who are a powerful crew, a hard race, losing only by a
canvas, and at Derby regatta they beat High Pavement School easily,
before losing narrowly to Derby School.
In our annual private match against Ratcliffe College, away this year,
the I V beat the Ratcliffe I V . The 2nd I V lost their race, while the 3rd I V .
an inexperienced but strong crew, won their race easily.
Prospects for next season are good, with three present members of
both the first and second teams staying on, and a powerful third crew
coming up.
Our thanks go to M r Alldridge, who has taken over from M r Axford
so efficiently, for his coaching and encouragement throughout the season.
R. J. H . B R O W N .

The team throughout the season has been : The IV—J. Paget,
D. S. Parker. J. H . C. Rowan, R. J. H . Brown. Cox—C. J. Caswell.
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THE HOUSES
CARY GILSON
The Summer activities progressed more or less as we expected, and
the, for the most part, gloomy predictions of the House officials at the
beginning of term were, in large measure, borne out, and we finished at
the bottom of the Cock House Championship.
The League Cricket team was eighth. This was partly made up for
by one of our strongest Knockout teams for a number of years, which
won two matches. Unfortunately, the lower teams were not as successful,
and we were seventh in Cricket overall. The League Cricket team was
also eighth and one win in the Knockout gave us an overall position of
seventh in Tennis.
The other sports fared rather better. We were fourth in the Tunstall
Cup, and in Swimming, due largely to a fine performance in the relays and
by our younger members in the Junior Swimming Sports, we came third
overall. Here, more than in any other activity, is there much hope for
the future.
Thus the year, though disappointing in terms of results, ended on an
optimistic note, and there is, if enthusiasm and support are maintained,
every prospect that we shall improve our Cock House position next year.
Finally our thanks are due to M r Sacret, M r Ramsay and M r Morris
for the work they have done for the House this year, in the hope that
next year their efforts will be better rewarded.
J.

D.

REES.

EVANS
The bare statistics of the term run as follows : Athletics—third;
Cricket—third; Swimming—sixth; Tennis—fourth; Shooting—fifth. The
highlights of the term have been our victory in the Cricket Knockout
thanks to the successful fourth and second teams, and our position of
equal first in Swimming standards, a vast improvement on our Athletic
achievement of the previous term. The overall position in the Cock House
Competition was fourth, a satisfactory result considering the limited
resources at our disposal. The success of the junior teams suggests that
in the future a more determined effort will be made to overthrow the
Vardy Empire. The success or failure of a House, however, cannot
necessarily be measured in results, but in the pervading spirit that
dominates the activities and meetings of the members. Our hope is that
the " Evans S p i r i t " is something meaningful, and not an odious
recollection of a past Victorian ideal.
Finally, thanks are due to all the officials who have spent their time in
organising activities, and to the House Masters for all their supervision
and encouragement.
M.
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R.

SHENSTONE.

GIFFORD
Yet again. Gifford has emerged near the bottom of the House
Championship; our efforts during the summer have left us occupying
seventh position for the second successive time.
The major disappointment of the year has undoubtedly occurred in
Cricket, as in the final analysis we have slumped from fourth to the
bottom of the table. Our 1st X I recorded only one win throughout the
whole season, its dismal failure thus bringing us seventh place in both
League and Knockout competitions. Credit for our points must consequently go almost solely to the second team, which won half its League
matches and reached the final of the Knockout; and to our victorious
Upper Middles, who had to rely on ten men even at the best of times.
The Tennis team was unable to consolidate its early promise, and
managed only two wins and sixth position in the League. Thanks to
success in the third round of the Knockout, however, our overall placing
was fifth, as in 1963.
Swimming once more came to the fore following last year's decline.
Despite poor results in the relays, the House scored a notable achievement
by coming equal first in standards, and eventually finished fourth in all,
after a solid performance from our club members at the Sports.
Shooting has never been a strong point with Gifford, but at least we
lived up to our attainments of the previous year by coming sixth. Enthusiasm for Athletics still seems to be rather limited, as indicated by our low
place in standards and shortage of entries for the Sports. A position of
sixth could easily be improved by more individual effort.
Finally, we must warmly thank our Housemaster M r Hodges, and
the House Tutors, M r Gregory and M r Sulston, for all their help and
encouragement during the past year. Perhaps their efforts will soon be
rewarded by a change in our fortunes.
S. A . COCKLE.

HEATH
Heath has made a concerted effort to shake off the wooden spoon it
won last year and has risen to fifth position in the Cock House Championship. This is most satisfying to us, since we would not like our new
House Master, M r Guy, to think that he had been lumbered with an
apathetic House.
It is now up to members of the House to make sure they do not
imitate the mathematical frog who always jumped up three places only to
slide back two. Though we are not yet talented enough to win the Cock
House Championship, we must not spend too much time gathering the
necessary strength, as there are those who would prefer the Cock to be
done away with and crow no more. Moreover it is going to be difficult
to remain in fifth position as four School Colours are leaving.
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In the Summer Term we came fifth overall in Cricket. Being bare
of talent we were outclassed in the Knockout and came eighth. However
our League teams managed to come second, in fact the second team were
unbeaten which augurs well for the future. Our Swimmers, too, came fifth
overall. A creditable number of Life-Saving awards were gained, and a
Relay cup was won. Some hidden talent was discovered in Tennis, and with
the right matches being rained off we came third overall. The Shooting
team regained form, and by winning the Tunstall Cup managed to finish
in second position in the Shooting Competition. But where are our
Athletes ? Getting Athletics Standards is a real test of House Spirit !
Our thanks must go to our House Master, M r Guy, who is looking
after our interests most enthusiastically, and to our House Tutors, M r
Trott and M r Stamp. To M r Wilson, who is leaving K.E.S. after three
years as our House Tutor, we wish every success in his new job.
A.

S.

LOWENSTEIN.

JEUNE
1964 has been a successful year for Jeune; a final position of second in
the House Championship has been attained by a mixture of determination,
luck and talent, even though we finished a clear hundred points behind
Vardy.
The impetus of the first two terms has been maintained in the Summer
months, helped by the vagaries of the Club system, giving us League
positions of third in Cricket and first in Tennis. We reached each of
these Knockout finals, thanks more to the first two of the above qualities
than the third, but lost to Vardy both times. The 2nd X I won League
matches, but its Knockout activities were unhappy and the junior teams
recorded equally mixed results. Overall in Cricket we were fourth, in
Tennis second.
In the Athletics and Swimming Sports, our lack of talent has been
brutally exposed; we were seventh and eighth. However, the position
was retrieved in Athletics by a good effort in Standards, in which we were
second, to produce a final position of fifth. In Swimming we displayed
a revulsion to water, by gravitating to our familiar positions of eighth in
Standards and eighth in the Championship. Our Shooting team, in
contrast, completed a consistent year in the top half of the table, coming
third in both the Tunstall Cup and overall shooting order.
This year we have achieved more in the active sports than for nearly
ten years, and we could do surprisingly well next year. But the greatest
danger now that we have at last stirred ourselves is complacency; a
sustained effort from every member of the House will be needed merely to
maintain our present position.
N o summary of our activities this year could be complete without a
tribute to B. S. Wilkins House Captain, until his tragic accident. Our
success has been in no small measure his responsibility, and we wish him
a complete and rapid recovery.
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We must also acknowledge the service and encouragement of M r
Leeds, D r Nicholas and M r Leeson, who leaves us this term. In his five
years with us, he has earned our sincere thanks and to M r Gibbs we extend
an equally sincere welcome.
N.

J.

SANDERS.

LEVETT
Despite the Exodus of talent last year, the House has not only
maintained, but even strengthened the powerful position it obtained last
year. We have been third in the Cock House Competition now for two
successive years, but whereas last year we were not far clear of fourth and
a long way behind second, this year, a position of second or third was
very much in the balance. This is in the main due to the great effort of
the bulk of the House which has enabled us to obtain a number of honours
in particular sports.
During the winter months, the House usually turns out to be good at
Chess, Fives and Gymnastics, but at best mediocre at Cross-Country,
Rugger and Shooting. This year we had pleasing results in all these
except Shooting, where we are handicapped by a shortage of C.C.F.
members from whom to select the team. It was with some apprehension,
nevertheless, that we approached the Summer term, having but one
member of the Cricket Club in the House and having lost many outstanding athletes.
The House rallied to the cause nobly. The Cricket teams won the
League, a feat due in no small part to M . J. Hamar's consistently fine batting, and to our surprise and delight, succeeded in winning one Knockout
match in the first and two in the second team which, combined with the
third and fourth teams, made us third in the Knockout overall. Our final
position of second in Cricket was higher than we had dared to hope for at
the beginning of the season.
The Swimming team has earned a well deserved first place by the
strenuous efforts of all its members. Our positions of first in Water-Polo,
second in the relays, fourth in standards and first in the Swimming Sports
show that our success was not earned lightly. The athletes also did a
good job. A creditable number of medals were won at the Sports in
bringing us to our final position of fourth. Tennis has suffered from the
G.C.E. leaves rather unfortunately. We were often unable to field our
strongest pairs in the League, though the Knockout team was representative. Our position of sixth was perhaps a little disappointing.
This year we are sadly losing M r Nicholls, who has been a House
tutor for three years. He is moving to Atlantic College, and we wish him
all good fortune.
On behalf of the House I thank M r Freeman, M r Nicholls and M r
Chapman for all their help and encouragement.
R.
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B.

DAVIES.

PRINCE LEE

A position of sixth in the Cock House Championship has come as
no surprise. Since the last report the news has come through that we
were placed second in Athletics—an excellent performance, reflecting
much credit on the House in general and on several talented individuals,
to whom we look for the future in particular.
We lack sporting stars in all summer sports and consequently our
positions in Cricket. Swimming and Tennis were sixth, seventh and eighth,
respectively. In Cricket the 1st X I performed very creditably indeed
although winning only one match. The 2nd X I was rather disappointing
and our position of fourth in the Knock-out was mainly due to the
performances of the third and fourth teams. There seems to be excellent
prospects in Junior Cricket and this augurs well for the future. In
Swimming, people tried hard to disguise the lack of talent in the House,
but only succeeded in Life-Saving. In Tennis we surprisingly did better
in the League than in the Knockout, whilst in Shooting we were'placed
seventh overall.
In spite of disappointments, the House has not been too discouraged
and, as shown in Athletics and Swimming, House Spirit is reviving and
improving.
Prospects for the future can only be bright i f everyone pulls their
weight—a great deal depends on the rank and file. Looking back over the
last seven years one sees that Prince Lee has entered a decline, but that the
number of very promising people in the three lower blocks indicates that
it should not be long before the House returns to its former high position.
The promise and enthusiasm is there, but this must be maintained throughout the middle School in order to give us something to celebrate as a
House.
Our thanks go to the House Tutors who have given us tremendous
encouragement and also to M r Mathews who has been a source of great
inspiration. We have their example of enthusiasm and service before us;
let us hope those who come will strive to emulate it and that finally success
will come our way again.
J. P. CROXALL.

VARDY

For the fifth successive time, the House won the Cock House Championship. Our position after the Lent term was maintained by a good
performance in all the Summer sports.
In the Athletics Sports this term, the House surpassed itself and, for
the first time in living memory, we won the Athletics Championship.
The League Cricket teams did creditably to finish third, despite
being reduced to eight or nine men on several occasions during the
G.C.E. examinations. I n the Knockout, not surprisingly with thirteen
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members of the Cricket Club, the senior teams did very well, but the
junior teams were disappointing. The fourth team lost all its matches,
but the third team excelled itself and won the loser's final. However, our
final position in Cricket was first.
The League Tennis team finished third and our Knockout team,
composed entirely of Tennis Club members, went on to win the competition and thus the Tennis Championship.
This term we finished second in the Tunstall Cup and were the overall
winners of Shooting.
In Swimming Standards and Life-saving, there seems to be a general
apathy in the House, and our good position is due to a small nucleus of
keen swimmers. In the Sports we did well in the Senior age-groups, but
were undistinguished in the Junior sections. Our final position was
second.
This year we are losing few outstanding sportsmen and we shall have
a very strong sixth-form. However, we are very weak in the lower half
of the House, and prospects are not very encouraging.
We must bid farewell this year to M r Harris, who, after many years
of valuable help and encouragement, is now leaving the School. Finally,
our thanks must go to M r Parry and M r Hamlin for their advice and
support at all times.
A. J. G. HF.Y.

C O C K H O U S E C H A M P I O N S H I P , 1963-4
lsl
2nd
3rd
4th
5th
6th
7th
8th

Vardy
Jeune
Levett
Evans
Heath
Prince Lee
Gifford
Cary Gilson. .

Scaled Points
422-7
315-2
307-8
300-1
265 -4
249-2
247-7
232-5

C O M B I N E D CADET FORCE
The main event of the Term was, as usual, the General Inspection.
The Inspecting Officer. Rear Admiral H . C. Martell. Commander Naval
Reserves, saw an even greater variety of demonstrations and exhibits
than usual, both indoor and out. The evening culminated in the Changing
of the Guard from the colourful scarlet and yellow uniforms of the Old
to the sombre khaki of the New. Taking the Inspection as a whole the
Admiral was obviously most impressed, his only criticism being that our
marching could have been more polished : even so, a most successful
evening which reflected much credit on all those who took part.
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Army Section
The term's training ended much as usual except that the three
sections now have to compete for new recruits from Connolly Company
by striving to impress them with glider flights and platoon attacks !
Slim completed their cadre course and 'promotions' for Camp took the
form of coloured lanyards to mark their passing-out grade. We were
then faced with a hasty evacuation to Annual Camp immediately after
the end-of-term ceremony. After a hazardous journey through the
London Underground we arrived intact at the Scots Guards Camp at
Stoney Castle.
The Camp itself, aided by marvellous weather, was an extraordinarily
good one. The training was highly organised and very varied, and
included some watermanship at the First Training Regiment, R.E.,
Hawley Lake. The Chief Master spent the week-end with the contingent
and made a spirited contribution to our ' regatta.' Members of Slim,
having entered for the Duke of Edinburgh's Silver Award, completed a
three-day expedition and performed a number of tests en route to qualify
for this section. Heat-wave conditions played havoc with some feet.
Meanwhile, at Camp, Vyse were indulging in night exercises—and also
some drilling—at whose request, we wonder ?—from the Guards R.S.M.
Later on Slim spent a whole day on the Range firing the S.L.R. and the
new Classification Course, while Vyse visited the Sapper Railway Regiment at Longmoor by kind invitation of Major Wice (O.E.).
For the first time we had an ' Official Photographer ' at Camp, whose
services were always in great demand, whether for photographing platoon
attacks, weary figures carrying what felt like the world on their shoulders,
or feats of daring on the Assault Course at Pirbright Camp. In addition,
a number of training photographs were taken for use next year. The
usual tent competitions took place and were won by Cpl. Tallett's tent
from Slim and L/Cpl. M . W. Davis' tent from Vyse.
That the Camp was such a success was due partly to the weather and
the exceptionally good feeding arrangements but far more to the excellent
organisation and unflagging interest and enthusiasm of the Officers.
For Lt. Leeson, who moves to another teaching post, this was his last
Camp with K.E.S., and the whole contingent, especially Vyse Company,
is greatly in his debt for all the work that he has done.
Once again we offer our thanks to all the Officers for a very diverse
and entertaining year.
J. P. CROXALL.

R.A.F. Section
At the end of Lent Term, cadets sat for the Proficiency and Advanced
Training Examinations, and the results obtained were some of the best
ever, all cadets passing, and six out of the seven cadets who sat for the
Advanced Examination obtaining distinctions, with one cadet obtaining
an average of 98 per cent for the whole examination.
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During the Easter Holidays, five cadets attended one of the newstyle Gliding Camps at R.A.F., Kirton-in-Lindsey, Lincolnshire, and
thoroughly enjoyed their week's gliding, one cadet staying on a few days
extra in order to be able to take his R.A.F. Gliding Proficiency.
Training during the Summer term was mainly concentrated on
Primary Gliding, culminating in several successful flights on the evening
of the General Inspection. Towards the end of term, three model
gliders, designed and built by cadets, were finally finished and flown
successfully until a series of heavy landings caused enough damage to
necessitate intensive repair and rebuilding. A t the end of term the first
recruits from Connolly Company were accepted by the Section, and it was
pleasing to see that the number of recruits was encouragingly larger than
the average over the last few years.
A t the beginning of the Summer Vacation seven cadets attended a
week's Annual Camp at R.A.F., Topcliffe, in Yorkshire, at which the
training followed the usual lines for Annual Camp, but was memorable
for the fact that six cadets were given a most interesting six-hour flight
around the coasts of Scotland and over the Highlands, covering in all
something over 1,000 miles.
F/Lt.

W.

TRAYNOR

R . N . Section
The Section spent the first part of the term preparing for the General
Inspection at which the Naval Staff officer was Commander Llewellyn of
H.M.S. Flying Fox. The Section offered displays of Semaphore, the
rigging of a breeches buoy and of Robinson's disengaging gear, and
instruction in the use of the sextant. The completion of this programme
marked the successful transition between the commands of Lt Benett and
Lt Gregory.
The Inspection over, the Section began a different programme. The
redecoration of the Seamanship Room is now nearing completion, the
Whaler at Edgbaston Reservoir has been used nearly every week, and work
has been continued for proficiency certificates. Finally 14 Proficiency
and four Advanced Proficiency Certificates were gained.
1964 has seen a great variety of Camps for the Section. A t Easter,
cadets took Navigation and Commando courses, while in the Summer
holidays two cadets went on a Quarter Master course, others went to
Dartmouth Training Squadron for a week, sailing over to France one
night. Another party went for training at H.M.S. Vernon in Portsmouth,
where the emphasis was on practical work, such as sailing, rather than
uninteresting lectures on Naval theory. Two other cadets had the
wonderful experience of going on a cruise to Gibraltar.
With such imaginative Naval training programmes, it was not
surprising that the intake of recruits from Connolly Company was larger
than usual—a good sign for the future.
P.
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R.

H.

JOHNSTONE.

EXCITEMENT, TRAVEL,

VARIETY—

A Royal Air Force
career offers high rewards
As an officer in the R o y a l A i r Force y o u
could serve in any one of a dozen countries
and visit twenty others. T h e aircraft you
fly could vary from helicopters to M a c h 2
fighters, and your regular runs from a
hundred miles to right around the world.
Pay is excellent: by the age of 21 you
could be earning over £1000 a year.

Two ways to a Flying Commission
With 'A' level G.C.E. you may apply for
entry to C r a n w e l l , the R . A . F . College
which trains you for a flying and executive
career that can take you to the most senior
ranks in the Service. Y o u must be 174-194
and have G . C . E . in English language,
mathematics, science or a language and
two other subjects. T w o subjects must be
at ' A ' level.
With 5 'O' levels including English
language, mathematics and three other
acceptable subjects you may apply for a
Direct Entry commission. T h i s gives you
guaranteed service to the age of 38 and
you have good prospects of service to the
age of 55. Alternatively you may choose to
leave the Service at the 8 or 12 year point
with a tax-free gratuity of up to £5000.

If you are Technically Minded
I f you have ' A ' level in pure and applied
mathematics and physics you may be
eligible for a cadetship at Henlow, the
R . A . F . Technical College. Here you train
for a permanent commission in the
Technical Branch and read for the D i p .
T e c h . which is equivalent to an honours
degree.

R.A.F. Scholarships
Boys over 15 years 8 months may apply
for an R . A . F . Scholarship worth up to

£260 a year, to enable them to stay at
their own school to take the necessary
' A ' levels for Cranwell or Henlow. I f you
would like further information, write,
giving your date of birth and details of
education to G r o u p Captain J . W. A l l a n ,
D.s.o., D . F . c , A . F . c , R . A . F . . Adastral
House ( S C H ) . L o n d o n . W . C . I . Mention
the subject that most interests y o u :
C r a n w e l l . Direct Entry, Henlow, or
R . A . F . Scholarships. Alternatively, ask
your Careers Master to arrange an
informal meeting with your Schools
Liaison Officer.

*>

The Royal Air Force
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ARDUOUS T R A I N I N G , 1964
Every year during the Easter holidays, the School C.C.F. organizes
an Arduous Training expedition in the hills of England and Wales. Such
an expedition is designed to help the party gain more experience of mountain camping and travel as well as climb the major peaks of the area. In
the past. Arduous Training has been confined to the C.C.F.. but this year
we ventured on a combined expedition to the Lake District with the
Scouts.
Thus it was that on Monday, 13th April, two officers, a scoutmaster
and twelve boys left the village of Grasmere in Cumberland for the first
camp site. It was a bright afternoon and the weight of our 50-pound
rucksacks coupled with a 700-foot climb soon slowed the party from a
brisk pace to a crawl. However, after an hour we reached Easedale Tarn,
nestling 900 feet up in a small corrie. We pitched camp there by the
inlet stream to the tarn and settled down to a welcome tea.
The party took five tents, a "Rob Roy," a " Good Companion,"
two " Itisa Seniors " and the new " Marechal " ridge tent. The food we
ate throughout the week was Army " Compo " rations which include
everything from bacon and egg to apricot pudding and sweets and
matches, all in tins. We also took fresh fruit. A l l the cooking was done
on the Bleuet butane stove, which each tent had, and the " Compo " food
proved to be very satisfying and filling.
We spent four nights at Easedale Tarn and it rained throughout
each of them. The small tents took quite a buffetting from strong winds
funnelled down the valley, but everyone inside remained dry. The first
morning was spent on a walk to the famous Langdale Pikes and we reached
Harrison Stickle (2,403 ft) by way of Stickle Tarn, a small lake next to the
Easedale corrie. On Harrison Stickle we paused, hoping to admire the
view, but we were disappointed since the cloud level was around 2,500 feet
and most of the major peaks were obscured. From there we returned
over the high moorland, covered with snow and ice, around High Raise
(2,501 ft) back to camp.
Next day we took on an expedition to Scafell Pikes. After passing
Stickle Tarn we dropped down into the Langdale valley and walked
briskly up the valley with the Langdales towering impressively above us.
After a long and very steep climb up Rossett Gill we arrived at Esk Hause,
the start for our ascent of Scafell. In steadily deteriorating weather we
battled our way through hail and sleet driven horizontally by strong winds
and, peering through thick mist with visibility down to 15 yards, we
reached the summit of Scafell Pikes (3,210 ft). After a long and arduous
return in similar conditions, when our map reading and compass marching
skills were used to the full, we arrived at Easedale Tarn, exhausted and
soaked to the skin.
Despite the depressing weather, spirits remained high as we set about
drying our clothing next day. Odd bits of string and storm guys made
excellent clothes lines which were hung between tents and boulders. We
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then completed drying operations by wearing our still damp clothes and
settling down to the warm task of cairning an old path between Easedale
Tarn and Far Easedale Gill, a job assigned to us by the National Trust.
Tn the stiff breeze we soon dried out.
We then moved camp to our second camp site at Grisedale Tarn and
picked up fresh food supplies which we had previously dumped. Arriving
at the tarn in thick mist, we spent half an hour peering about and finally
settled on a site 200 yards below the exit from the tarn. That afternoon
we set off in two parties, a fast and a slow, to ascend Fairfield (2,863 ft)
which towers immediately above the tarn. We then followed the ridge
down to Patterdale from Cofa Pike. Along the ridge the mist cleared,
and the sun broke through for the first time for over four days. From
St Sunday Crag we could look down into two valleys, Grisedale to the
north and Deepdale to the south. We could see Grisedale Tarn cradled
impressively between Dollywaggon Pike (2,801 ft) and Fairfield, and the
unmistakeable silhoutte of Striding Edge seemed only half a mile away.
From Patterdale we returned to camp after a pleasant afternoon's walk.
The fine weather continued into Saturday and in high spirits we set
off to " do " Helvellyn. We reached the summit cairn of Helvellyn
(3,118 ft) by way of Dollywaggon Pike, from which it was possible to
identify many peaks for miles around in the cloudless sky. We continued
along the ridge and dropped down into Glenridding Common. Crossing
this we reached Grisedale Brow (2,250 ft) the start of Striding Edge.
Striding Edge is an arete, a narrow ridge often a foot wide with precipitous
slopes dropping down into Red Tarn on one side and Grisedale on the
other. Though it is perfectly safe to the steady head, the views and its
airy heights give one an exhilarating feeling.
On Sunday, the last day, we prepared for the final night march back
to Penrith. We struck camp at 6-30 p.m. and arrived at Patterdale an
hour later. In growing darkness we climbed 800 feet to the head of
Boredale. high above Patterdale. Here, we lost the track, and with the
aid of torches groped our way down to Boredale where we followed the
road to Martindale. Following the Westmorland shore of Ullswater and
then a ' B ' road, we arrived at Penrith Station at 3-30 a.m., after a 20-miles
walk. There, the older members made tea, whilst the younger members
promptly went to sleep, waiting for the 6-56 train to Birmingham, and
civilisation.
So ended a successful week of Arduous Training, arduous not so
much in the walking accomplished, but in the weather conditions which
we endured without complaint.
D . J. M A Y .

T H E SCOUT GROUP
The most pleasing quality the Group has shown this term is a desire
to get away from School as often as possible on a Friday afternoon.
Andrew's Copse has been the obvious place to go to and valuable work
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has been done there. Troop camping areas have now been allocated and
work is in hand on preparing them for use. Meanwhile work continues
on the stream and the well. The vast amount of dead wood lying around
makes firelighting and cooking just too easy.
Easter Camp, however, showed Scouting at its most difficult. Continuous rain and a muddy site made camping a chore, but a high standard
of training was maintained and thirty-two badges were gained. Everyone
was very grateful for the few hours of good weather which Dr Mayor
thoughtfully brought with him on his visit.
We were fortunate in having good weather too for Parents' Evening.
The marquee which Park Vale erected was used more as a sunshade than
as an umbrella. The organisation was efficient and visitors were i m pressed. Two Queen's Scout badges were presented. The total number
of badges gained this term is forty-two, including six Scout Cords, a
creditable total in a term so disrupted by examinations.
After less than twelve months in the happy position o f having a
Scoutmaster for every troop, we are now faced with the loss of five of our
eight Scouters: M r Harris, M r Nicholls, M r Robinson, M r Sulston and
M r Wilson. We thank them all most heartily for what they have done for
us and we wish them good luck and good scouting in their new positions.
Our grateful thanks go also to those who are staying—to M r Dodds,
M r Hamlin and, above all, to Dr Mayor whose constant work on our
behalf is what keeps the Group on a sure and steady foundation amid all
the changes.
And so the Group goes on. Summer camps are being held this year
in Westmorland and Yorkshire. Seniors are going to Norway and
Switzerland. Plans are already in hand for next term and expeditions
week-end. With a tradition of high standards and with high hopes for
the future, the Group continues to thrive. Scouting is moving with the
times.
J. R .

KEY-PUGH.

T H E PERSONAL SERVICE GROUP
It is surprising what a wide diversity of tasks members of the Group
have found themselves able to undertake. Any who on joining are doubtful about their abilities as handymen soon find out that where there is a
will there is a way. Some indoor decorating of a very commendable
standard has been carried out and many overgrown gardens have been
restored to respectable order. The more experienced gardeners in the
Group would even claim to know the difference between weeds and
desirable flowering plants.
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It is to be hoped that many more boys, who are conscious of the needs
of the Society they live in, will rise to the challenge of helping the old and
infirm by joining the Group. It is a most rewarding and really sensible
way to spend Friday afternoons. Often it is for relieving their loneliness
that the old people we visit are most grateful. Coming in from doing their
shopping one frequently senses that it is a chat over a cup of tea they are
really looking forward to.
Our thanks are due to M r Williams and M r Bolton for organising
our activities and to all those masters who have generously provided
transport.
A . S. LOWENSTEIN.

CHAPEL CHOIR O U T I N G , 1964
Unlike the majority of ecclesiastical choirs, the Chapel Choir is a
completely amateur body. Apart from the pleasure of singing, the only
reward for its services during the year is the annual outing in the Summer
Term. This year the outing took place on July 20th and the Choir visited
Bath.
On the way there we stopped at Tewkesbury and saw the magnificent
Abbey there, with its curious roof which from inside does not appear to
have been made to fit the pillars and arches of the nave. Then we went
on to Bath and were at once taken on a tour of the Roman baths and the
Pump Room. Some members of the party were persuaded to taste the
Spa water: most of them regretted it. We had lunch in the pleasant
surroundings, looked at some of the buildings of architectural interest
in the city, especially the Abbey. This is a fine building which has
recently been renovated. Its most striking internal features are its large
windows in the nave and chancel and the ubiquitous memorial tablets of
all shapes, sizes and styles, which cover the walls.
Tea was provided for us at a hotel in Bath and after it we left the city.
Our return journey brought us to Fairford. Here we saw the beautiful
little church with its unique complement of sixteenth century stained glass.
Some of the more inquisitive visitors found some fine misericords in the
choir stalls. The delightful journey home through the Cotswolds brought
to a close a most enjoyable day for which we thank M r Willaims and
M r Tunnard most sincerely.
J.
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KEY-PUGH.

Have you thought
about a career in banking?

Not so long ago, this man was about
to leave school. He had a pretty
good GCE — but did not really know
what he wanted to do.
Then a friend suggested District
Bank. He certainly hadn't thought
of that! Banking, to him, was a dull
job.
But as he learnt more about
District Bank it very soon began
to sound rather intriguing.
Now in his own words: "Dull?

Banking's anything but dull. I'm a
cashier at the moment, meeting
different people and different problems every day. I've been on a
couple of courses already, to learn
about various aspects of the job—
and enjoyed them.
"And the prospects look good.
Everyone who joins the Bank is
regarded as a potential manager.
"I've already got my eye on a
managership!"

OPPORTUNITY AND DISTRICT BANK
The Bank's continual expansion means that in the coming
years more and more branch managers w i l l be needed.
They w i l l be chosen from the ranks of the young men joining
now, for promotion in District Bank depends on merit alone.

DISTRICT B A N K
over 570 branches
If these prospects interest you, you are invited to
write for further information to The Staff Manager,
District Bank Ltd., Head Office, 17 Spring Gardens, Manchester, 2
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PHYSICAL TRAINING

WITH

THE

ARMY

During the Easter Holidays we volunteered for a P.T. Course at the
Army School of Physical Training, at Aldershot. The 120 cadets on the
course were divided into six sections and accommodated in comfortable
modern billets at Malta Barracks. The food, cooked by the Army Catering Corps, was excellent. There was a walk from Malta Barracks to the
School along a muddy canal bank, but this did not lessen our appreciation
of the marvelous facilities of the School.
The course consisted of general exercises in the form of lessons, which
were first taken by an instructor and later by individuals to test leadership.
Although strenuous the exercises were fun because A.P.T. instructors
have the technique of making you feel you want to work hard. Other
aspects of the course were instruction and participation in vaulting and
agility, basket-ball, tug-of-war, swimming, trampolining, relay races, and
assault courses.
There were various competitions between the six sections and it was
amazing how much rivalry there was, considering that we had only known
members of our section for a few days. Cadets present came from all
over Britain. Our billet was kept awake by two Scots boys, one at each
end of the room, who sang dramatic Scottish ballads deep into the night.
The highlight of the course, for us, was a demonstration by Nick
Stewart, the England coach, and members of the English Gymnastics
team. The whole course was an unforgettable experience. To have been
taught by the best P.T. instructors in the world and to have met other
boys in these unusual conditions of friendship and rivalry will always be
remembered. We urge anyone who has the opportunity of attending
another such course to take it, and we assure them they will not regret it.
A . C. BUTLER.
P. R. M . MATHEWS.

LETTER F R O M T H E CANARIES
The Canary Islands are of volcanic origin, they are seven in number
and are situated approximately one hundred miles off the coast of North
West Africa. The two largest and most densely populated islands are
Tenerife and Gran Canaria ; Lanzarote is the third island of the group and
probably the most interesting ; La Palma, Gomera, Fuerteventura and
Hierro are of little importance and even less interest. The archipelago is
governed from Madrid.
On the island of Lanzarote in the sixteenth century there occurred
multiple volcanic eruptions which lasted for six years and covered one
third of the island's surface with lava, creating what is now one of the
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strangest and most beautiful islands in the world. Rocky roads, cut
through the endless acres of black, jagged lava, connect small villages
living on the cultivation of figs and tobacco. The heat is overpowering
and the atmosphere so turbulent that one fears the disintegration of the
old D.C.3 aeroplanes as they bumpily land at the small airstrip near
Arrecife, the capital of Lanzarote. A i r transport is by far the most
important means of passenger travel between the islands. The seas are
dangerous and the passenger ships are ancient.
Gran Canaria is beautiful, an island of contrasts, of desert and forests,
of mountains and gorges, of tobacco and bananas.
The capital of Gran Canaria is Las Palmas, a city of some 300,000
inhabitants, built along a narrow isthmus and along the shore of an
immense bay. I t is approximately six miles long and, in parts, only one
hundred yards wide. The port is one of the most important in the
Atlantic and the air port is large enough to accommodate the Boeing 707's
of South African Airways, with ease.
The lingua franca is, of course, Spanish, although the Spanish of
Mexico and Cuba. The town reminds one of the great Latin American
capitals far more than of Madrid, Sevilla, or Burgos. The people of the
Canary Islands dislike Spaniards from the mainland, mainly owing co
their pride in usually non-existent island characteristics. For more or
less the same reason, the people of Gran Canaria loath those from Tenerife.
The latter is not unusual among the population of small islands, but it
does tend to detract from one's enjoyment of life on two islands which, in
reality, are equally enjoyable. Of course, it also results in the formation
of closed and more or less exclusive groups within any one city. Students
from Tenerife who study in Las Palmas tend to gravitate towards each
other, as do the young people from Gran Canaria who study in the
University of La Laguna on the neighbouring island of Tenerife. Spaniards
from the mainland form into tightly-knit groups, more or less closed to
outsiders, so the position of a foreigner living in the Canary Islands is
often unfortunate. There is, of course, a well-established British Club in
Las Palmas, although in six months I have not visited it and have no
intention of so doing.
Despite insular rivalry and insular attitudes, one cannot deny that i f
Gran Canaria is beautiful, then Tenerife is just as much so. The island
is greener than Gran Canaria and is dominated by the highest peak in the
archipelago, the Teide, the mountain which inspired the lines :
" Como ese Teide gigante
Todas las canarias son,
Mucha nieve en el semblante
Y fuego en el corazon."
The poet compares the women of the islands with the once-volcanic
Teide, saying that both have snows on the surface, yet fire in the soul.
The poet is quite wrong. The women of the Canary Islands are not cold
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superficially and, generally, have little in their souls save the profound and
utter stupidity which often is the only reminder that the visitor takes with
him when he leaves.
1 shall return to England with many memories, the wealth of the
ports and the barrenness of the fields; towering skyscrapers and the
wretches who live in caves on the outskirts of Las Palmas ; people who are
difficult to know yet who are worth knowing; islands of sun, sand, and
rugged beauty. When I leave the Canary Islands I shall leave with few
regrets, for despite their many faults they have a peculiar charm which
calls back those who have lived here. Men and women born in the
islands often travel far, but almost always cherish the hope of returning
in their old age. This is perhaps the most graphic tribute which one can
pay.
W.

D.

LANE.

Las Palmas de Gran Canaria.

CONTEMPORARIES
The Editors acknowledge the receipt of :
The Beacon, Bristol Grammar School Chronicle, The Bromsgrovian,
The Coventrian, The Edwardian (Bath), The Edwardian (Stourbridge),
The Herefordian, Kings Norton Girls' Grammar School Magazine, The
Leys Fortnightly, The Ousel, The Portcullis Sotoniensis, The Salopian. The
Veseyan, The Wolvernian, The Wykehamist.
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KING EDWARD'S SCHOOL CLUB
STATEMENT

O F A C C O U N T S F O R Y E A R A P R I L 1st, 1963, to M A R C H 31st,

£

INCOME

To
,,
„
.,
„
,,
„
„
,,

Governors' Grant
Heath Testimonial Fund
Levett Trust
Mayo Trust
Old Boys' Permanent Contributory Fund
Solomon Memorial Trust
Honorary Members' Subscriptions
..
Boys' Subscriptions
Grant from School Stock

..
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11
11
15
8
2
57
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£1599

(Signed) J . C . Roberts, Hon.

s. d.
0 0
18 8
11 0
2 2
9 0
3 10
10 6
10 0
0 0
5

2

Treasurer.

C. J . DARRALL

\

Hon.

A. R . H E M I N G W A Y J Auditors

Receipts for year ending March 31st, 1964
Deficit brought forward, April 1st 1963

Expenditure for year ending March 31st, 1964
Deficit carried forward, April 1st, 1964

1599
6

5
1

2
9

£1593
1656

3
4

5
6

£63

1

1

£

EXPENDITURE

By
„
„
,,
„
„
,,
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

Examined and found correct.

1964

„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„
„

Football
Cricket . .
Athletics
Swimming
Fives
Tennis
Rowing . .
Cross Country . .
Fencing . .
Squash Rackets
Shooting
Life Saving
Chess
CHRONICLE

Civic Society
Natural History Society
Railway and Model Engineering Society
Archaeological Society
Modern Language Society
Art Society
Photographic Society . .
Printing and Stationery
Postage and Telephone
Bank Charges
Christian Guild

..
..

..

267
493
96
48
177
82
40
28
18
24

1

..

43
226
10

2

2
78
5
2
£1656

s.
18
11
11
5
19
2
13
13
2
17
18
1
3
8
7
15
15
15
4
15
10
16
18
10
10

d.
10
3
9
0
1
1
6
11
0
1
0
6
6
6
6
9
0
0
6
0
0
9
4
0
8

4

6
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Cbtoarbtans' gsttoctation

The object of the Old Edwardians' Association is to maintain
touch between the School and Old Boys, and between Old Boys
themselves. The welfare and traditions of the School depend to a
great extent upon a strong Old Edwardians' Association, and the
ideal is that every boy leaving School should give the Association
his active support.
A t the moment, the annual subscription is 12s. 6d. This
entitles you to wear the O.E. tie, and to receive the O.E. Gazette
twice a year (the December issue contains an address list of all
members).
It is likely that this subscription will in the near future be
increased to cover membership of the new Sports Club at Streetsbrook Road.
N . J. F. C R A I G ,
R. J. G A R R A T T ,
Joint Hon. Secretaries.

KING EDWARD'S

SCHOOL

CLUB

H O N O R A R Y M E M B E R S H I P O F T H E S C H O O L C L U B (which includes a
subscription to the S C H O O L C H R O N I C L E ) is open to all Old Edwardians
and to parents of boys in the School, and friends of the School
at a subscription of not less than ten shillings per annum. I t affords
to Old Boys a means of keeping in touch with the School and at
the same time of giving support to the School Club. Subscriptions
should be made payable to " King Edward's School Club " and
sent to the Hon. Treasurer at the School.

